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Abstract
This study contributes to the discussion of the profitability of momentum investment strategies and
the degree to which the January Effect is still present in today’s developed stock markets by
examining long-, intermediate- and short-term momentum strategies. The formation of the portfolio
in the long-term strategy is based on past performance from the period t-12 to t-2, where t is the month
of formation. The portfolios in the intermediate- and short-term strategies are formed based on past
performance in t-12 to t-7 and t-6 to t-2 respectively. This thesis is based on a sample of 1,254 unique
public companies listed on stock exchanges in Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Iceland in the time
period 01.01.2007 to 31.01.2021.

We find that the three zero-cost momentum strategies analysed have been profitable in the Nordic
stock markets across this time period with significant average monthly excess returns. While we
observe that long-term and short-term strategies perform better than the intermediate-term strategy,
we are not able to conclude that one strategy performs significantly better than the other based on
statistical evidence. A division of the data sample into a small and large sub-sample provides evidence
that significant momentum returns can be found among both small and large companies. However,
we conclude that the small sample significantly outperforms the large sample in all cases, thereby
indicating that the momentum effect is notably more profound in smaller firms. Finally, we find that
even after adjusting for CAPM and the Fama-French three-factor model the momentum strategies
continue to realise positive abnormal returns, why these are unable to fully explain the momentum
returns achieved.

In terms of the January Effect, we detect a presence of this in the Nordic stock markets. We can
document with a 10% significance level that investing in January results in significantly higher
returns compared to investments conducted outside of January. Moreover, we observe that the
January Effect has a negative impact on excess returns for each of the momentum strategies
examined. In relation to this, we find that small firms on average tend to realise higher returns in
January, and that the January Effect appears to be more profound in past losers regardless of size,
which consequently results in lower momentum returns for the zero-cost strategies analysed.

Thus, by examining the performance of momentum investment strategies and the impact of the
January Effect on said strategies from a contemporary perspective we contribute to current literature.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Since the inception of stock markets, investors have tried to find strategies that can consistently beat
the market; only few people have been able to do so consistently. Many studies on the other hand
indicate that buying and holding a market portfolio or an ETF is, for the typical risk-adverse investor,
the best strategy to follow based on the risk-return trade-off.

Scholars investigating the returns of mutual funds, e.g. Jensen (1968), have found that not even highly
successful mutual funds are able to consistently outperform passively managed market benchmarks.
Jensen (1968) finds that on average mutual funds are not able to beat the market even when research
and other expenses are assumed to be zero. These results are in line with the efficient market
hypothesis by Fama (1970). The efficient market hypothesis implies that stock prices are always at
their fundamental value, why mutual funds should not be able to consistently beat the market.

Due to findings like these, there has been (and still is) much discussion about the viability of actively
managed mutual funds when research indicates that the high commissions charged cannot be justified
by the returns generated. However, market anomalies have been detected where prices deviate from
those predicted by the efficient market hypothesis. One such example is the prevalence of momentum
returns observed by various scholars. Momentum is “the tendency of an object in motion to stay in
motion”1. In terms of stock markets this suggest that past performance is a strong predictor of future
returns. In the momentum investment strategy, the investor buys past winners and sells past losers,
i.e. stocks which over- and underperform relative to their peers.

The notion of momentum on financial markets is a widely researched topic which has received
significant attention from the 1990’s since the study by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) was published.
In their study they examine 16 different momentum investment strategies based on look-back and
holding periods of 3, 6, 9 and 12 months respectively, and documented monthly positive abnormal
returns of 1% in the short-term. Since then many scholars have applied the same methodology as
Jegadeesh and Titman, where some have found robust performance (e.g. Rouwenhorst, 1998), while
others have found price reversals (e.g. Liu and Lee, 2001).

1

Novy-Marx (2012), pp. 1
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Another widely researched anomaly is the consistent occurrence of the January Effect. Several
scholars, e.g. Grundy and Martin (2001), have found that the momentum strategy obtains negative
returns in January. Several arguments have been put forward to explain why the January anomaly
exists. Grundy and Martin (2001) argue that the negative January loss can be explained by a bet
against the size effect, whereas others argue that the January loss is due to “tax-loss selling” and
“window dressing”. On the other hand, more recent studies claim that the January anomaly has
diminished over time, see e.g. Schwert (2003) or Perez (2018).

In other words, we have identified a fragmented view on the profitability of momentum strategies
and the degree to which seasonal anomalies such as the January Effect still persists in current
developed stock markets. As of such we wish to test the possibility of realising significant positive
returns following a relatively simple trading strategy based on past performance, as well as examine
the implications of the January Effect on said strategy.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The purpose of this thesis is to conduct an empirical study of the profitability of various momentum
investment strategies and determine the extent to which the January Effect exist in the Nordic stock
markets. Thus, to contribute to previous findings, the main research question in this thesis is:

Main research question
Do long-term, intermediate-term and short-term momentum investment strategies obtain positive
returns and to what degree is the January Effect present in the Nordic stock markets in the time period
2007 – 2021?

Underlying research questions:
To answer the main research question, we investigate different characteristics of the momentum and
January Effect. Thus, in this study we examine these characteristics both from a theoretical and
empirical view. The following sub-questions will provide us with a broader understanding and
contribute to answering the main research question:
•

What are the implications of traditional and behavioural finance theories for our study?

•

What results have other scholars obtained when studying the presence of momentum and the
January Effect in equity markets?

•

What implications does a proposed January Effect have on the return of momentum strategies
analysed in this study?

•

How can traditional and behavioural finance theories explain the findings obtained in this
study?

Thus, with this problem statement we add to existing literature as follows. First, by focusing on a
more recent time period with a length deemed adequate we update the findings within this research
field. Second, to the best of our knowledge and based on a review of previous literature, this is the
first study to conduct an empirical analysis of the impact of the January Effect on momentum returns
in the Nordic stock markets in the time period 2007 – 2021.
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1.4 Delimitation
As already stated, the primary focus of this thesis is to examine the profitability of various momentum
investment strategies and the degree to which the January Effect is present in the Nordic stock
markets. For this purpose, the data sample used in this thesis will be based on secondary data. Due to
our empirical analysis being primarily based on quantitative data this will allow us to include data
from a larger number of companies. The data sample included is limited to companies listed on the
Nordic stock markets. For the purpose of this study the Nordic stock markets include Denmark,
Sweden, Finland and Iceland. Thus, throughout this study when we refer to the Nordic stock markets
it does not include Norway. However, this does not mean that dual-listed companies, i.e. companies
with stocks listed on two different stock exchanges, with shares traded in both Norway and e.g.
Sweden are excluded from the sample, since it will be a part of our sample of companies listed in
Sweden. Norway is excluded from the data sample due to limited data availability in terms of
identifying delisted companies in Norway throughout the time period analysed in this study.

Additionally, this study will exclude data prior to 2006 due to limited information about delisted
companies on the Nordic stock markets prior to this date. By excluding data prior to this date, we
limit the impact of survivorship bias on our results.

Despite the empirical analysis being limited to the Nordic stock markets we still conduct a review of
previous papers examining different markets and sample periods in order to gain a broader
understanding of momentum and the January Effect. Moreover, this is done for comparison purposes.

While this study is primarily relevant to professional investors due to the character of the investigated
trading strategies and the resources required to perform these, the findings obtained may also be
relevant to private investors. A thorough discussion of the specific implications of our findings for
professional versus private investors remains beyond the scope of this study.
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1.5 Thesis Structure
With the preceding sections in this chapter having described the motivation for and purpose of this
thesis. The purpose of this section is to give the reader an overview of the overall structure of the
remainder of this thesis. The thesis is structured as follows:
2. Theory: In this chapter, we present theories which the thesis is based upon. The purpose of this
chapter is to give the reader an understanding of the implications of traditional and behavioural
finance theories on the momentum and January Effect.
3. Literature review: In chapter 3 we review relevant previous literature to provide the reader with
an overview of previous methodologies applied and results obtained.
4. Empirical methodology: In continuation of the former chapter we describe the methodologies
applied in terms of both data collection, formation of portfolios, performance measures, statistical
tests applied, etc.
5. Results: In the 5th chapter of the thesis we present the results obtained in our empirical analyses
and compare these with findings of previous studies outlined in chapter 3.
6. Implementation issues: The 6th chapter will go through practical implementation issues of the
strategies proposed in this thesis.
7. Discussion: In this chapter we discuss different explanations for the results achieved in chapter 5.
8. Conclusion: Finally, we summarize the findings answering the main research question as well as
the implications of our results for future research.
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2. Theory
In this chapter we will focus on both traditional and behavioural finance theories to gain a deeper
understanding of how stock markets behave. The theories outlined in this chapter will be used
throughout this thesis as a point of reference for further analysis and discussion of our findings.
This chapter is divided into two main sections focusing on traditional and behavioural finance theories
respectively. In the traditional finance section, we first focus on Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT)
introduced by Harry Markowitz in 1952. Subsequently, we will describe the Capital Asset Pricing
Model, Arbitrage Pricing Theory, the three-factor model and the Efficient Market Hypothesis. In the
second main section, we will focus on prospect theory, anchoring and adjustment, the disposition
effect, herding and representativeness as we believe these will contribute with relevant insights.

2.1 Modern Portfolio Theory
2.1.1 Portfolio return and risk
According to Markowitz (1952), selecting a portfolio of stocks can be divided into two phases. Firstly,
investors may focus on observation and experience to form expectations about the forthcoming
performance of the stocks observed. Secondly, investors will form a portfolio of stocks based on their
expectations. Markowitz (1952) primarily focuses on the second stage in his modern portfolio
theories. Markowitz first drew attention to the practice of portfolio diversification and how investors
can reduce the standard deviation of possible portfolio returns with a well-diversified portfolio
(Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2020). The principles introduced by Markowitz in 1952 laid the foundation
for many financial theories developed since then (Ibid).
The two main constituents of MPT are return and risk and the relationship between these. The return
of each stock in the portfolio can be calculated using the following formula:

𝑅𝑡 =

𝑃𝑡 −𝑃𝑡−1 +𝐷𝑡
𝑃𝑡−1

(2.1)

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡
𝑃𝑡 = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡
𝐷𝑡 = 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡
As evident from the formula above, the total stock return is the result of both an appreciation in the
price plus dividends paid out to the stockholder. The risk of an investment depends on the dispersion
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of potential outcomes and is typically more complicated to calculate than calculating return as risk
can be measured in different ways. The most common statistical measures of risk are variance and
standard deviation (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2020). The equations for calculating variance and
standard deviation are presented below:
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑅) = 𝐸(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑅̅𝑡 )2 (2.2)
𝑅𝑡 = 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝑅̅𝑡 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝑆𝐷(𝑅) = √𝑉𝐴𝑅(𝑅) (2.3)
Variance is a measure of how “spread out” returns are, i.e. the greater the variance, the greater the
volatility in returns and consequently the greater the risk of the investment. The standard deviation
on the other hand tells you the average deviation from the mean return and is easier to interpret as it
is measured in the same unit as the returns themselves. Equation 2.1 to 2.3 shown above are the return
and risk calculations for an individual stock, however in MPT it is assumed that investors do not hold
securities in isolation but instead hold portfolios of assets (Ibid). Hence, the risk of an individual stock
depends on its contribution to the risk of the entire portfolio. If the returns of stocks do not move in
exact lockstep, investors can construct a portfolio of risky assets that are less volatile than the
individual securities included in the portfolio. Thus, a stock held in isolation may appear as risky, but
when it is included as part of a portfolio it may be risk reducing due to its correlation with the other
assets held. Figure 2.1 below illustrates the relationship between diversification and risk.

Figure 2.1: Diversification benefits

Source: Brealey, Myers, & Allen (2020)
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As evident from the figure above, adding more stocks to the portfolio decreases the standard
deviation, i.e. risk, of the portfolio thus indicating positive benefits of diversification. The figure also
illustrates that the marginal benefit of diversification decreases as the number of stocks included in
the portfolio increases. Nevertheless, no matter how many stocks are included in the portfolio, you
can never completely eliminate all risk. The risk that investors can eliminate by diversifying their
portfolio is called unsystematic or idiosyncratic risk (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2020). Unsystematic
risk can be eliminated due to the fact that many of the threats a company is exposed to are specific to
that company. The risk that investors cannot avoid, irrespective of how much they diversify, is called
systematic risk (Ibid). Systematic risk affects all companies as there are economywide perils that
threaten the overall market.

To determine the effect of diversification on portfolio risk, the investor must know the covariance
between the stocks included in the portfolio. Covariance measures how two stocks move relative to
each other. The covariance between two stocks can be calculated using the following formula:
𝜎12 = 𝜌12 ∗ 𝜎1 ∗ 𝜎2 (2.4)
𝜎12 = 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 2
𝜌 = 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 2
𝜎 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

The correlation coefficient is always a pure value and is between -1 and 1. If there is a perfect negative
correlation between two stocks, the correlation coefficient is -1, whereas if they are perfectly
correlated the correlation coefficient is 1. Lastly, if expected stock returns are completely unrelated,
the correlation coefficient is zero. When the correlation is not exactly 1 there is a benefit of
diversification. Assuming the portfolio only includes two stocks, the portfolio risk can be calculated
using the following formula (Ibid):
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑥12 𝜎12 + 𝑥22 𝜎22 + 2(𝑥1 𝑥2 𝜌12 𝜎1 𝜎2 ) (2.5)
𝑥1 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 1
𝑥2 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 2
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The portfolio standard deviation is calculated as the square root of the portfolio variance. As
mentioned previously, adding more stocks to the portfolio decreases risk. The general formula for
calculating variance when the portfolio includes more than two stocks is as follows (Brealey, Myers,
& Allen, 2020):
𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗 𝑥1 ∗ 𝑥𝑗 ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑗 ) (2.6)

As evident from the variance formula above, the total portfolio risk is driven by the covariances
between the stocks included. As the number of stocks included increases in an equally weighted
portfolio, the portfolio variance will approach the average covariance. If the average covariance is
zero the investor can eliminate all risk by diversifying their portfolio. However, most of the stocks
available to investors are often interrelated in a web of covariances, thus limiting the opportunity to
eliminate risk completely. To determine how a stock will contribute to the risk of a portfolio, divide
by the portfolio standard deviation in formula 2.6 to obtain (Ibid):
𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑃 ) = ∑𝑖 𝑥𝑖 ∗ 𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑖 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑃 ) (2.7)
𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑖 ) = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑖
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑅𝑖 , 𝑅𝑃 ) = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑖 ′ 𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑃
The formula above also illustrates that when the correlation is not exactly 1 there is a benefit of
diversification as mentioned previously. It is now clear that the relevant risk of a diversified portfolio
is the systematic risk of the stocks included. The systematic risk of a stock is measured by its
sensitivity to market movements. This is also referred to as beta. Stocks with a beta above 1 moves
in the same direction as the market and tend to move more than the market, whereas stocks with a
beta between 0 and 1 will move less. On the other hand, stocks with a beta less than 0 will move in
the opposite direction of the market. The beta of a stock can be defined as (Ibid):

𝛽𝑖𝑃 ≡

𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑖 )∗𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑅𝑖 ,𝑅𝑃 )
𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑃 )

=

𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡

(2.8)

2.1.2 Portfolio formation
Now that we have a good understanding of how diversification can reduce the risk of a portfolio we
can focus on how investors can apply this knowledge when building their portfolio of stocks. Based
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on beliefs about stocks’ expected returns and covariances, the investor has a choice of various
combinations of expected portfolio returns and risk (standard deviation) depending on the proportion
invested in the individual stocks (Markowitz, 1952). According to Markowitz (1952), the investor
would (or should) want to select a portfolio that lies along the efficient frontier. These efficient
portfolios offer the highest expected return at any given level of risk. When forming the portfolio, the
investor also has the opportunity to introduce short selling. The investor can short sell a stock by
borrowing and selling the stock now and then return it at a future date. Investors do so if they expect
the price of the stock to decrease. Stocks that have been shorted will have a negative weight in the
portfolio. Thus, by introducing short selling, the investor can extend the efficient frontier.

Until now we have only included common stocks in the portfolio. If we introduce borrowing or
lending money at a risk-free rate of interest, the investor can extend the range of portfolio
opportunities (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2020). To determine the optimal portfolio including a riskfree asset (rf) and a risky portfolio of stocks, the investor should find the best efficient portfolio of
risky assets. If the investor has graphed the efficient frontier of risky assets, as seen in Figure 2.2
below, the best efficient portfolio is found at the tangency point on the efficient frontier starting from
the vertical axis at rf. The efficient portfolio is the portfolio with the highest Sharpe ratio. The Sharpe
ratio measures the risk-adjusted return of a portfolio. To calculate the Sharpe ratio, the following
formula can be used:
𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

=

𝐸[𝑅𝑃 ]−𝑟𝑓
𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑃 )

Figure 2.2: Efficient portfolio

Source: Brealey, Myers, & Allen (2020)
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As mentioned above, any optimal portfolio is a combination of the risk-free asset and the efficient
portfolio. An investor’s risk preferences will determine how much to invest in the risk-free asset
versus the efficient portfolio. A highly risk averse investor will invest a larger proportion in the riskfree asset compared to a less risk averse investor, but both types of investors will hold the same
portfolio of risky assets. If the investor is considering adding a stock i to the portfolio of risky assets,
the investor should only invest in the stock if the excess return compensates for the additional risk
added to the portfolio. To determine the minimum return required on the stock in order to include it
in the portfolio, the investor can use the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) as defined by William
Sharpe, John Lintner and Jack Treynor (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2020):
𝑅𝑖 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑖𝑃 ∗ (𝐸[𝑅𝑃 ] − 𝑟𝑓 ) (2.10)
𝛽𝑖𝑃 = 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑖 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜
𝐸[𝑅𝑃 ] = 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜
In a competitive market, the investor’s required return varies in direct proportion to the covariance
between the stock and the portfolio, i.e. beta, since unsystematic risks are eliminated in a welldiversified portfolio. If the expected return does not meet the return requirements as depicted by the
formula above, adding the stock will not improve the portfolio’s Sharpe ratio.
As already stated, the investor will optimally hold the efficient portfolio of risky assets, why the
appropriate rate of return on stock i should be determined based on the beta relative to the efficient
portfolio (Ibid):
𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐸[𝑅𝑖 ] = 𝑅𝑖 ≡ 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑖

∗ (𝐸[𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑓 ] − 𝑟𝑓 ) (2.11)

The assumptions behind CAPM and the implications of these will be elaborated in the following
section.

2.1.3 The Capital Asset Pricing Model
CAPM has since become one of the most important models describing the relationship between risk
and return. The CAPM is based on the following assumptions:
1. Investors are risk averse and only care about expected return and risk.
2. Investors can buy and sell stocks at competitive prices and have no costs of transaction.
3. Investors can lend or borrow indefinite amounts of money at rf.
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4. Investors have identical anticipations about the correlations, volatilities and expected returns
of stocks.
The assumptions above imply that investors like high expected return and a low standard deviation,
why they should only be interested in holding efficient portfolios. However, since investors can lend
or borrow money at rf, one portfolio will have a higher Sharpe ratio than the others, why this will be
the most efficient portfolio. As stated previously, the formation of the most efficient portfolio depends
on the investor’s anticipations about returns and risk of stocks. Due to the assumption that investors
have identical anticipations, all investors should hold the same portfolio of risky assets, i.e. the market
portfolio, and a risk-free asset. Based on these assumptions the required rate of return on stock i can
be calculated using the following formula:
𝐸[𝑅𝑖 ] = 𝑅𝑖 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑖𝑀𝑘𝑡 ∗ (𝐸[𝑅𝑀𝑘𝑡 ] − 𝑟𝑓 ) (2.12)
The linear relationship between a stock’s required rate of return and its beta is illustrated by the
security market line (SML), As shown in the figure below, SML is graphed as a straight line through
the risk-free asset and the market portfolio.

Figure 2.3: Security Market Line

Source: Own creation

According to CAPM, in equilibrium all stocks should lie along the SML. This also implies that all
stocks with the same beta (systematic risk) should provide the same rate of return. If this was not the
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case investors would invest in undervalued stocks that provide a higher expected return at the given
level of risk (beta). This would lead to an increase in the price of the undervalued stock and as a result
lead to a decrease in expected return until equilibrium is restored. Thus, according to CAPM the
financial markets are very competitive and efficient.

2.1.4 Arbitrage Pricing Theory & the Three-Factor Model
Since its inception CAPM has been recognized as one of the most important models explaining the
relationship between risk and required return. However, the plausibility of the CAPM theory has been
questioned in part due to its simplicity. CAPM is a one-factor model, where expected return depends
only on the stock’s sensitivity to fluctuations in the market portfolio, i.e. beta is the only reason why
expected returns vary. This assumption was questioned in 1976 by Stephen Ross when he introduced
arbitrage pricing theory (APT). In contrast to the CAPM, Ross (1976) argues that the efficient market
portfolio plays no significant role in determining expected return. According to APT, expected return
is a function of various macroeconomic factors and the stock’s sensitivity to these factors. Thus, the
expected return, similar to CAPM, depends on economywide factors and not unsystematic risks that
are company specific. Expected return according to APT can be calculated using the following
formula:

𝐸[𝑅𝑖 ] = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑖1 (𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟1 − 𝑟𝑓 ) + 𝛽𝑖2 (𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟2 − 𝑟𝑓 ) + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑖𝑛 (𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑛 − 𝑟𝑓 ) (2.13)
𝛽𝑖𝑛 = 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑖 ′ 𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑡𝑜 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑛
𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑛 − 𝑟𝑓 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑛

The value of the macroeconomic factors in the APT return formula are the same for all stocks. The
factor sensitivity on the other hand differs with some securities being more sensitive to a specific
factor than others (Ibid), i.e. an oil company is more sensitive to an oil price factor than a beverage
company. For the arbitrage pricing relationship to hold this also implies that stocks with the same
sensitivity to macroeconomic factors should offer the same return. However, in practice, APT is
difficult to apply to determine expected returns as the theory does not say which factors to include in
the formula, nor does it tell us what the value of the macroeconomic factors should be (Ibid).
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Since then many scholars have tried to define which market factors to include to capture market risks
with the purpose of estimating expected return. A well-known model is the three-factor model
introduced by Fama and French in 1993. Fama and French points out the imprecision of using the
CAPM or APT model to determine expected returns, why they introduced the three-factor model. In
a study of stocks listed on NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ Fama and French (1993 and 1995) identify
three factors that affect expected stock returns and profitability. According to Fama and French (1993
and 1995) the estimation of stock returns is best captured by a market factor, size factor and book-tomarket (B/M) factor. Fama and French (1993 and 1995) found that companies with a small market
capitalization and a high B/M ratio performed better than the average stock. The formula for the threefactor model is as follows:

𝐸[𝑅𝑖 ] = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 (𝐸[𝑅𝑀𝑘𝑡 ] − 𝑟𝑓 ) + 𝛽𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ) + 𝛽𝐵𝑇𝑀 (𝑟𝐵/𝑀 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ) (2.14)
𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
𝑟𝐵/𝑀 = 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝐵/𝑀 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝐵/𝑀 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠
In this model, the expected return depends on the stock’s sensitivity to aforementioned factors. As in
the CAPM and APT model, the three-factor model is also mainly concerned with the risk that
investors cannot avoid, irrespective of how much they diversify, i.e. systematic risk.

2.1.5 The Efficient Market Hypothesis
The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) was first introduced in 1970 by E. Fama. According to Fama
(1970), financial markets are efficient when stock prices fully incorporate all available information.
This implies that in efficient markets stock prices are always at the fair level, i.e. fundamental value,
given the information available (Fama E. F., 1970). Stock prices change only when new information
affecting the fair value level is released. Since the competition to find mispriced stocks and price
trends is very intense, stock prices will adjust immediately as soon as a new trend or new information
is released. This results in an elimination of any additional profit opportunities, since the stock price
immediately changes to its new fair value. Moreover, it is impossible to predict stock price changes
as no one can guess tomorrow’s news, why stock prices are said to follow random walks.
Consequently, in an efficient market, investors should not be able to beat the market consistently.
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Fama (1970) argues that the following three conditions are consistent with market efficiency and
helps explain why stock prices “obviously” fully incorporate all available information in efficient
markets. Firstly, there are no transaction costs of trading stocks. Secondly, all market participants can
without incurring any costs gain access to all available information. Lastly, all market participants
agree on the effect of available information on both the current and future stock price (Fama E. F.,
1970). However, Fama (1970) realises that these conditions are not descriptive of markets in practice,
why three levels of market efficiency are suggested, contingent on the information included in the
stock price. The first level of market efficiency is the weak form of efficiency (Ibid). In the weak
form of efficiency, the stock price incorporates all information about the past, e.g. past price changes,
economic data, etc. Thus, if weak form efficiency holds, investors cannot achieve excess returns
consistently by analysing historical price changes. In the semi-strong form of efficiency, stock prices
adjust immediately to new relevant public information such as earnings announcements, merger
proposals, etc. This implies, that investors cannot beat the market consistently neither with historical
nor fundamental analysis. Lastly, in the strong form of efficiency stock prices immediately reflect all
new relevant information, both public and private information. Consequently, not even company
insiders will be able to use inside information to achieve abnormal results in strong form efficient
markets.

2.1.6 Implications
The traditional finance theories described in the preceding sections imply that investors should not
be able to obtain profitable returns by employing momentum investment strategies, nor should we
find any other market anomalies such as the January Effect. Following traditional finance theories
stock prices reflect the true fundamental value, why it will be extremely difficult to identify underor overvalued stocks. According to the EMH, the stock price reflects all available information and
instantaneously adjust to new information, why stocks are argued to follow a random walk.
Aforementioned factors imply that investment strategies based on previous price movements and
market anomalies should not be able to beat the market. Thus, according to traditional finance theories
the optimal risky portfolio to hold is a market index. To conclude, if we are able to obtain positive
momentum returns and find evidence of the January Effect traditional finance theories cannot fully
explain the workings of financial markets. This leads us to the next section which will focus on
behavioural finance theories.
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2.2 Behavioural Finance
The traditional finance theories outlined in the previous sections rest on the assumptions that markets
are efficient and that both investors and markets are perfectly rational at all times. However, empirical
evidence such as bubbles, where prices deviate largely from the intrinsic value, post-earnings
announcement drift, the momentum effect, etc. all contradict the implications of traditional finance
theory. Advocates of traditional finance argue that these findings are irregularities and does not reflect
how financial markets truly function. However, the consistent occurrence of these “irregularities”
gave rise to what we know as behavioural finance.

The origin of behavioural finance can be traced back to Kahneman and Tversky (1974 and 1979),
who introduced essential theories laying the foundation for behavioural finance. In behavioural
finance, the assumptions of market efficiency and rationality are abandoned. Instead, behavioural
finance uses psychological and social principles to understand and explain investor behaviour and
consequently market movements. In the following sections we will present a number of theories
deemed relevant for the explanation of market anomalies such as the momentum and January Effect.

2.2.1 Prospect Theory
One of the theories explaining why stock prices may deviate from its intrinsic value is prospect theory
introduced by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). In prospect theory it is assumed that people value
losses and gains differently as losses are suggested to have a larger emotional impact than an
equivalent gain. This is also rereferred to as the loss-aversion theory and explains why people tend
to make decisions based on expected gains instead of losses (Ibid). Moreover, Kahneman and Tversky
(1979) find that when individuals are faced with decisions providing the same expected outcome,
people will prefer the outcome obtained with certainty over the outcome with less probability. This
phenomenon is referred to as the certainty effect and differs from what has been proposed by
traditional utility theory. This tendency combined with the theory of loss-aversion contributes to
individuals seeking risk when options involve sure losses and risk avoidance when there is a choice
of assured gains (Ibid). This pattern is referred to as the reflection effect (Ibid). Additionally,
Kahneman and Tversky (1979) find that individuals tend to simplify decisions when evaluating
different alternatives by ignoring information that is shared by the different options. This results in
inconsistent preferences when people are presented with different options providing the same
outcome, but introduced in different forms. This tendency is also called the isolation effect (Ibid).
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Abovementioned decision patterns combined with the notion that people make decisions based on
their relative change in wealth and not absolute change result in the s-shaped value function seen
below.

Figure 2.4: Value Function

Source: Kahneman and Tversky (1979)

As evident from the figure above, the value function is concave for gains while it is both convex and
steeper for losses indicating a loss-aversion. In summary, prospect theory suggests that prices may
deviate from the fundamental value potentially resulting in market anomalies.

2.2.2 Anchoring and adjustment
According to Kahneman and Tversky (1974), many decisions about uncertain future events, e.g.
investments, are often based on a number of heuristic principles to reduce the complexity of
estimating probabilities and values. Heuristics are mental shortcuts and rule-of-thumb strategies used
for decision making and problem solving. Kahneman and Tversky (1974) describes three heuristic
principles used to make decisions about uncertain events, of which anchoring and adjustment is one
of the heuristics introduced. They find that people often make decisions based on an initial value
which is then adjusted to reach the final result. Thus, different initial values will result in biased
decisions. This phenomenon is also referred to as anchoring (Kahneman & Tversky, 1974).
Moreover, they found that the adjustments often were insufficient. These findings imply that investors
will anchor their estimates to past information while at the same time insufficiently adjust their views
when new information is published. Consequently, investors will make systematic and predictable
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errors. This is in contrast to the EMH which assumes that all market participants agree on the effect
of available information on the stock price.

2.2.3 The disposition effect
Based on the theories of loss aversion described previously, Shefrin and Statman (1985) introduced
the disposition effect. Shefrin and Statman (1985) found a general disposition among investors to
realize gains too soon and hold on to losers too long. The disposition effect is partly explained by the
regret aversion bias, which describes how investors may resist to realize a loss because realizing a
loss would imply that you have to admit you were wrong and made a mistake (Shefrin & Statman,
1985). Additionally, the longing for pride and the avoidance of potential regret results in investors
realising gains too soon (Ibid).
Selling winners too soon may create a downward pressure on stock prices slowing down the upward
adjustment of the stock price when new information is made available (Hurst, Ooi, & Pedersen,
2013). On the other hand, holding on to losers too long may keep stock prices inflated and prevent
them from decreasing as fast as depicted by efficient market theory (Ibid).

2.2.4 Herding
Herding behaviour is a phenomenon where investors tend to imitate the actions of other individuals
instead of acting based on their own opinions and analysis (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, & Welch,
1992). In financial markets investors may decide to invest in stocks due to herding. Hence, herding
behaviour can mislead investors and result in radical shifts in equilibrium (Ibid). Various drivers of
herding behaviour have been put forward in the literature, of which information-based herding
introduced by Bikhchandani et al. (1992) is widely recognized. They argue that herding behaviour
can be explained by information cascades, where investors imitate others as they lack confidence in
their own information and consequently discard their own signals. Information-based herding is more
likely to occur when there is a high degree of uncertainty about the information available and when
it is highly complex (Ibid). Another driver of herding behaviour is reputation-based herding
(Scharfstein & Stein (1990) and Graham (1999)). Scharfstein & Stein (1990) argue that investors may
imitate trades made by others to signal that their decisions do not deviate too significantly from peers.
The rationale is that incurring losses with a group of other individuals will not damage the investor’s
reputation to the same degree as if trades were based on own estimates that deviate from that of peers.
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2.2.5 Representativeness
Another heuristic principle presented by Kahneman and Tversky (1974) is representativeness.
Representativeness refers to the tendency of estimating and judging decisions based on stereotypes
and the degree to which it resembles past events. They find that people tend to put more weight on
representativeness than on relevant information about prior probabilities, or base rates, of the outcome
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1974). In other words, people neglect statistical estimates of how common
the event is in general and thereby also ignore the phenomenon of regression towards the mean. They
also argue that people are insensitive to the size of the sample when making decisions. Hence, people
tend to base their beliefs on too small a sample and thereby disregard the notion of potential
distribution errors when using small samples.
The representativeness heuristic may lead to serious errors since relevant elements necessary to
estimate probabilities may be excluded when decisions are based on representativeness. In terms of
financial markets this may occur when investors go long in companies which recently experienced a
share price appreciation and conversely short stocks that have dropped in price.

2.2.6 Implications
To summarize, behavioural finance theories describe how cognitive errors can impact the actions
taken by investors. In contrast to traditional finance theories, investors are considered human beings
and not always 100% rational as they are influenced by e.g. heuristics and limits to self-control. In
terms of this thesis, these findings imply that market anomalies such as the momentum and January
Effect can to some degree be explained by behavioural finance theories. According to behavioural
finance, irrational decisions as a consequence of e.g. anchoring and herding, can result in persistent
mispricing where stock prices deviate from the fundamental value depicted by traditional finance.
Consequently, these persistent market anomalies suggest that investors may be able to generate
positive returns by leveraging technical trading strategies that examine historical data and by taking
into consideration the implications of behavioural finance theories. Examples of such strategies are
the momentum investment strategies examined in this thesis.
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3. Literature review
The following chapter aims to create an overview of the previous research and studies of momentum
and seasonal anomalies present in equity markets. The chapter is divided into three sections focusing
on the momentum and the January Effect. The first section describes the concept of momentum
strategies and goes through historical empirical findings to give the reader an understanding of the
concept of momentum as well as proposed explanations for the profits to be found applying this
strategy. Furthermore, we present literature focusing on optimization of momentum strategies and
momentum studies including the Nordics. In the second section we review literature focusing on the
concept of seasonal anomalies and the January Effect. The third section will explore and combine
previous studies and findings of both concepts to explain the connection between the two market
anomalies.

3.1 The Momentum Effect
3.1.1 Profitability and explanation of momentum strategies
“If stock prices either overreact or underreact to information, then profitable trading strategies
that select stocks based on their past returns will exist.”

This is the rationale used by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) in the first study to present the concept of
momentum, in which they examine a variety of strategies that buy stocks with high historical returns
while simultaneously selling stocks that have realised poor returns over the same time period. More
specifically, the strategies take a long position in past “winners” and a short position in past “losers”.
Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) define “winners” as the historically top performing decile of stocks
whereas losers are defined as the bottom decile. The different strategies investigated differentiate in
their lookback- and holding-period; each strategy holds a different combination of 3-, 6-, 9- and 12months lookback- and holding-periods, resulting in a total of 16 unique strategies. Jegadeesh and
Titman (1993) apply monthly returns of NYSE and AMEX stocks based on a sample period from
1965 – 1989 as the base for analysis. Findings document that these strategies on average yield
significant and abnormal returns of about one percent per month for the following year (annual returns
of 12.01%). However, they find that some of the abnormal returns which occurred in the first year
after portfolio formation disappeared in the following two years. Through the authors’ own
interpretation of their findings, they provide a plausible reason for the observed short-term abnormal
returns as well as the long-term reversal of returns. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) argue that the market
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underreacts to information about the short-term prospects of the firm, while overreacting to long-term
prospects of the firm. This interpretation is consistent with more recent theory of trend life cycles as
proposed by Hurst, Ooi and Pedersen (2013).

Following the initial studies of momentum strategies, the results and their profitability were generally
accepted by academics, portfolio managers and stock analysists alike, however the source of the
profits and the interpretation of the evidence was still widely debated (Jegadeesh and Titman, 2001).
Some scholars argued that the results proved as a strong indication of “market inefficiency” (e.g.
Barberis, Schleifer & Vishny, 1998; Hong and Stein, 1999) while others pinned the returns of the
strategies as compensation for risk or a product of data mining (e.g. Conrad and Kaul, 1998; Fama
and French, 1996).

Chan, Jegadeesh & Lakonishok (1996) applied the 6-month/6-month strategy, which was widely
regarded as the best momentum strategy, to test the hypothesis of being able to predict future returns
based on firms’ past-earnings announcements. They find compelling results that for the first 6 months
the returns surrounding the earnings announcement days are able to account for a large part of the
spread between “winners” and “losers” in the momentum portfolio. This would imply that momentum
profits seem to be, at least partially, driven by underreactions to firm-specific information, consistent
with the conclusion made by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). This view would later gain further support
by the findings of Grundy and Martin (2001). Similarly, Barberis et al. (1998) report that it is the
tendency for investors to stick with their original beliefs and past information, that results in the slow
reaction to new information and stocks trading below their intrinsic value and as of such the
momentum effect.

In their paper from 1996 on multifactor explanations of asset pricing anomalies, Fama and French
would try to explain the profits of momentum strategies and other anomalies by applying the FamaFrench three-factor model (Fama and French, 1993). If the profits were to be explained by the model
it would pin the profitability of momentum strategies as a compensation for risk and would imply
that the “winner” portfolio contains more risk than the “loser” portfolio. The risk factors of the model
as explained in the previous chapter are beta (market risk), market capitalization (size) and book-tomarket values (value). Fama and French hypothesized that the “winner” portfolio would consist of
stocks with high beta values, small market capitalizations and high book-to-market values. However,
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Fama and French fail to account for the profitability of momentum strategies using the three-factor
Model calling it “the main embarrassment of the model”, and instead argue that data mining appears
to be the most likely explanation of the momentum effect.

In order to rule out the possibility of data mining bias Rouwenhorst (1998) was the first to conduct
an analysis of momentum strategies in a market other than the American market. Investigating the
momentum effect using sample data for 2,190 different companies across 12 European countries
during the period of 1980 to 1995. Through applying the same methodology as Jegadeesh and Titman,
all countries except Sweden were shown to produce significant abnormal positive returns. The
strongest momentum effect was found in Spain, followed by the Netherlands, Belgium and Denmark.
Furthermore, Jegadeesh and Titman (2001) and Chan, Tong & Hameed (2000) would re-examine
their previous studies to investigate and de-myth some of the criticism surrounding momentum
strategies. Jegadeesh and Titman (2001) extended their initial 6-month/6-month strategy from their
original study, with 8 more years in the sample period, and found remarkably similar results to their
first study in 1993, with the strategy still proving to be profitable. Chan et al. (2000) applied the
momentum strategies to global equity market indices. They too found momentum strategies to remain
profitable.

Other authors have tried to rationalize momentum using different approaches. Lee and Swaminathan
(2000) find a correlation between higher trading volumes and momentum return, where stocks with
high (low) past trading volumes generate lower (higher) future returns. While Chordia and
Shivakumar (2002) test for macroeconomic variables that can capture momentum payoffs and find
that the original momentum strategies only generate positive payoffs during expansionary timeperiods, while generating negative returns during economic downturns. The findings of the latter
study support the risk-based hypotheses for momentum profits. Sagi and Seasholes (2007) point out
that firm specific attributes such as dividends, credit ratings, turnover, firm expansion, idiosyncratic
volatility and capital investments are deciding factors in determining momentum profits.

In 2008 Fama and French would revisit their studies of momentum and other market anomalies, this
time examining separate sorts of microcaps, small stocks and big stocks on each anomaly variable,
using data for NYSE Amex and Nasdaq stocks in the period of 1963-2005. In terms of the
methodology for examining the momentum variable, the paper forms portfolios based on 12-month
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historical returns, skipping the most recent month. While Fama and French does not succeed in
explaining the momentum profits with the CAPM or the three-factor model, the findings document a
size effect, suggesting that the momentum effect is only evident in small and micro-sized portfolios.
Interestingly, the documentation of a size effect would appear again in the papers of O’Brien,
Brailsford & Gaunt (2010) and Alhenawi (2015), however, contrary to the findings of Fama and
French (2008), these papers showed that the momentum effect was larger in bigger firms. Alhenawi
(2015) would examine the interaction of momentum and the size effect, reporting that in markets
experiencing bull-like trends, firms would grow rapidly and as a result it is possible that both the
effect of momentum and size is a result of general upwards growth in the market. Booth et al. (2016)
document findings consistent with those of Fama and French (2008), and demonstrate that firm size,
as a proxy for risk, captures the momentum effect, finding significant momentum returns only in the
case of small-cap stocks. More recently Han and Li (2017) have found that significant momentum
profits only arrive when investors feel optimistic, supporting behavioural explanations of momentum,
while Filippou, Gozluklu & Taylor (2018) provide evidence in support of rational explanations by
linking performance of momentum portfolios to political risk.

To summarize, a large part of the academic literature agrees on the profitability of momentum
strategies, however, there is still a fragmented view on the sources of the profits, split into two large
schools of thoughts. The first being rational- or risk-based explanations and the second being
behavioural explanations or explanations suggesting market inefficiency. Within these schools of
thoughts previous studies have found contradicting evidence for both hypotheses, thus demanding
further research on the topic.

3.1.2 Optimization of momentum strategies
While the original momentum strategy suggested by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) saw much use
throughout the early 2000s, the strategy showed poor performance during the economic downturn of
2007-2010 (e.g. Daniel and Moskowitz, 2016; Fan, Li and Liu, 2018). As of such, literature regarding
momentum would shift its focus to optimization of the strategy to perform better, especially during
times of increased volatility (Singh & Walia, 2020). Some of these optimizations include those of
Blitz, Huij, and Martens (2011) who found that “Residual Momentum” performs better than the
traditional momentum strategy during times of economic crisis. The difference between residual
momentum and regular momentum lies in the stock selection process. In the residual momentum
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strategy, stocks are selected based on their stock return after adjusting for the Fama-French factors,
as opposed to the traditional strategy where stocks are selected based on their total return. The
profitability of residual momentum and its superiority to the original strategy in times of financial
crisis is also supported by more recent research such as Chang, Ko, Nakano and Rhee (2018) and Lin
(2019).

Novy-Marx (2012) was the first to publish a paper on intermediate-term momentum which postulates
that the momentum effect is driven by firms’ performance 12 to 7 months prior to portfolio formation,
and not due to a tendency of recent “winners” and “losers” to keep rising and falling. Novy-Marx
finds that while strategies based on recent historical performance generate positive returns, the
profitability of those based on an intermediate-term horizon generate even larger returns. While
initially examining a cross section of US equities the study is also extended to international equity
markets and finds similar results in these markets. Furthermore, Novy-Marx suggests that the
predictive power of recent historical returns have diminished over time, while those of intermediateterm horizon have performed consistently and have become even more profitable over time.

More recently, scholars have gained an increased interest in time-series momentum, also referred to
as absolute momentum, first suggested and tested by Asness, Moskowitz and Pedersen (2013), who
examined the momentum effect using time-series data instead of cross-sectional. Specifically, the
time-series momentum strategy chooses a position in every financial asset based on the past returns
of the individual financial asset. This means that instead of splitting the universe into top decile
winners and bottom decile losers, the time-series momentum strategy takes a long position in a given
asset if it has had positive historical returns and a short position if it has had negative returns. This
means that in theory the time-series momentum strategy can be a full long or short position, as
opposed to the original momentum strategy which by nature is a long-short strategy with zero capital
requirement. The profitability of absolute momentum has since been explored and confirmed by
numerous research studies such as He and Li (2015), Bird, Gao and Yeung (2017), Goyal and
Jegadeesh (2018) and He, Li and Li (2018). To account for the problem of poor performance during
times of economic downturns, some research studies have implemented different types of volatility
scaling in absolute momentum strategies, with Fan et al. (2018) determining that the strategy based
on dynamic volatility scaling generates the best returns.
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In summary, due to the poor performance of the original momentum strategy in the subprime crisis,
there was a shift in literature to focusing more on optimizing the strategies. Recently, the literature
has focused more on the idea and profitability of time-series momentum.

3.1.3 Momentum in the Nordics
In their paper on momentum around the world Chui, Titman and Wei (2010) try to examine how
cultural differences influence the return of momentum strategies. Chui et al. (2010) argue that
momentum profits are more likely to be persistent in countries with a higher individualism score
based on the cultural dimensions developed by Hofstede (2001). In line with their hypothesis, they
find that countries such as Denmark, Sweden and Finland, which all have a relatively high
individualism score of 74, 71 and 63 respectively, achieve significant momentum profits. Similarly
Gong, Liu and Liu (2015) examine 26 major international markets, including Sweden, Denmark and
Finland for intermediate and short-term momentum, using the methodology of Novy-Marx (2012)
and Fama and French (2008) respectively. They find that 12 countries have significant momentum
profits from both strategies tested, including Denmark, Sweden and Finland, using a sample from
1982-2012. However, contrasting studies do exist, as Rouwenhorst (1998) found significant
momentum profits for Denmark, but insignificant profits for Sweden, using a sample from 19781995. Consistent with these findings Goyal and Wahal (2015) find no compelling evidence for
intermediate- or short-term momentum in either Denmark, Sweden or Finland, looking at a sample
from 1980-2010. To conclude, there is a fragmented view on momentum profits in Nordic countries
which demands further research.

Overall, momentum strategies have proved to be an efficient and one of the most consistent ways to
“beat the market” across all asset classes (Asness et al., 2013), with a wide range of strategies proven
successful through backtests in the American and European market, as well as the Asian-Pacific and
emerging financial markets. The source of the profits has divided the academic literature, ranging
from behavioural theories to compensation for risk and macroeconomic variables. Furthermore, there
still exists contradicting evidence regarding momentum profits in the Nordic countries which thus
demands further research.
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3.2 The January Effect
3.2.1 Initial observation and explanations for the January Effect
The efficient market hypothesis suggests that it is not possible to outperform the market once you
adjust appropriately for risks (Fama, 1970).
The turn-of-the-year effect otherwise referred to as the ‘January Effect’ is one of the most well
researched topics on capital market phenomena. The January Effect refers to the observation that
stock returns in January seems to be higher than returns in other months of the year. The first
observation and description of the effect was around 1942 by investment banker Sidney B. Wachtel
(Wachtel, 1942). However, a more fleshed out analysis did not exist until the study by Rozeff and
Kinney (1976) was published. Rozeff and Kinney (1976) provided the first empirical evidence of the
January Effect in the United States, documenting seasonal patterns on the New York Stock exchange
over the sample period 1904-1974. Specifically, the paper found the average returns in January to be
3.5% compared to 0.5% in the other months. Following this paper, the seasonal anomaly gained
increased attention from academics and practitioners.

Gultekin and Gultekin (1983) was the first study to examine and investigate seasonal anomalies
outside of the United States. They used data samples for 16 industrialized countries in Europe and
Asia-Pacific in the period 1959-1979 and documented a seasonal anomaly in most of their examined
countries, including Denmark and Sweden. For the countries with significant evidence, except for
Australia, the seasonal anomaly coincided with the end of the tax year. For all countries this was in
January, except for the UK which ends their tax year in April. Gultekin and Gultekin (1983) thus
conclude that they find evidence of a seasonal pattern in the stock returns of most major industrial
countries, manifesting in a significantly large mean return at the end of the tax year, i.e. the January
Effect.

Several other studies continued to confirm the January Effect in different sample periods and
countries. Ho (1990) examined 8 emerging markets in the Asia-Pacific region and found the January
Effect in six of them. While Lakonishok and Smidt (1988) confirmed the January Effect in the US
for a different sample period. And as the existence of the January Effect was generally accepted, the
initial wave of papers studying the rationale and explanations of the January Effect would soon
follow.
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Initially, studies such as Roll (1983) and Keim (1983) would attribute the existence of the January
Effect to the size effect, also referred to as the small-firm effect. This hypothesis would later be tested
and confirmed by Lakonishok and Smidt (1988). Furthermore, Reinganum (1983) pointed out that
the January returns were higher for small firms whose prices had declined in the previous year, and
the excess returns in the first five days were not observed for small “winners”. These findings implied
that stocks with negative returns over the previous year would have higher returns in January. Branch
and Chang (1990) found that this effect was further enhanced for stocks with low share prices.

The beforementioned research was motivated by a possible explanation of the January Effect based
on tax-loss selling. Tax-loss selling implies that stocks which have incurred losses for investors at the
latter months of the tax year will continue to decrease in price as investors sell them off to realize
capital losses. These stocks will then, following the new year, bounce back due to the absence of
selling pressure and possible repurchase from investors. The findings of Gultekin and Gultekin (1983)
are consistent with this hypothesis. Agrawal and Tandon (1994) further supports the tax-loss selling
hypothesis, finding results consistent with Gultekin and Gultekin (1983), confirming the tax-loss
selling hypothesis and January Effect for 18 different countries, except for the UK where they find a
similar effect in April.

While the tax-loss selling hypothesis is widely regarded as the most likely explanation for the January
Effect (Chen & Singal, 2004), the argument is not universally accepted. Thaler (1987) argues that
while tax-loss selling seem relevant in explaining the January Effect, it cannot be the entire
explanation. This is supported by the findings of Kato and Schallheim (1985) who find an observed
January Effect in Japan, where no capital gains tax or loss offset existed at the time. Another example
is Berges, McConnell and Schlarbaum (1984) who examine stocks in Canada, which had no capital
gains tax before 1972, yet documents a January Effect prior to 1972. Furthermore, Haug and Hirschey
(2006) find that there is no significant impact on the January Effect from large tax reforms such as
the Reform act in the US in 1986. A multitude of other studies find abnormally large returns in
January despite the tax year for individuals not ending in December (e.g. Brown, Keim, Kleidon and
Marsh, 1983; Fountas and Segredakis, 2002).

The second most popular explanation behind the January Effect is that of window dressing. Initially
proposed by Haugen and Lakonishok (1988), the window dressing argument is built upon the idea
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that fund managers will try to make their portfolio look as attractive as possible at the end of
December, which is the time where the detailed portfolio composition is reported to investors
(Lakonishok, Schleifer, Thaler and Vishny, 1991). Managers therefore try to accommodate this
ambition by selling their losing stocks at the end of the year and only keep the winning stocks, thereby
creating an illusion to investors of a strong performing portfolio with an abundance of stocks having
realized positive returns. The funds gained from selling the losing stock in December is then
reinvested into the same stock in January, thereby driving up the price. Lakonishok et al. (1991) find
that in every quarter, funds sell poorly performing stocks and that this pattern is accelerated in the
fourth quarter.
Chen and Singal (2004) test the hypothesis put forward by Lakonishok et al. (1991) and argue that if
window dressing is the main driver of the January Effect there should be seasonal anomalies present
in the other quarters. They therefore study the period of June through July and obtain findings which
suggest that window dressing is not the reason for the January Effect.

Other less popular explanations for the January Effect include the liquidity hypothesis (Ogden, 1990),
which argues that a substantial increase in business activity in December yields an increase in
liquidity in January and pushes up the price of stocks. However, the liquidity hypothesis has received
criticism for not explaining why the January Effect is primarily present in small stocks as an increase
in liquidity and profits at year end should affect the entire market. Anderson (2007) suggests that
phycological factors such as a change in mindset following Christmas and New Year’s cause
investors to act irrationally. This is consistent with the findings of Ciccone (2011) who argues that
investor optimism is at its peak during January.

3.2.2 Recent literature on the January Effect
More recent literature has had more contradicting results regarding the persistence of the January
Effect. Schwert (2003) examines the US market in the period from 1980 to 2001 and concludes that
the January Effect has weakened but is still existent. Klock and Bacon (2014) test the efficient market
hypothesis by backtesting a strategy of buying tax “losers” in December and selling the same stocks
in January, for the years 2010, 2011 and 2012. If the efficient market hypothesis holds, this strategy
should not yield above normal returns. Given their findings they conclude that the market is not
efficient with respect to year-end selling and the January Effect, and that the January Effect is still
present in today’s markets.
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Other studies (e.g. Marquering, Nisser and Valla, 2006; Perez 2018) find that the January Effect has
now disappeared from developed markets. Perez (2018) investigates whether the January Effect still
exists in modern day emerging and developed markets. He does this in a systematic and global way
by studying the performance of 106 indexes in 86 different countries and jurisdictions over a sample
period of 2002-2017. He finds that while the January Effect is still present in some emerging markets,
it seems to be decreasing over time or being non-existent especially in developed and advanced
markets, thereby implying that the market has adjusted to the January Effect. Patel (2016) examine
US and international stock returns from 1997-2014 and find evidence which suggests that the January
Effect does not exist anymore in US stock returns. Plastun, Gupta, Wohar and Sibande (2019) conduct
one of the most recent studies and sample periods testing the January Effect. Testing a century of data
from the US stock market in the period spanning from 1900-2018 and focusing on the evolution of
the January Effect, they find that the effect was most prominent during the 1950-1960s and that it has
disappeared from stock returns in more recent times.
Some studies still find evidence for the existence of the January Effect to varying degrees. Haug and
Hirschey (2006) find the January Effect to still be prevalent in US equities, which is consistent with
the findings of Jacobsen, Mamun and Visaltanachoti (2005). Li and Gong (2015) find the January
Effect to still persist in Japan and Gharaibeh (2017) found evidence for the January Effect in Morroco
and Jordan during the period 1988-2014.

To summarize, it is evident that the issue of the January Effect has attracted a lot of attention from
academics and practitioners alike, with the first observation of significantly higher returns in January
being presented several decades ago. The two most widely accepted explanations for the January
Effect include the tax-loss selling hypothesis and window dressing. Finally, in more recent literature
and sample periods there seem to be a trend in developed markets for the January Effect to dissipate,
implying that markets are becoming more efficient. However, there is some contradicting evidence
surrounding the persistence of the January Effect in different markets, which implies a need for
further research on the topic.

3.3 Momentum in January
This section will create a connection between the theories, empirical studies and evidence
surrounding momentum strategies and the January Effect. The characteristics of the phenomena have
been described in the previous sections in detail but will briefly be summarized in this section.
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The momentum strategy involves buying securities that have been rising while shorting those that
have been falling. Betting on the fact that the stocks that have historically performed well (poorly)
will continue their upwards (downwards) trend in the short-term. Due to its consistent performance
and profitability across all major asset classes, the momentum strategy (and its many branches of
alterations and modifications) has historically been and is still one of the most widely used investment
strategies by academics and practitioners around the world.

The January Effect is a seasonal anomaly that has been observed in the month of January, where
equities on average see a seasonal increase in stock prices compared to the other months. The effect
has predominantly been found in small-cap stocks. The two main explanations for the January Effect
is those of tax-loss selling and window dressing. Tax-loss selling suggests that investors will sell their
losing stocks at the end of the tax year to incur a capital loss, then reinvest those funds in January,
causing the prices of the stocks to rise. Window dressing implies that hedge fund managers will sell
off losing stocks in their portfolio to present a more attractive picture to investors, when the portfolio
is presented at the beginning of January. The stocks sold off will then be added back to the portfolio
later in January.
What does the existence of a January Effect imply for momentum strategies? Since investors are
buying winners and shorting losers the performance of the momentum strategy is based on the
winning stocks having positive returns and the losing stock having negative returns in the short-term.
If it is assumed that the January Effect is caused by tax-loss selling, then stocks that have performed
poorly in the months leading up to December will perform worse in December due to the downward
selling pressure caused by investors. This means that if the January Effect exists the momentum
strategy should perform better in December compared to other months. However, in January we
should see a reversal of momentum when these poor performing stocks are bought back causing their
stock price to increase. As of such, with the existence of a January Effect, the momentum strategy
should perform worse in January compared to the other months of the year due to losers
outperforming winners in that month.

The following section will discuss the findings of previous studies on the connection between
momentum and the January Effect, coupled with implications for profitability.
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Already in the initial study of momentum by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) the aspect of seasonality
is mentioned and examined. In accordance with the previously mentioned hypothesis, Jegadeesh and
Titman (1993) find that the momentum strategies lead to consistent monetary losses in January. These
findings are backed up by Sias (2007) as well as Grundy and Martin (2001) who show that the
substantial loss of momentum profits in January is due to short selling of losers that tend to be
extremely small firms.
These findings are consistent with the existence of a January Effect, that stocks with negative returns
over the previous year have higher returns in January, that the tax-loss selling hypothesis is a valid
explanation for the January Effect, and that the January Effect is concentrated primarily in small
firms.

More recently Yao (2012) examined an even stronger connection between momentum and the
January Effect. His study shows that the abnormal returns of losers in January can completely explain
the successful returns of the long-term contrarian strategy, a strategy that buys losers and sell winners
in a 2 to 5-year period. Furthermore, he finds that the outperformance of the intermediate-term
momentum strategy, as suggested by Novy-Marx (2011), compared to the short-term momentum
strategy can be explained by the strategy betting less against the small firm size effect and as of such
suffer less substantial losses in January. Specifically, he finds that the short-term momentum strategy
go long in small firms but shorts extremely small firms, while the intermediate-term strategy buys
and sells slightly larger firms. More importantly he also finds that once the January influences are
controlled for, the short-term and intermediate-term strategies achieve approximately equal
momentum profits outside of January.

Zaremba (2015) examines the January Effect in the country level value and momentum strategies.
Eight distinct strategies in 78 different markets are examined in the period from 1995 to 2015 and
performance is tested for seasonal patterns. Zaremba (2015) finds that during the past 20 years value
strategies have performed well in January and poorly in December, while momentum strategies have
performed well in December and poorly in January. These observations are consistent with the
explanations of the January seasonality and January Effect being related to the tax-loss selling and
window dressing effects. However, due to a lack of statistical significance the null hypothesis of the
same returns in January and December was not rejected.
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In summary, previous authors have found that traditional momentum strategies experience
significantly worse returns in January and better returns in December compared to other months.
Most studies have attributed this to the existence of the January Effect, tax-loss selling and the smallfirm effect. However, more empirical and statistically significant evidence is required on the topic
and thus demands further research.

4. Empirical Methodology
With the two preceding chapters having presented various theories and literature deemed relevant for
the empirical study, the following chapter will present the research approach used to answer our
research questions. First, we describe the data used in the empirical analysis, including choice of
markets, variables, sample period, final data construction etc. Second, we describe the methodology
used for formation of relative-strength portfolios and construction of the three momentum strategies
analysed in this study. Third, we provide the approach for calculating stock returns, determining
statistical significance as well as application of the CAPM and the Three- and Four- factor models.
Finally, we discuss the methodology applied for determining the presence of the January Effect.

4.1 Data
In order to answer our research questions a rich set of data has been collected. Furthermore, due to
the scale of the study, secondary data has been applied in the empirical analysis. Using secondary
data give us the opportunity to conduct a longitudinal analysis, i.e. using concentrated samples over
a longer time period, thereby allowing us to test for the profitability of momentum investment
strategies and for the persistence of the January Effect. Moreover, secondary data has been used
extensively by previous existing literature for their empirical analysis.

4.1.1 Data Sources and collection
The data collection process can be divided into two steps. In the first step, S&P Capital IQ, a
comprehensive market intelligence platform containing financial information about both private and
public companies, was used to collect monthly information on market capitalization and dividendand stock split- adjusted closing prices. Data was collected for companies that as of 31st of January
2021 were listed on the relevant stock exchanges. Please see section 4.2 for a more in-depth
explanation of the stock exchanges included in the analysis.
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In the second step, information about companies that had been delisted from the stock exchanges
examined during our sample period was collected as follows. Firstly, to identify the companies which
had been delisted we reviewed Nasdaq’s Nordic Surveillance Reports from 2006 to 2020. Once all
the delisted companies were identified, S&P Capital IQ was used again to collect their historical data,
thus enabling us to conduct a more thorough empirical analysis and reduce survivorship bias. If we
were to not include delisted companies in our sample this could potentially distort the results of our
findings, as the sample would not provide a complete representation of the historical market situation
and equity universe. We refer to appendix 1 for a complete list of companies and their tickers included
in the data sample.

4.1.2 Data Variables
The following section presents the variables employed in the analysis. The data sample consists of
monthly dividend and stock split adjusted closing stock prices for each company included. In order
to gain a better understanding of the overall value of the stocks and make informed investment
decisions adjusted stock prices have been applied. Adjusted stock prices includes the impact of
dividends, stock splits, seasoned equity offerings, etc. Thus, using adjusted stock prices have allowed
us to conduct a more accurate analysis of historical performance as the impact of beforementioned
factors are excluded.

Moreover, for the purpose of portfolio formation and conducting sub-analyses we have collected the
market capitalization of each company. All market capitalizations have been converted to DKK
through the S&P Capital IQ database applying the appropriate historical spot rate. This has been done
to easily compare the size of companies across multiple stock exchanges. The codes applied in the
S&P Capital IQ excel plugin to collect historical data are as follows:
-

Adjusted closing prices = IQ_CLOSEPRICE_ADJ

-

Market capitalization = IQ_MARKETCAP

4.1.3 Data Intervals
Our analysis has been conducted based on-end-of month adjusted stock prices. Using monthly data
points is in line with a large part of previous literature and allows us to compare our results with
previous findings. Alternatively, we could have used daily or weekly data points in our analysis, as
this would have given us a more comprehensive collection of data and consequently provide us with
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a basis for a more nuanced and exhaustive analysis. However, it can be argued that in practice
investors will most likely not develop an investment strategy based on daily or weekly rebalancing
of the portfolio due to transaction costs, time availability, etc., why an empirical analysis based on
monthly data points is deemed adequate by the authors of this study.

4.1.4 Data Adjustments
A number of selection criteria has been applied in our data collection strategy. In line with previous
studies, we have excluded listed mutual and investment funds from our data sample. These have been
excluded from our study due to their strong correlation with other stocks applied in our analysis.
Another important factor to consider when employing a momentum investment strategy is share
liquidity, i.e. how easily stocks can be bought or sold. Thus, the next criteria in our data collection
strategy was in relation to the share class included in the analysis. For each company we have included
only one share class, since they are often highly correlated. Previous studies have excluded Class A
shares in their analysis as these are argued to be less liquid than Class B shares. However, we found
that for some companies Class A shares had a higher trading volume than Class B shares. Hence, in
order to ensure that our data sample only includes shares with the highest liquidity, we have examined
the trading volume of each company’s stocks currently listed in the last full calendar year, i.e. 2020,
to identify the most liquid stocks. In terms of delisted companies, we examined each company’s last
year of trading to identify the share type with the highest liquidity. In summary, for companies with
multiple share classes and companies listed on more than one stock exchange, e.g. Nordea which is
listed in both Denmark, Sweden and Finland, the share with the highest trading volume was included
in the final data sample.

In addition to A- and B-shares, some companies have preference shares. Preference shares may be
defined as a hybrid of common stocks and bonds, since they have different rights than common
shares, e.g. preference shareholders receive dividends before common shareholders. Furthermore, in
most cases preference shares only comprise a small percentage of total shares outstanding, why they
are typically less liquid than common shares. As a result of these factors, preference shares have been
excluded from the data sample.
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4.2 Stock Exchanges
As was evident from the literature review several scholars have studied the profitability of momentum
investment strategies. However, we also identified a need for more studies focusing on both the
profitability of momentum strategies and the January Effect in the Nordic stock markets. Thus, our
data sample includes companies listed on Nasdaq Main Market and Nasdaq First North Growth
Market (NFNGM) in either Denmark, Sweden, Finland or Iceland. To our knowledge other scholars
have not included both the Main Market and NFNGM in their studies. Hence, we contribute to
existing literature by focusing on both markets in our analysis. The data sample does not include
companies listed on Spotlight Stock Market, as these companies are typically smaller growth
companies, why they are considered significantly more risky than mature companies. Moreover, due
to a lack of data availability in terms of delisted companies, the Spotlight Stock Market was also
excluded to reduce potential survivorship bias. Companies listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange were
also excluded from the data sample.
Focusing on several stock exchanges results in a considerably larger data sample, thereby enhancing
the probability of achieving statistically significant results in our analysis. Moreover, our analysis
will become more representative of the implications and profitability of momentum investment
strategies in practice, where investors in most cases will focus on multiple stock exchanges. In total
1,254 stocks have been included in the data sample. 2

4.3 Sample Period
As mentioned previously, our analysis is based on monthly stock prices in the time period 01.01.2006
– 31.01.2021. We deliberately chose this time period for a number of reasons. First, in order to assure
a large number of data points were collected we chose an adequately long time period to improve the
credibility of our results. Second, we have identified a need for a study focusing on a more recent
time period to analyse the efficiency of stock markets, and consequently if the profitability of
momentum strategies and the January Effect has diminished compared to previous studies. Third,
during this time period companies experienced a significant downturn in stock prices in the financial
crisis of 2007-08, and by including this period we stress-test the profitability of our investment
strategies and analyse its implications for the January Effect.

2

For descriptive statistics on the data sample and portfolios, refer to section 4.6
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4.4 Formation of portfolios
In this section we will describe the portfolio formation strategy applied in the analysis. The formation
strategy can be divided into three distinct steps.

4.4.1 Exclusion based on market capitalization
In line with previous studies (see e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman, 2001) we sort out small companies in
the first step of our formation strategy. More specifically we exclude companies with a market
capitalization below a pre-determined level at the time of portfolio formation (referred to as point t
hereafter). The minimum pre-determined market capitalization is initially set at 100 DKK million,
and increases with a fixed growth rate each year to account for the general increase in total market
size during the period of analysis. The annual growth rate applied to the market capitalization
requirement is 5.11% (monthly growth rate of 0.416%) and is calculated as the compounded annual
growth rate (CAGR) of the total market capitalization of our total data sample from January 2007
(first month of portfolio formation) to January 2021 (last month of portfolio formation). Thus, in
January 2007 we apply a minimum required market capitalization of 100 DKK million and in January
2021 the minimum requirement has increased to ~200 DKK million.

The proposed growth rate for our minimum market capitalization requirement is calculated as
follows:
1

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐽𝑎𝑛2021 168

𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 = (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑝

𝐽𝑎𝑛2007

)

− 1 (4.1)

Where 168 is the number of months between January 2007 and January 2021.

A minimum market capitalization is implemented for several reasons. First, by excluding small
companies our investment strategy is more in line with technical trading strategies implemented in
practice, where small companies typically are excluded. Second, small companies tend to have a
higher illiquidity risk, why a reasonably sized investment in these could cause a significant increase
in share price due to their size and illiquidity. Moreover, in terms of our shorting positions, including
illiquid stocks could prove difficult in practice as we might not be able to find anyone willing to lend
us the stocks needed to take the position.
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4.4.2 Identifying winners and losers
In the second step of our formation strategy, for every formation month t we rank the individual stock
returns over a pre-determined look-back period.3 In line with previous studies we apply the decile
ranking method, where stocks are ranked in ascending order based on historical cumulative returns
and arranged into 10 equally large subgroups (P1 to P10). Stocks with the highest return in the specific
look-back period are included in the top decile (P10). These stocks are defined as the winners of the
specific look-back period. Similarly, stocks with the lowest return are grouped in the bottom decile
(P1) and defined as the losers. We only include companies where data is available for the entire lookback period, i.e. from the beginning of the look-back period to the end. For each of the different
momentum strategies presented below, a long position is put in the winner portfolio and a short
position in the loser portfolio for a single month t in which the zero-cost portfolio is formed and held.
On average for every formation month t, across the sample period examined, ~52 stocks are included
in both the winner and loser portfolio respectively.4 We deemed this number of firms as adequate,
why we found the decile ranking method sufficient for the purpose of this study. Furthermore, by
including a large number of firms in each portfolio we should be diversifying away all possible
idiosyncratic risk.

4.4.3 Portfolio weight
In the third and final step of our portfolio formation strategy the weight allocated to each stock
included in the portfolio is determined. Overall, two different approaches can be used to allocate
weights in the portfolio, either the equal weighted or the value weighted method. In an equal weighted
portfolio, we invest the same amount of money in each stock included, irrespective of the company’s
market capitalization. Hence, individual stock performance carries equal importance when
calculating the overall portfolio return. The equally weighted method favours small companies by
giving them the same weight as larger companies. This means that our portfolio may have a large
portion of the total money invested in smaller companies, which may prove difficult in practice. In
contrast, a value weighted portfolio distributes weights based on each company’s market
capitalization relative to the other companies included in the portfolio. Consequently, a value
weighted portfolio will invest more in larger companies. Thus, constructing a portfolio based on

3
4

See section 4.5 for more information regarding momentum strategies and look-back periods examined.
For more information regarding the descriptive statistics, please refer to section 4.6.
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market capitalization may result in a highly skewed weight distribution due to the significant size
differences.
There are both advantages and disadvantages associated with both approaches. Thus, for the purpose
of this study we have adopted both an equal- and an adjusted value weighted methodology. By
implementing a minimum market capitalization (step 1 in the formation strategy) we hope to mitigate
some of the practical issues of the equally weighted methodology. Furthermore, to reduce the
potential skewness associated with the value weighted methodology we have implemented a
maximum weight cap for equities in our portfolios. Specifically, if an equity makes out more than
10% of the total value weighted portfolio, the exceeding weight will be distributed evenly to all
companies throughout the portfolio. Figure 4.1 below graphically depicts the equally weighted and
adjusted value weighted methods applied in this study.

Figure 4.1: Equal and adjusted value weighting
The following figures are an illustrative example of the portfolio weighting methods applied in the analysis. The equally
weighted method evenly distributes invested capital to all companies in a portfolio, regardless of market capitalization.
The adjusted value weighting method initially sets a maximum weight cap at 10% for individual stocks in the portfolio.
The exceeding weight is then distributed evenly to all companies in the portfolio. As of such in the third figure we see
stocks with a weight slightly larger than 10% after the redistribution.

Equally weighted method

Value weight before adjustment

Value weight after adjustment

Source: Own creation
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4.5 Momentum strategies
For the purpose of this study we test the profitability of various zero-cost momentum strategies. A
zero-cost strategy does as the name suggests, not entail any out-of-pocket requirements or upfront
expenses for the investor, however, this is under the assumption that we disregard costs of shorting
and transaction costs.5 More specifically in a zero-cost momentum strategy the investor takes a long
position in past winners, i.e. P10 in this study, and a short position in past losers, i.e. P1. The capital
investment position taken in each portfolio is the same, which essentially means that the cash inflow
from shorting the loser portfolio is reinvested in the winner portfolio.
As of such, for this strategy to be profitable the P10 portfolio must perform better than the P1
portfolio. In other words, short-selling means speculating in the price of the stock decreasing. Since
the investor takes a short position in the P1 portfolio, the investor will achieve a higher (lower) return
if the value of these stocks decreases (increases) and vice versa for the P10 portfolio.

With the establishment of how the portfolios will be constructed in the analysis, this section will
outline the different investment strategies analysed to test the profitability of momentum investing
and the January Effect. We examine three distinct momentum strategies to increase both the scope
and reliability of our analysis. The first strategy examines long-term momentum as proposed by Fama
and French (2008). In this strategy stocks are selected based on the performance from the period t-12
to t-2. In other words, when the first portfolio is constructed in start of January 2007, the look-back
period where past stock performance is examined, will be from start of January 2006 to the end of
November 2006. In accordance with previous studies, we implement a one-month lag period between
the end of the look-back and start of the holding period. Implementing a one-month lag period may
reduce the potential impact of short-term reversals, the bid-ask bounce and lagged reaction effects.
In the literature review we outlined how previous studies are predominantly focused on the optimal
length of the look-back period over which historical returns are examined to construct the portfolio.
An example is the study by Jegadeesh & Titman (1993) who evaluate momentum profitability based
on look-back periods of 3, 6, 9 and 12 months. On the other hand, very few scholars have focused on
the optimal length of the lag period between the look-back and holding period. Novy-Marx (2012)
argues that implementing a lag period of six months between the look-back and holding period will
result in higher returns. In other words, stocks are selected based on the performance from the period

5

For more information regarding transaction costs and costs related to shorting, we refer to chapter 6.
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t-12 to t-7. Hence, in the second strategy we examine intermediate-term momentum as proposed by
Novy-Marx (2012). The first portfolios are constructed in January 2007, while the first look-back and
ranking period for this strategy will be from start of January 2006 to the end of June 2006.

Finally, we examine a short-term momentum strategy adapted from Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). In
this strategy stocks are selected based on the performance from the period t-6 to t-2. To keep the
strategies more comparable the first formation month for this strategy is still January 2007 and the
corresponding look-back period is from start of July 2006 to the end of November 2006.

The formation of the portfolios in abovementioned strategies all follow the methodology described
in section 4.4, why it is only the look-back period that differs between the strategies. In line with
previous studies (see e.g. Yao, 2012; Novy-Marx, 2012), the holding period in the strategies described
above will be fixed at one month to keep the strategies manageable and to avoid overlapping
portfolios. Moreover, this will allow us to easily conduct a split of January investing and non-January
investing in our analysis. At the end of each holding period the portfolio formation process described
above is repeated. As of such in the beginning of every formation month t, the long-short positions
from the previous month are closed, and the new portfolio for the coming month is constructed. Figure
4.2 below graphically illustrates the momentum strategies examined in this study.
Figure 4.2: Momentum strategies
The following figure is an illustrative example of the momentum investment strategies examined in the analysis. Each
strategy longs past winners and shorts past losers. The long-term strategy ranks the past performance of stock returns
based on a look-back period from t-12 to t-2, the intermediate-term strategy ranking period is from t-12 to t-7 and the
short-term strategy ranking period is from t-6 to t-2. Each strategy has a holding period of one month.
Month
t-11

t-10

t-9

t-8

t-7

t-6

t-5

t-4

t-3

t-2

t-1

t

Holding
period

Look-back period

Holding
period

Look-back period

Short-term
momentum

Intermediate term
momentum

Long-term
momentum

t-12

Look-back period

Source: Own creation
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4.6 Descriptive statistics
Table 4.1 below presents descriptive statistics for the total sample and for the average portfolio at the
time of formation (t) across the sample period. Over the entire sample period we have included 1,254
unique companies in our analysis. This includes 1,002 currently listed companies and 252 which were
delisted during our sample period. Across our period of analysis, an additional 162 companies were
delisted, however due to a lack of data availability these are not included in the final data sample.
The numbers presented in Panel B illustrates averages at the time of formation t after excluding
companies with a market capitalization below the pre-determined level as explained in section 4.4.1.
On average we consider 518 firms at the time of each formation month resulting in ~52 companies
per decile. This also implies that on average our zero-cost momentum strategy includes 104
companies in each holding period. As evident from the avg. market cap and the median, our sample
is highly dispersed in terms of size with some very big companies driving up the average market cap.
The average total market capitalization at the time of formation was 8,895 DKK billion. To put this
in perspective to the current market situation, the total market capitalization of our sample as of
January 2021 is approximately 15,000 DKK billion.

Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics for the sample period January 2007 – January 2021. Panel A shows descriptive statistics for the total
sample, whereas Panel B represents statistics for the average formation month t in the sample period after excluding
companies with a market capitalization below the pre-determined level.
Descriptive statistics
Panel A
Total sample
Total number of firms across sample
1,254
Number of currently listed firms
1,002
Delisted firms
252
Panel B
Averages for time t
Number of firms considered at time t
518
Number of firms in a decile portfolio
52
Total capitalization (DKK billion)
8,895
Avg. market cap (DKK million)
16,891
Median (DKK million)
1,412

Source: Own creation
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4.7 Stock returns
4.7.1 Look-back period returns
As mentioned earlier, to identify winners and losers, companies are ranked using the decile method
based on stock returns during the look-back period. The following formula is used to calculate
cumulative stock returns over the look-back period:

𝑅𝑖 =

𝑃𝑖,1 −𝑃𝑖,0
𝑃𝑖,0

(4.2)

𝑅𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑖
𝑃𝑖,1 = 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘 − 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝑃𝑖,0 = 𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑘 − 𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
This formula is similar to formula 2.1 with the only difference being that stock prices in formula 4.2
are adjusted for dividends and stock splits.

4.7.2 Portfolio return
Equally and adjusted value weighted portfolios
For the portfolios in the analysis that are constructed based on an equal weighted scheme, the monthly
portfolio return is calculated as the arithmetic mean of each company’s monthly return. Thus, the
formula for calculating monthly portfolio return is as follows:
1

𝑅 𝑃 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖 (4.3)
𝑛 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜

The calculation of return for the portfolios constructed based on the adjusted value weight scheme is
conducted as follows. First, individual weights for each stock are computed using the methodology
outlined in section 4.4.3. Next, these weights are multiplied with the respective monthly return of
each stock, and finally the sum of the products is calculated to get the monthly returns. As a formula
this is written as:
𝑅𝑃 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖 ∗ 𝑤𝑖 (4.4)
𝑛 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑜
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Excess return
Throughout the analysis excess returns are used as a primary performance measure for our momentum
strategies. Whenever we refer to excess returns, we refer to the return of a portfolio in excess of the
risk-free interest rate. As of such the formula for excess return of a portfolio is as follows:
𝑅𝑃𝑒 = 𝑅𝑃 − 𝑟𝑓 (4.5)
𝑟𝑓 = 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 − 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

For the monthly risk-free rate, historical data for the Swedish 1-month T-bill rate has been collected
from riksbank.se. The Swedish risk-free rate has been applied due to easily available data and has
been found adequate under the assumption that the risk-free rates for Nordic countries have been
relatively similar over the course of our sample period.

Zero-cost portfolios
To calculate the zero-cost portfolio return, i.e. a portfolio with a long position in P10 and a short
position in P1, the following formula is used:
𝑒
𝑅𝑃10−𝑃1
= 𝑅𝑃10 − 𝑅𝑃1 (4.6)

There is no differentiation between returns and excess returns for the zero-cost portfolios due to the
following equation’s display of equality. As of such we use the terms interchangeably for
momentum strategies throughout this study.
𝑒
𝑅𝑃10−𝑃1
= 𝑅𝑃10−𝑃1 = (𝑅𝑃10 − 𝑟𝑓 ) − (𝑅𝑃1 − 𝑟𝑓 ) = 𝑅𝑃10 − 𝑅𝑃1 (4.7)

Performance measures
Having established how monthly portfolio returns are calculated, we consolidate these to calculate
the average monthly excess return of the individual investment strategies (long-term, intermediateterm and short-term) and relative strength portfolios (P1 to P10), throughout the sample period
analysed. The most widely used measure of average is the arithmetic mean. Thus, to calculate average
portfolio return the sum of all the monthly returns is divided by the total number of months in the
sample period, i.e. 169 observations.
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Furthermore, the monthly standard deviation of excess returns is calculated using the following
formula:
2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 −𝑥̅ )

𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑃𝑒 ) = √

𝑁−1

(4.8)

𝑁 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑥𝑖 = 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ 𝑖
𝑥̅ = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛

While the annualized Sharpe ratio is calculated as follows:
̅̅̅̅
𝑅𝑒

𝑆𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 = 𝑆𝐷(𝑅𝑃 𝑒 ) ∗ √12 (4.9)
𝑃

The first term calculates the monthly Sharpe ratio by dividing the average monthly excess return with
its standard deviation. The second term annualizes the ratio.

4.7.3 Returns for delisted companies
In terms of measuring returns for companies which are delisted during the holding period the
following is assumed. For companies delisted due to bankruptcy we assume a return of -100% and
for companies delisted due to other reasons return is assumed to be 0%. In other words, when
companies are delisted for other reasons than bankruptcy, we receive cash equivalent to the amount
invested in the beginning of the holding period. Thus, the cause of each delisting has been examined
using the Nasdaq Nordic Surveillance reports in order to determine their effect on the estimated
return. Of the 252 delisted companies included in the analysis 41 of these were delisted due to
bankruptcy.

4.8 Statistical tests
In this section, the various statistical methods used to test the credibility and significance of our results
will be covered.

Throughout the analysis several two-sided t-tests have been conducted to test if our results are
statistically significant. Two-sided tests have been chosen as opposed to one-sided tests for the
following reasons. First, to increase the credibility of statistical significance. Second, as the excess
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returns for loser portfolios generally hover around zero, achieving both negative and positive values,
a two-tailed test was deemed more appropriate.

One-sample t-tests are used throughout the study to test whether a given mean is statistically different
from a specified value. Unless otherwise specified, the one-sample t-tests tests against the null
hypothesis that the mean is equal to 0.

The following formula calculates the t-statistic for a one-sample t-test:

𝑡=

𝑥̅ −𝜇0
𝑆𝐷
√𝑁

(4.10)

𝑆𝐷 = 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑥̅ = 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
𝜇0 = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙 ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 0 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠)
Two-sample t-tests assuming unequal variances, otherwise known as Welch’s t-tests, are applied to
test whether the mean returns of our proposed strategies are significantly different from each other.
For the two-sample t-tests the t-statistic is defined by the following formula:

𝑡=

𝑥̅ 1 −𝑥̅ 2
𝑆𝐷2 𝑆𝐷2
√ 1+ 2
𝑁1
𝑁2

(4.11)

𝑁𝑖 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
𝑆𝐷𝑖 = 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑥̅𝑖 = 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

4.8.1 Regression methodology
Coupled with our one- and two-sample t-tests we also perform a range of regression analyses
throughout the study. These regressions are used in accordance with the CAPM and three- and fourfactor models. All regressions are computed in excel using the ordinary least squares (OLS) method.

The ordinary least squares regression model is defined as follows:
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𝑦 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑖 ∗ 𝑥𝑖 + 𝜀 (4.12)
𝑦 = 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝛽𝑖 = 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝛼 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
𝜀 = 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚

For each estimated regression coefficient and for the intercept an associated test-statistic is computed
that follows a t-distribution, like the previous one-sample and two-sample t-tests. This t-statistic is
used when evaluating the statistical significance of each regression coefficient. The test statistic for
the OLS method is defined as the coefficient divided by its standard error. Unless otherwise stated,
the null hypothesis for the OLS regressions is that the regression coefficients are equal to zero.

4.8.2 Assumptions
In accordance with the application of statistical t-tests and regression methodology we assume the
following assumptions hold about our data sample:

1. Linearity
2. Random sampling of observations
3. Conditional mean equal to zero
4. No linear relationship between independent variables
5. Homoscedasticity
6. Normality

The OLS methodology has been extensively used by other studies, why we deem the test of these
assumptions as outside the scope of this paper. However, we realise that due to the nature of stock
data some assumptions such as homoscedasticity and normality may not hold.

4.9 Market Index and factor models
To gain a better understanding of the profitability of the momentum strategies outlined in section 4.5,
we regress the returns obtained from these with a chosen market index. The purpose of comparing
the momentum returns we obtain with a market index is to examine whether our returns can be
explained by the systematic risk of the market. In other words, we test the hypothesis of whether the
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momentum strategies produce significant profits by systematically picking high-risk stocks. If we
observe momentum returns being positive and statistically significant after accounting for the market
risk, it implies that the efficient market hypothesis and CAPM first introduced by Fama (1970) does
not explain the momentum effect.

For the purpose of this study the MSCI (Morgan Stanley Capital International) Nordic Countries
Index will be used as a benchmark for market performance. The index includes companies listed in
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland and captures approximately 85% of the free-float adjusted
market capitalization in each country. The index is value-weighted and includes 79 constituents of
which approximately 8% of these are from Norway6 (MSCI, 2021). Moreover, the index is adjusted
for dividend payments allowing us to make a more accurate comparison of the obtained momentum
returns versus market returns. Based on these factors we find the MSCI Nordic Countries Index
suitable for this study.

Much like the market index, we employ the use of other risk factors for the three- and four-factor
models, as proposed by Fama & French (1996) and Carhart (1997) respectively. For a more in-depth
explanation of these models we refer to section 2.3. The other risk factors applied in the three-factor
model, aside from market risk, are those of SMB (small-minus-big) and HML (high-minus-low).
These factors represent the risk associated with stocks of different size and book-to-market values.
The factors predict that more risk is associated with stocks that are small and stocks that have highbook-to-market values. The final factor that is applied in the four-factor model controls for
momentum (winners-minus-losers).

The monthly values for these factors across our sample period, have been collected from the Kevin
R. French website. It should be noted that these factors have been computed using stocks from
multiple countries in Europe, and not just the countries analysed in this study. A list of countries used
to compute these factors can be found in appendix 2.

6

As of March 31, 2021
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4.10 Market dependent beta
To examine whether the market betas of our strategies vary with market conditions, we apply the
following regression.
𝑒]
𝑒]
𝑅𝑡𝑒 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑢𝑝 𝐷𝑡 [𝑅𝑚
+ 𝛽 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 (1 − 𝐷𝑡 )[𝑅𝑚
+ 𝜀𝑡 (4.13)

𝑅 𝑒 = 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦
𝛼 = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
𝛽 𝑢𝑝 = 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑛 𝑢𝑝 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝛽 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝑒
𝑅𝑚
= 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡

𝐷 = 𝐷𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒
𝜀 = 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚

Down markets are defined as all the months where the market experience negative excess returns,
and up markets are defined as months with positive excess returns. As of such, D is a dummy variable
equal to one if the excess returns of the MSCI index in month t is positive, and otherwise equal to
zero.

4.11 January Effect
4.11.1 Marginal strategies
For the purpose of determining the degree to which the January Effect is present in the Nordic stock
markets and determine its impact on the profitability of the momentum strategies we employ the
marginal strategy method as depicted by Yao (2012). In the marginal strategy, you still take a long
position in past winners and a short position in past losers and stocks are also still ranked using the
decile approach. The marginal strategy differs from the traditional momentum strategy where
performance is evaluated based on performance in month t-x, where x is between 1 to 12. Thus, stocks
are ranked based on the performance in a single month. To understand the January Effect better we
will conduct an analysis using marginal strategies that only includes January investing, and an
analysis that excludes January investing. In the analysis we will also apply both the equal- and
adjusted value-weighted methodology.
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In summation, the portfolio formation of marginal strategies is equivalent to the process described in
section 4.4 with the only difference being in terms of the look-back period, where in the previous
formation strategies we would rank stocks based on performance in more than one month.

4.12 Software
For the purpose of this study all portfolio formation, portfolio return calculations, regressions and
statistical tests have been conducted in excel. For gathering of data, the S&P Capital IQ excel plugin
has been applied, which pulls adjusted closing prices and market capitalization from the Capital IQ
database, given an equity’s ticker and a given date.

5. Empirical Results
The following chapter will present the results of our analysis in accordance with the following
structure. First, we focus on the overall momentum returns for the three strategies outlined in section
4.5. Second, we analyse the momentum returns of size sub-samples to examine the implications of
size and the small-firm effect on momentum. Finally, we investigate the degree to which the January
Effect is present in the Nordic stock market, as well as its implications for our momentum strategies.

Throughout this chapter we will present inferential statistics to assess whether our results can be used
to draw conclusions based on our data sample. With 169 observations, i.e. total formation periods in
our analysis, and the application of two-sided t-tests a t-statistic of 2.576 implies a 1% significance
level, whereas t-statistics of 1.960 and 1.645 implies significance levels at 5% and 10% respectively.

5.1 Overall momentum returns
This section examines whether momentum strategies have been profitable in the Nordic stock markets
(excluding Norway) for the sample period covering January 2007 to January 2021. Table 5.1 below
presents the average monthly excess returns, the standard deviation of excess returns and the
annualized Sharpe ratios of relative-strength portfolios formed from the past performance of stocks
12-to-2 months, 12-to-7 months, and 6-to-2 months prior to portfolio formation. The three different
historical performance horizons correspond respectively to the long-term, intermediate-term and
short-term momentum strategies analysed in this study. For each strategy and for every formation
month t, stocks are ranked based on their historical cumulative returns and are distributed into decile
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portfolios. The first decile portfolio (P1) contains the worst performing stocks, while the tenth decile
portfolio (P10) contains the best performing stocks of the same period. The return of each momentum
(winner-minus-loser) strategy is presented in the second to last row of every panel (P10-P1). In Panel
A results for the equal weighted portfolios are presented, whereas Panel B presents results based on
an adjusted value weighting method7. Each presented t-statistic is a two-sided test against the null
hypothesis that past winners do not outperform past losers, i.e., that the excess returns of each
momentum strategy is not significantly different from zero.

In total, three different sets of strategies with two different weighting methods have been formed and
examined to test for significant momentum returns. As is evident from table 5.1 below, there is a clear
pattern throughout all strategies that higher decile portfolios consistently outperform lower decile
portfolios both in terms of mean returns but also in terms of the annualized Sharpe ratio. As of such
for every different ranking strategy, winners (P10) outperform losers (P1) by a large margin resulting
in positive excess returns for all momentum strategies. As implied by the t-tests, these returns are all
statistically significant at the 1% level, thereby indicating that the profitability of the momentum
strategies is not caused by simple luck or due to chance.
The largest mean return and Sharpe ratio is realised by the equally weighted short-term momentum
strategy (6-2 strategy), with average monthly excess return of 2.0 percent and an annualized Sharpe
ratio of 1.4. If we examine this strategy in the context of the other equally weighted strategies we
observe a sizeable (0.57%), but not statistically significant, difference in excess returns compared to
the intermediate-term strategy (12-7 strategy) (t-stat = 1.61). When comparing the short- and longterm strategy (12-2 strategy) the difference in returns is close to zero, and also not statistically
significant (t-stat = 0.26). Finally, comparing the equally weighted 12-2 and 12-7 strategies we find
a large difference in average monthly excess returns (0.51%), which is statistically significant at the
10% level (t-stat = 1.91).

7

For more information on the applied methodology for adjusted value weighting, we refer to section 4.4.3
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Table 5.1: Overall momentum returns
Average monthly excess returns (in percent), standard deviation of excess returns (in percent) and annualized Sharpe
ratios of relative-strength portfolios created based on the historical performance of stocks in the Nordic markets. The tstats are two-sided and tests whether excess returns of buying past winners and selling past losers is significantly different
from zero. P1 is defined as losers while P10 is defined as winners. P10-P1 represents the respective momentum strategy.
The sample period spans from January 2007 to January 2021. The portfolios in Panel A are formed based on the equal
weighted scheme, whereas portfolios in Panel B are based on an adjusted value weight scheme.
Long-term momentum (12-2)
Mean
Panel A: equal weight
P1
-0.39
P2
0.07
P3
0.35
P4
0.62
P5
0.71
P6
0.99
P7
0.99
P8
1.18
P9
1.15
P10
1.55
P10 - P1
1.94
t-Stat.
[4.62]
Panel B: Adj. value weight
P1
-0.25
P2
0.37
P3
0.51
P4
0.55
P5
0.70
P6
1.10
P7
0.79
P8
0.99
P9
1.12
P10
1.40
P10 - P1
1.65
t-Stat.
[3.31]

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)

Short-term momentum (6-2)

SD (%)

SR

Mean

SD (%)

SR

Mean

SD (%)

SR

7.96
6.09
5.64
5.22
5.32
4.92
4.98
5.10
5.30
5.47
5.47

-0.17
0.04
0.21
0.41
0.46
0.69
0.69
0.80
0.75
0.98
1.23

-0.17
0.09
0.63
0.73
0.80
0.73
1.01
0.98
1.17
1.26
1.43
[4.43]

6.98
5.94
5.50
5.49
5.14
4.96
5.24
5.12
5.34
5.83
4.20

-0.09
0.05
0.40
0.46
0.54
0.51
0.66
0.67
0.76
0.75
1.18

-0.51
0.32
0.58
0.60
0.75
0.80
1.06
1.11
1.06
1.50
2.00
[5.25]

7.71
6.10
5.53
5.27
5.14
5.05
5.05
4.98
5.20
5.64
4.96

-0.23
0.18
0.36
0.39
0.50
0.55
0.73
0.77
0.71
0.92
1.40

8.07
6.23
6.06
5.67
5.40
4.97
4.95
5.01
5.21
5.53
6.48

-0.11
0.21
0.29
0.34
0.45
0.76
0.55
0.69
0.74
0.88
0.88

0.03
0.06
0.65
0.73
0.81
0.72
0.91
0.92
1.14
1.38
1.35
[3.48]

6.87
6.05
5.79
5.82
5.13
4.72
5.29
5.04
5.38
5.83
5.05

0.01
0.04
0.39
0.44
0.55
0.53
0.60
0.63
0.74
0.82
0.93

-0.23
0.48
0.74
0.82
0.73
0.79
0.89
0.91
1.03
1.22
1.45
[3.38]

7.57
6.30
5.84
5.35
5.25
5.27
5.02
4.88
4.99
5.61
5.56

-0.10
0.26
0.44
0.53
0.48
0.52
0.61
0.65
0.72
0.75
0.90

Source: Own creation

The returns for the adjusted value weighted strategies tell a similar story. Here the average return of
1.65 percent generated by the 12-2 strategy is higher than the other strategies, however the differences
in returns are less prominent than in the equal weighted method and as of such no statistical
significance was found between these. Since we in both cases cannot reject the null hypothesis that
the short-, intermediate- and long-term momentum strategies produce identical returns, our
observations are in contrast to the findings of e.g. Novy-Marx (2012) who found that the intermediateterm strategy produce significantly higher returns than the short-term strategy.

While we do not find statistical significance to draw any conclusions that one strategy significantly
outperforms the others, figure 5.1 below presents the indexed cumulative returns for the three equally
weighted momentum strategies and the MSCI Nordic index. From this figure it is evident that in the
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beginning of the sample period the three strategies obtain somewhat similar returns, whereas from
the middle of our sample period the long- and short-term strategies perform considerably better than
the intermediate-term strategy. The figure also illustrates that the short-term strategy performs
slightly better than the long-term strategy as depicted previously. All strategies heavily outperform
the market across our sample period. When comparing the strategies with the market index it is
important to bear in mind that the momentum strategies shown are equal weighted whereas the market
index is value weighted.
It should be noted that while all the strategies performed poorly during the financial crisis, the graph
does not depict this well. As of such, for more information regarding the performance of momentum
strategies during the financial crisis we refer to the next section.

Figure 5.1: Cumulative returns of equal-weighted momentum strategies
Indexed cumulative returns of the three equally weighted momentum strategies and the value weighted MSCI Nordic
index from 01.01.2007 to 31.01.2021.

Source: Own creation

If we return to table 5.1 and examine the source of profits in the zero-cost portfolios, we can deduce
that the winner and loser portfolios (P10 and P1) of the 12-2 and 6-2 strategies are relatively similar
in both returns and standard deviation for both equal weighting and value weighting. However, in
particular for the equal weighted 12-7 strategy we see less negative returns for the loser portfolio and
smaller positive returns for the winner portfolio which ultimately results in less excess return for the
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strategy overall. In general, it holds true across all strategies that the past winners generate high
returns, whereas the past losers generate mostly negative returns. These observations should be
encouraging for an investor pursuing momentum strategies, since the investor should be able to
generate higher returns by shorting losers and buying winners compared to a strategy merely focusing
on buying past winners. Furthermore, since all the strategies are zero-cost based the investor will not
have to take money out-of-pocket disregarding margin requirements and transaction costs.

When comparing the different weighting methods, we find that the returns and Sharpe ratios are lower
for the value weighted zero-cost portfolios compared to the equally weighted. The largest disparity
is found between the short-term momentum returns, where the monthly mean return for the equally
weighted portfolio is 2.0 percent and the value weighted method generates a 1.45 percent average
monthly return. The higher return of the equally weighted methods suggests that momentum profits
are, at least partially, driven by smaller companies, since the value weighted portfolios are more
heavily invested in the large companies included in the portfolio. This observation is most prominent
in the 12-2 and 6-2 strategies, while the difference between the 12-7 weighting methods is relatively
small and insignificant. Similarly, when comparing Sharpe ratios across the weighting methods, all
value weighted strategies realise very similar results, with Sharpe ratios ranging from 0.88 to 0.93.
However, for equal weighting the Sharpe ratios of each strategy is markedly higher ranging from 1.18
to 1.43, with the short-term strategy observed to have the largest Sharpe ratio compared to the other
strategies. These two observations imply that small firms as a driver for momentum profits may be
present in all strategies, but is more prominent in the long- and especially the short-term strategies,
while the intermediate-term strategy profits may not be driven as heavily by small companies.

To gain a further understanding of average company size and its implications for our proposed
strategies, table 5.2 presents the average market capitalizations and medians for companies in every
constructed decile portfolio.
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Table 5.2 and figure 5.2: Average market capitalizations and medians
Average market capitalizations and medians for constructed relative-strength portfolios across the entire sample period.
P1 is the decile of stocks with the lowest past returns, and P10 is the decile of stocks with the highest returns in the same
period. Values are presented in DKK million. The red bar chart represents the 12-2 strategy, the blue represents the 12-7
and the grey represents the 6-2.

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

Long-term momentum (12-2)
Avg. market cap
Median
5,110
541
9,968
1,033
16,401
1,532
20,894
1,857
20,277
2,105
23,127
2,629
23,095
2,925
21,602
2,808
19,048
2,411
9,358
1,160

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
Avg. market cap
Median
5,333
595
10,950
1,097
17,478
1,455
19,058
1,746
21,303
2,202
22,065
2,554
22,393
2,646
22,575
2,763
19,158
2,524
9,409
1,155

Short-term momentum (6-2)
Avg. market cap
Median
5,989
638
12,085
1,131
16,454
1,426
18,902
1,668
19,731
1,985
22,167
2,449
22,106
2,636
21,255
2,577
17,891
2,351
8,940
1,099

Average market capitalizations
25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

Source: Own creation

The average values for market capitalization and medians of companies in their respective portfolio
provide us with further confirmation that the average company for winner and loser portfolios are
predominantly small. If we look at figure 5.2, we see that all three strategies follow a similar
distribution of market capitalization, with the larger companies being more concentrated in the middle
portfolios. In table 5.2 we also observe a large discrepancy between median and average market cap
for every portfolio, this indicates that each portfolio holds few very large companies which cause the
average market cap to inflate, however, the distribution of medians across portfolios is relatively
similar to that of average market capitalization. Furthermore, the fact that we see the smallest
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companies having the lowest average returns, implies a negative relation between size and expected
return and thus suggests that size as a risk factor will not be able to explain the momentum effect.

An interesting observation is that while companies in P10 and P1 are both on average smaller than
companies in portfolio P2 to P9, the losers portfolio appears to contain firms that on average are
nearly half the size of the companies in P10. This indicates that momentum profits are not only driven
by smaller firms but by small firms outperforming even smaller firms. This finding is consistent with
the findings of e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993), Rouwenhorst (1998), Fama and French (2008) and
Booth et. al. (2016) among others, who all found the momentum effect to be concentrated in small
firms. However, an interesting and important note to consider when examining these results is that
the momentum strategies themselves are self-fulfilling in having the average winner be larger than
the average loser. To understand this, we can consider two firms having the same size at time t-12,
one firm performs well over the next year (Firm A) while the other firm performs poorly (Firm B).
Following the strategy, we will long Firm A and short Firm B at time t when we construct our
portfolio, however as performance persists Firm A will now be larger than Firm B at the time of
investment. The size differential may thus be due to how the strategy itself is constructed. Section 5.2
will go more in depth with the aspect of size and its implications for momentum strategies and test
the hypothesis of a small firm effect as a driver for momentum.

To summarize this section, by examining a sample period covering January 2007 to January 2021 we
determined that zero-cost momentum strategies have been profitable in the Nordic market across this
time period, and as of such that past winners consistently outperform past losers regardless of the
momentum strategy chosen. We tested for significant differences between the strategies but were
unable to make a conclusion based on statistical evidence, though the best performing strategy in
terms of returns and Sharpe ratio was the equally weighted short-term strategy. Moreover, we found
that the equally weighted strategies outperformed the value weighted strategies in all cases, thereby
indicating that momentum profits are predominantly present in small firms. We further tested this
hypothesis by examining the average market cap of each portfolio and found that the firms of the
bottom decile portfolio on average are smaller than the firms in the winner decile. Furthermore, we
found that both winner and loser portfolios on average are smaller than the rest of the sample
portfolios. This raises the questions of whether momentum profits are limited to smaller stocks and
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is driven by small stocks outperforming even smaller stocks. The answer to these questions will be
covered in section 5.2.

5.1.1 Risk adjusted returns
In the previous section we confirmed the profitability of our momentum strategies across our sample
period. The following sections will introduce the aspect of risk by applying the CAPM and FamaFrench 3 Factor model to determine whether these profits can be explained and attributed to these
types of risk, or if the strategies generate a positive abnormal return (α) despite introducing these
factors.

Standard deviation
First, we examine table 5.1 in terms of the standard deviation of the decile portfolios. Looking at the
standard deviations it is evident that they follow almost a U-shape. This finding is also presented in
figure 5.3, which illustrates the standard deviation of the deciles in the equally weighted long-term
strategy. The U-shape infers that on average companies in the most extreme portfolios, i.e., P1 and
P10, have a higher standard deviation of return than companies in the mid deciles. This finding is in
line with the study by Rouwenhorst (1998) reviewed in chapter 3, who also found that the standard
deviation of the decile portfolios follows this shape. The U-shape of the standard deviation of returns
is easily explained by the fact that stocks with a higher standard deviation are more likely of realising
extreme returns. As of such, our strategies pick and sort these stocks into our extreme portfolios more
often. While this explains the shape of figure 5.3, it fails to account for why we observe high standard
deviations being associated with both high and low returns, as per the excess returns of P10 and P1
observed in table 5.1. We will attempt to provide an explanation for this by examining our returns in
a CAPM context.
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Figure 5.3: Standard deviations for P1 to P10
Standard deviations for relative-strength portfolios of the equal-weighted long-term momentum strategy (12-2). Due to
similarity of results the corresponding figures for the remaining strategies have not been posted, but can be deduced from
the values of table 5.1

Source: Own creation

If we take a closer look at the standard deviation of the excess return of our winner-minus-loser
strategies we see that they range between 4.20 to 5.47 for equally weighted strategies and 5.05 to 6.48
for value weighted strategies per month. This level of volatility is in most cases worse or similar to
the volatility of a long position in a middle decile portfolio (i.e., P4 to P7), which indicates that the
momentum strategy portfolios may not be extremely well-diversified. It should be noted however,
that if we compare excess return per level of volatility (Sharpe ratio) the momentum strategies
strongly outperform the middle deciles in every case.

CAPM
This section will apply the CAPM to determine whether our observed momentum profits can be
explained and attributed to market exposure. As of such the systematic risk of the market will be the
first risk-factor introduced to help explain our excess return. Table 5.3 presents the estimated market
betas and alpha values for each relative-strength portfolio. These values have been computed using
monthly returns of the portfolios in the sample period, covering January 2007 to January 2021,
relative to the MSCI Nordic index during the same period.

Much like how the standard deviation is a measure of risk, the market beta measures the level of
systematic risk each portfolio is subject to, or in other words, their correlation with the market. It
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should be noted that the market betas do not capture idiosyncratic risk, however, due to the number
of firms in each portfolio, much of the idiosyncratic risk should have been diversified away. As of
such by introducing the market as a risk factor, we test the hypothesis of whether the momentum
strategies produce significant profits by systematically picking high-risk stocks.
Table 5.3: Portfolio market β and abnormal returns α
Market betas and CAPM alphas (in percent) for the relative-strength portfolios. The reported values for each portfolio
have been computed relative to The Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Nordic index, using the CAPM and
monthly excess returns from January 2007 to January 2021. The MSCI Nordic index includes large cap stocks from the
countries of Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and Norway and captures 85% of the total market value of these countries. The
index is value-weighted and adjusted for dividends and stock splits. t-statistics are two-sided and presented in square
brackets. t-Stat (β) tests whether beta is significantly different from 1 for all relative-strength portfolios except for the
zero-cost portfolio (P10-P1) where the null hypothesis is 0. Similarly, t-Stat α tests whether alpha is significantly different
from 0.
Long-term momentum (12-2)
Market β t-Stat. (β)
αCAPM
t-Stat. (α)

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
Market β t-Stat. (β)
αCAPM
t-Stat. (α)

Short-term momentum (6-2)
Market β t-Stat. (β)
αCAPM
t-Stat. (α)

Panel A: equal weight
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5

1.33
1.03
1.05
0.97
0.97

[4.07]
[0.47]
[1.06]
[-0.63]
[-0.57]

-1.21
-0.57
-0.30
0.01
0.11

[-3.15]
[-1.95]
[-1.39]
[0.07]
[0.52]

1.14
1.05
1.01
1.02
0.93

[1.81]
[0.85]
[0.29]
[0.54]
[-1.54]

-0.87
-0.55
0.00
0.10
0.23

[-2.48]
[-2.12]
[0.01]
[0.48]
[1.08]

1.33
1.08
1.00
0.96
0.96

[4.31]
[1.41]
[-0.05]
[-0.92]
[-0.97]

-1.32
-0.35
-0.04
0.00
0.15

[-3.72]
[-1.31]
[-0.18]
[0.02]
[0.80]

P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P10 - P1

0.91
0.92
0.92
0.96
0.89
-0.44

[-2.25]
[-1.93]
[-1.77]
[-0.92]
[-1.82]
[-5.25]

0.43
0.43
0.61
0.56
1.00
2.21

[2.20]
[2.18]
[2.87]
[2.52]
[3.64]
[5.61]

0.91
0.98
0.93
0.98
1.00
-0.13

[-2.08]
[-0.44]
[-1.53]
[-0.44]
[0.03]
[-1.94]

0.17
0.40
0.41
0.56
0.64
1.52

[0.86]
[2.03]
[1.96]
[2.64]
[2.38]
[4.69]

0.93
0.92
0.90
0.96
0.91
-0.41

[-1.63]
[-1.86]
[-2.26]
[-0.86]
[-1.42]
[-5.46]

0.23
0.49
0.56
0.47
0.93
2.26

[1.13]
[2.40]
[2.70]
[2.31]
[3.25]
[6.34]

Panel B: Adj. value weight
P1
1.32
P2
1.15
P3
1.18

[3.77]
[2.86]
[4.50]

-1.07
-0.34
-0.22

[-2.66]
[-1.38]
[-1.13]

1.17
1.10
1.11

[2.44]
[1.86]
[2.51]

-0.69
-0.62
-0.04

[-2.13]
[-2.48]
[-0.18]

1.34
1.18
1.13

[4.78]
[3.64]
[3.08]

-1.05
-0.25
0.04

[-3.17]
[-1.06]
[0.21]

P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P10 - P1

[2.45]
[1.33]
[-0.94]
[-1.26]
[-0.70]
[-1.05]
[-1.58]
[-4.06]

-0.13
0.05
0.50
0.20
0.39
0.53
0.84
1.91

[-0.68]
[0.30]
[3.11]
[1.20]
[2.44]
[2.53]
[3.04]
[3.96]

1.12
1.00
0.92
1.03
0.97
1.04
1.02
-0.14

[3.05]
[0.02]
[-2.43]
[0.83]
[-0.81]
[1.01]
[0.42]
[-1.75]

0.04
0.19
0.15
0.28
0.32
0.50
0.75
1.44

[0.19]
[1.16]
[1.01]
[1.64]
[1.87]
[2.77]
[2.89]
[3.70]

1.05
1.02
1.03
0.95
0.93
0.94
0.93
-0.41

[1.53]
[0.59]
[0.73]
[-1.38]
[-1.98]
[-1.45]
[-1.22]
[-4.74]

0.17
0.10
0.15
0.31
0.34
0.45
0.65
1.70

[1.02]
[0.60]
[0.90]
[1.64]
[1.96]
[2.51]
[2.34]
[4.18]

1.10
1.05
0.97
0.96
0.98
0.95
0.91
-0.42

Source: Own creation

Examining the market betas for the relative-strength portfolios we see that they range from 0.89 to
1.34 across all strategies. While most of these portfolio betas are close to 1.0, we see a tendency for
all of the lower deciles i.e. P1, P2, P3, to have slightly higher market betas than their higher decile
counterparts. This indicates that the lower decile portfolios contain more risky stocks than the upper
decile. This is especially true for the loser portfolios which exhibit the highest beta values, ranging
from 1.14 to 1.34. This is consistent with findings of e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) who also
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found beta values of loser portfolios to be significantly higher than the other deciles. This seems
consistent with our previous discussion of a U-shaped volatility curve, coupled with our finding of
the loser portfolio containing smaller than average firms. Furthermore, the beta value of the loser
portfolio for the intermediate term momentum strategy is considerably lower than the other two
strategies, which is consistent with the less negative returns and smaller standard deviation of the
strategy, which can be observed in Table 5.1.

If we bring our attention to the zero-cost portfolios we see negative beta values across the board, this
is of course caused by the larger betas of the loser portfolios compared to the winner portfolios. The
beta values for the 12-2 and 6-2 strategies are very similar at around -0.4 for each strategy, significant
at the 1% level, which indicates that these strategies are not completely market neutral, and thus does
not hedge systematic risk. The 12-7 strategy, however, does not have a market beta significantly
different from 0 and should work as hedge against the market.

If we were to have our excess returns be fully explained by a negative beta, the market would need
negative excess returns on average over the past 15 years, which is empirically untrue. The average
monthly excess market return of the MSCI Nordic index for our sample period is 0.62 percent. For
the beta to fully explain the momentum returns of around 1.5 to 2 percent per month, the market beta
of the winner portfolio would have to exceed the beta of the loser portfolio by 2.5 to 3. As of such
we can conclude that the market beta does not explain all of our excess returns. This amount of return
that cannot be explained by beta is referred to as abnormal returns, otherwise known as alpha (α).

The alpha values represent the amount of excess return that cannot be explained by the market risk
factor, as of such a positive and significant alpha for our zero-cost portfolios is an indicator of the
momentum effect. As we can see from table 5.3, all alpha values for our zero-cost portfolios are
positive and statistically significant at the 1% significance level. The highest level of alpha is realized
by the equally weighted long-term and short-term strategies at 2.21 and 2.26 percent, respectively.
While the corresponding equally weighted intermediate-term momentum strategy realises an alpha
of 1.52 percent. The dispersions and relative differences between these alpha values, across all
strategies and weighting methods, closely resemble the previously posted excess returns of table 5.1.
As of such we see no significant difference between the short-term and long-term strategy in the
equally weighted method, but a larger difference in the value weighted method. Furthermore, we still
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see that the intermediate-term strategy realises smaller returns than its counterparts across both
weighting methods, and the largest disparity between alphas to be between the weighting methods of
the short-term strategy.

It is interesting to note that the alpha values of the zero-cost portfolios are slightly higher than the
excess returns observed in our initial analysis. This is caused by the negative market beta and stands
as a further sentiment of the inability for the CAPM and the market risk factor to fully explain the
momentum effect.
Figure 5.4: Abnormal returns (α) to relative-strength portfolios
Illustrative overview of the average monthly abnormal returns to equally weighted and adjusted value weighted relativestrength portfolios. Computed using the CAPM and average monthly excess returns relative to the MSCI Nordic Index.
The X-axis holds the different portfolios P1 to P10, where P1 is past losers and P10 is past winners. The Y-axis holds the
values for alpha. The figure differs between the long-term (solid red), intermediate-term (dashed blue) and short-term
(dotted grey) momentum strategies. The sample period covers January 2007 to January 2021. Panel A depicts equalweighted strategies, while Panel B depicts adjusted value weighted strategies.

Source: Own creation

If we bring our attention to the decile portfolios, we see that all winner and loser portfolios realise
statistically significant alpha values. An important observation to make is the almost linear
relationship between the relative-strength portfolios and abnormal returns present across all strategies
and both weighting methods. By plotting P1 to P10 against abnormal returns, figure 5.4 illustrates
this notion graphically. The figure depicts a steeper curve for the 12-2 and 6-2 strategies compared
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to the 12-7 strategy. Though much of this steepness stems from the larger concentrations in the tail
end of the distributions.

For most strategies, a larger source of abnormal returns seems to stem from the short side, this is
especially true for the short-term strategy, where we see for the value-weighted method 1.05 percent
of abnormal returns coming from the short side while only 0.65 percent comes from the long-side.
The reason for this is that the loser portfolios have a larger absolute value of expected abnormal
returns compared to the winner portfolios. This implies that the momentum effect is driven more by
the underperformance of losers, compared to the outperformance of winners. This is consistent with
the findings of e.g. Hong et. al. (2000) who found similar results. The only exception to this seems to
be the value weighted 12-7 strategy where both the winner and loser portfolio contribute roughly
evenly to the abnormal returns. This is consistent with the findings of e.g. Novy-Marx (2012).

To summarize this section, we first conclude that even after adjusting for systematic risk the
momentum strategies continue to realise positive abnormal returns not explained by the CAPM.
Second, we show that there is a close to linear relationship between our decile portfolios and expected
abnormal returns. Finally, we conclude that in most cases a larger part of momentum profits stem
from the underperformance of losers instead of the outperformance of winners.

Market dependent betas
In the previous section we found that both the short-term and long-term strategies have a negative
correlation with the market that is statistically significant. This would suggest that these strategies
generate stronger profits in market downturns, which is contradictory to our own findings as well as
previous literature that found the momentum strategy to perform poorly during the subprime crisis of
2007-2010 (see appendix 3 for graph on trailing Sharpe ratio). To address this finding, we examine
whether the market betas of our strategies vary with market conditions. For varying market betas to
explain our positive returns it would require that losers have a higher beta than winners in down
markets and a lower beta in up markets. Down markets are defined as the months where the market
experiences negative returns, while up markets are defined as months with positive returns.
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Table 5.4: Market dependent betas and abnormal returns
Alpha and beta values for the relative-strength portfolios. The reported alpha and beta values for each portfolio have been
computed relative to The Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Nordic index, using monthly excess returns from
January 2007 to January 2021 and the following regression:
𝑒 ] + 𝛽𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 (1 − 𝐷 )[𝑅 𝑒 ] + 𝑒
𝑅𝑡𝑒 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑢𝑝 𝐷𝑡 [𝑅𝑚
𝑡
𝑚
𝑡

Where D is a dummy variable equal to one if the excess returns of the MSCI index in month t is positive and equal to
zero otherwise. 𝑅𝑒𝑚 is the excess return of the MSCI index. t-statistics are two-sided and presented in square brackets. tStats for up and down-market beta tests whether the beta value is significantly different from 1 for P1 and P10, whereas
for P10-P1 we test if they are significantly different from 0. Lastly, t-Stat α tests whether alpha is significantly different
from 0.
Portfolio

α

t-Stat. (α)

βup

t-Stat. (βup )

βdown

t-Stat. (βdown )

Adj. R2

Panel A: equal weight
Long-term (12-2)
P1
P10
P10 - P1

-2.36
1.16
3.52

[-4.38]
[2.96]
[6.43]

1.68
0.84
-0.84

[4.79]
[-1.51]
[-5.79]

1.01
0.94
-0.07

[0.08]
[-0.60]
[-0.51]

0.63
0.58
0.20

Intermediate-term (12-7)
P1
P10
P10 - P1

-1.47
0.86
2.34

[-2.94]
[2.23]
[5.12]

1.32
0.93
-0.39

[2.40]
[-0.64]
[-3.19]

0.97
1.06
0.10

[-0.27]
[0.66]
[0.86]

0.59
0.65
0.06

Short-term (6-2)
P1
P10
P10 - P1

-2.38
0.99
3.37

[-4.79]
[2.39]
[6.79]

1.65
0.90
-0.75

[4.93]
[-0.94]
[-5.73]

1.03
0.93
-0.10

[0.22]
[-0.69]
[-0.79]

0.67
0.57
0.20

Panel B: adj. value weight
Long-term (12-2)
P1
P10
P10 - P1

-2.50
1.07
3.57

[-4.49]
[2.71]
[5.35]

1.76
0.84
-0.93

[5.16]
[-1.56]
[-5.23]

0.92
0.97
0.05

[-0.58]
[-0.27]
[0.33]

0.62
0.59
0.15

Intermediate-term (12-7)
P1
P10
P10 - P1

-1.24
1.13
2.37

[-2.68]
[3.05]
[4.30]

1.34
0.91
-0.43

[2.74]
[-0.95]
[-2.94]

1.01
1.13
0.12

[0.13]
[1.41]
[0.84]

0.64
0.68
0.05

Short-term (6-2)
P1
P10
P10 - P1

-1.91
0.57
2.48

[-4.09]
[1.43]
[4.30]

1.60
0.95
-0.65

[4.85]
[-0.45]
[-4.24]

1.10
0.91
-0.19

[0.81]
[-0.95]
[-1.31]

0.69
0.60
0.14

Source: Own creation

The findings from table 5.4 show that market dependent betas do not explain our abnormal returns.
Although we do see that the betas vary on market conditions, the alpha values have actually increased,
compared to our previous regression. Losers still exhibit a higher and more statistically significant
beta than winners in the up markets, with up market betas ranging from 1.32 to 1.76 for loser
portfolios and 0.84 to 0.95 for winner portfolios. We see almost identical betas for losers and winners
in the down market all with values close to 1.0. Interestingly this implies that our strategies are market
neutral in down markets. However, due to the significant alphas for every strategy we can conclude
that we cannot explain the momentum profits with market dependent betas.
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Through a further examination of the monthly data returns for our strategies we observe that the worst
performing month for all strategies is in April 2009, with strategies experiencing up to -47% returns
for that month. This is the month where the financial market transitioned from the financial crisis,
and achieved positive returns throughout the whole market, as the MSCI index achieved market
returns of +20% for that month. The negative beta for our strategy in up markets, implies that for
times where the market is growing heavily our strategies will experience negative returns. This is
consistent with what we see in April 2009. The reasoning for these strong negative returns can be
found in losers gaining a reversal of returns at a faster rate than winners, which causes the losers to
considerably outperform winners in the months following a crisis. This explains the high beta for the
loser portfolios in up markets, and as of such the negative beta for our strategies. This finding is
illustrated in figure 5.5 below, which clearly illustrates the substantially negative momentum return
in April 2009, where the loser portfolio obtained returns of 52% whereas the winning portfolio only
achieved a return of 8%.

Figure 5.5: Cumulative return for equal weighted 12-2 strategy
Indexed cumulative return for the long-term momentum strategy from 01.01.2007 to 31.12.2012. 12-2 EW P1 is defined
as losers while 12-2 EW P10 is defined as winners. 12-2 EW represents the cumulative return for the long-term zero-cost
momentum strategy.

Source: Own creation

Three factor and four factor regressions
In the previous sections we observed positive and significant alpha values for all strategies across
both weighting methods after adjusting for systematic risk and market dependent betas. This section
will add on several risk factors other than the market risk captured in the CAPM model to try and
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explain the abnormal momentum profits. Following the methodology of Fama and French, the other
risk factors of the three-factor model include those of size (Small-minus-big) and value (High-minuslow). Coupled with this we will conduct a separate regression where we include a fourth momentum
factor (Winners-minus-losers).

Table 5.5: Momentum strategy factor loadings
Results of regressions on long-, intermediate-, and short-term momentum strategies and the risk factors MKT (market
excess returns), SMB (size), HML (book-to-market value) and MOM (winners-minus-losers). Alpha values are posted in
percent, while t-statistics are in square brackets. The MKT factor is the excess return of the MSCI Nordic index, while
the remaining factors have been obtained from the Kenneth R. French website, computed based on stocks from multiple
European countries8. The sample period covers January 2007 to January 2021. Panel A depicts equal-weighted strategies,
while Panel B depicts adjusted value weighed strategies. Refer to appendix 4 for regressions on winner and loser
portfolios.
Panel A: Equal weight
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1A)
(2A)
(3A)
(4A)
1.94
[4.62]

2.21
[5.61]

2.00
[5.26]

1.36
[4.32]

-0.44
[-5.25]

-0.31
[-3.71]

-0.09
[-1.20]

SMB

-0.40
[-2.05]

HML

-0.62
[-4.11]

MKT

MOM

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5A)
(6A)
(7A)
(8A)
1.43
[4.43]

1.52
[4.69]

1.40
[4.38]

0.94
[3.32]

-0.13
[-1.94]

-0.06
[-0.78]

0.11
[1.62]

-0.35
[-2.22]

-0.33
[-1.98]

0.11
[0.73]

-0.38
[-2.95]

0.93
[9.53]

Adj. R2

0.137

0.219

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9A)
(10A)
(11A)
(12A)
2.00
[5.25]

2.26
[6.34]

2.18
[6.08]

1.64
[5.25]

-0.41
[-5.46]

-0.36
[-4.49]

-0.17
[-2.35]

-0.29
[-2.03]

-0.26
[-1.39]

-0.22
[-1.37]

0.14
[1.07]

-0.26
[-1.83]

0.34
[2.38]

0.66
[7.44]

0.494

0.016

0.070

0.77
[7.91]

0.300

0.146

0.161

0.389

Panel B: Adj. value weight
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1B)
(2B)
(3B)
(4B)
1.65
[3.31]

1.91
[3.96]

1.57
[3.40]

0.71
[1.99]

-0.42
[-4.06]

-0.25
[-2.45]

0.05
[0.62]

SMB

-0.21
[-0.89]

HML

-0.87
[-4.71]

MKT

MOM

Adj. R2

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5B)
(6B)
(7B)
(8B)
1.35
[3.48]

1.44
[3.70]

1.23
[3.23]

0.65
[1.97]

-0.14
[-1.75]

-0.04
[-0.41]

0.17
[2.22]

-0.15
[-0.81]

-0.23
[-1.15]

0.10
[0.62]

-0.57
[-3.72]

1.24
[11.07]
0.084

0.184

0.530

1.45
[3.38]

1.70
[4.18]

1.55
[3.80]

0.94
[2.63]

-0.41
[-4.74]

-0.34
[-3.76]

-0.12
[-1.52]

-0.18
[-1.09]

-0.06
[-0.27]

-0.01
[-0.04]

0.09
[0.58]

-0.36
[-2.21]

0.34
[2.06]

0.84
[8.10]
0.012

Source: Own creation

8

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9B)
(10B)
(11B)
(12B)

See appendix 2 for a complete list of countries
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Table 5.5 shows all regressions for the zero-cost portfolios. The first column in each strategy presents
the previously reported mean average returns in table 5.1. The second column presents the alpha and
market betas for our previously conducted CAPM regressions. The third and fourth columns present
the three- and four-factor regression results.

From the first two specifications in each strategy, we derived the following two conclusions:
momentum strategies have been profitable in the Nordic market during the years 2007-2021 and
continues to produce abnormal returns after adjusting for systematic risk. If we observe column three,
we see alpha values ranging from 1.23 to 2.18 percent with high associated t-statistics. This shows
that alpha is still significant and positive for all strategies after adjusting for the SMB (size) and HML
(Value) factors. As of such we can conclude that the three-factor model does not explain the
momentum effect, which is in line with previous studies of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and Fama
and French (1996), who refer to it as the “main embarrassment of the three-factor model”. However,
we do see that the alpha values decrease as more factors are added to the model as well as an increase
in the adjusted R2, which indicates that the three-factor and four-factor models are able to explain a
larger part of the abnormal momentum profits than the CAPM could.

Taking a closer look at the risk factors in column three we see that for the short-term (specification
11A and 11B) and long-term strategies (specification 3A and 3B) the beta coefficient of the market
is still significant and negative, ranging from -0.25 to -0.36. While the intermediate-term strategy (7A
and 7B) retains a completely insignificant exposure to the market, with a beta of -0.06 and -0.04. We
also observe a negative factor loading on the SMB factor for all strategies, this indicates much like
our previous findings that the loser portfolios on average contains smaller companies than the winner
portfolios, as the loser portfolios have a higher SMB factor-loading than their winner counterpart.
This is also consistent with why we see larger negative coefficients to size in the equally weighted
methods compared to the value weighted method. It should be noted that the size factor only is
significant at the 5% significance level in the 12-2 and 12-7 equally weighted strategies (3A and 7A),
while none of the value weighted strategies show any significant correlation with size. Our finding
of a non-significant loading on SMB for the short-term strategy (11A) is somewhat surprising,
considering that we saw the largest disparity of excess returns between the equally weighted and
value weighted short-term strategy.
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For the HML factors we also see large negative coefficients which are statistically significant at the
5% level across all strategies, except the equally weighted short-term strategy (11A) which holds an
HML-coefficient of -0.26 (t-stat = 1.83). This heavy negative factor loading on HML is in line with
findings of previous studies (e.g. Fama and French, 2008; Novy-Marx, 2012), and indicates that our
loser portfolios are more tilted towards containing stocks with a higher book-to-market value than
our winner portfolios. Intuitively, this makes sense as losers have seen a decrease in market value,
which all things equal will increase their book-to-market value, compared to winners who have
experienced an increase in market value and as of such a lower B/M value.

Once we include the fourth factor, i.e. momentum, we see that the alphas relative to the model are
much smaller. Including the MOM factor as an explanatory variable reduces the alphas remarkably,
as the strategies, not surprisingly, load heavily and significantly on the factor. Furthermore, by
introducing the MOM factor we reduce the negative loadings on the other three factors: MKT, SMB
and HML and see a remarkable increase in adjusted R2 for all strategies. This shows that the fourfactor model explains more of our abnormal returns compared to the three-factor model and CAPM.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that even after introducing the MOM factor we still see
significant positive alphas for all equally weighted strategies (4A, 8A and 12A) and for the shortterm value-weighted strategy (12B), ranging from 0.94 to 1.64 percent. The alphas for the long-term
and intermediate-term value weighted strategy (4B and 8B) are slightly smaller at 0.71 and 0.65
percent respectively and significant at the 10% significance level.

The positive and significant alpha values observed in the four-factor model, may be a result of the
factors being computed based on other European countries not included in our sample. Furthermore,
if we examine the methodology of the construction of the Fama and French momentum factor, we
see that winner and loser portfolios are constructed using different breakpoints than in our portfolio
formation. The Kevin French website defines the winner and loser portfolios used to construct the
momentum factor as the top and bottom 30% of stocks based on t-12 to t-2 months past performance.
As of such, we see that our investment strategy is notably more extreme in its stock selection and
portfolio construction, which could explain the inability of the four-factor model to explain our
returns.
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To test this hypothesis, the winner and loser portfolios have been constructed based on the 30th and
70th percentile of the 12-2 month lagged returns of stocks in our sample. To keep the test more in line
with Fama and French we furthermore apply the adjusted value weighted strategy.

Table 5.6: Fama-French Momentum
Results of regressions on the adjusted value weighted 12-2 strategy and the risk factors MKT, SMB, HML and MOM.
Alpha values are posted in percent, while t-statistics are in square brackets. The winner and loser portfolios have been
constructed based on the 30th and 70th percentile of the 12-2 month lagged returns of stocks in our sample.
Independent
variable
Alpha

(1)

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.84
[3.20]

0.70
[2.71]

0.18
[0.96]

-0.24
[-4.27]

-0.16
[-2.83]

0.02
[0.50]

SMB

-0.18
[-1.35]

-0.14
[-1.48]

HML

-0.40
[-3.89]

0.19
[2.21]

MKT

0.70
[2.53]

MOM

Adj. R2

0.75
[12.96]
0.099

0.179

0.594

Source: Own creation

Table 5.6 presents the results of a less extreme momentum strategy, more in line with the
methodology applied by Fama and French. Looking at specification 1, we can see that this strategy
still realises significant and positive monthly average excess returns of 0.70 percent. This is
considerably lower compared to the return obtained previously using our “original” 12-2 strategy.
We see that even after introducing the risk factors of specification 2 and 3, we still observe a
significant and positive alpha, indicating that momentum profits are still obtainable when using a less
aggressive strategy and that the three-factor model is still unable to explain the profits. Finally, we
see that once we control for momentum in specification 4 our alpha is small and insignificant, coupled
with a high adjusted R2 and a strongly significant factor loading on the MOM factor. As of such, we
can conclude that the four-factor model fully explains the abnormal returns of the less extreme Fama
French Momentum strategy.
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To summarize this section, we find that the CAPM and three-factor model were unable to fully
explain the profits realised by the momentum strategies analysed in this study. Furthermore, we find
that after controlling for momentum in a four-factor model we still achieved significant abnormal
returns. It should be noted however, that the results might be explained by an alternate asset pricing
model with different specifications and incorporations of risk factors and risk premia. In line with
this, using a less extreme momentum strategy, we find that the four-factor model fully explains the
abnormal momentum profits.

5.2 Size sub-sample
Following up on the previous observation in section 5.1, this section will examine the influence of
firm size on momentum returns to determine whether momentum profits are limited to small firms.

Table 5.7: Size sub-samples
Descriptive statistics for sub-samples based on size, across the sample period January 2007 – January 2021. Companies
with a market capitalization below the predetermined minimum market capitalization, as explained in section 4.4, are
excluded from the sample. The numbers in the table presented are averages from across the whole sample period. This
means that the numbers represent what an average formation month t looks like, and not the current market situation. To
put in perspective, the total market capitalization of our total sample as of January 2021 is approximately 15,000 DKK
billion.

Number of firms
% of firms
Total capitalization (DKK billion)
% of total capitalization
Avg. market cap (DKK million)
Median (DKK million)

Small
259
50%
146
2%
547
442

Size sub-samples
Large
259
50%
8,749
98%
33,267
7,135

Total sample
518
100%
8,895
100%
16,891
1,412

Source: Own creation

To determine the effect of firm size we have divided our total sample into sub-samples based on the
median of total average market capitalization across the whole sample period. The sample is split into
two groups: a small group consisting of the lower half of the total sample and a large group consisting
of the upper half. Table 5.7 above clearly illustrates the substantial skewness and dispersion of firm
size in our data sample. The small sub-sample includes 50% of the companies in the total sample, yet
it only accounts for 2% of the total market capitalization. Additionally, we can see that the average
company in the large sample is 60 times larger than the average company in the small group based
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on market capitalization. As of such we find our method of dividing our total sample as an adequate
solution for testing the influence of firm size.
Table 5.8 below presents the average monthly excess returns, the standard deviation of excess returns,
the annualized Sharpe ratios as well as the market beta and CAPM alpha values, for the small and
large size sub-samples. Only results for the equal weighted portfolios are presented below, due to the
equal- and value weighted portfolios obtaining similar results. For the value-weighted results we refer
to appendix 5.

Table 5.8: Size sub-sample momentum returns
Average monthly excess returns (in percent), standard deviation of excess returns (in percent), annualized Sharpe ratios,
market betas and CAPM alphas (in percent) of equal weighted winner and loser portfolios created based on the historical
performance of stocks in the Nordic markets. The small sub-sample presents the lower half of our full sample based on
market capitalization, the large sub-sample presents the upper half. P1 is defined as losers while P10 is defined as winners.
P10-P1 represents the respective momentum strategy. The t-stats are two-sided and tests whether excess returns, beta and
alpha of P10-P1 are significantly different from zero. The sample period spans from January 2007 to January 2021.
Small

Large

Mean

SD (%)

SR

βMarket

αCAPM

Mean

SD (%)

SR

βMarket

αCAPM

P1

-0.56

8.86

-0.22

1.34

-1.39

0.23

7.92

0.10

1.39

-0.63

P10

1.65

6.39

0.89

0.93

1.07

1.50

5.58

0.93

0.91

0.94

2.20

6.46

1.18

6.02

0.73

Long-term (12-2)

P10 - P1
t-Stat.

[4.44]

-0.40

2.45

1.27

[-3.96]

[5.11]

[2.74]

-0.48

1.57

[-5.25]

[3.61]

Intermediate-term (12-7)
P1

-0.31

7.98

-0.13

1.17

-1.03

0.53

6.69

0.28

1.14

-0.17

P10

1.02

6.32

0.56

0.95

0.43

1.44

6.04

0.83

1.06

0.78

P10 - P1

1.33

5.14

0.90

-0.21

1.46

0.90

4.92

0.64

-0.08

0.96

[-2.57]

[3.73]

[2.39]

[-1.01]

[2.50]

1.45

-0.42
0.87

t-Stat.

[3.37]

Short-term (6-2)
P1

-0.88

8.56

-0.36

1.29

-1.68

0.47

7.92

0.21

P10

1.31

6.42

0.71

0.95

0.73

1.44

5.58

0.90

0.94

P10 - P1

2.19

6.19

1.23

-0.34

2.41

0.97

5.40

0.62

-0.51

1.29

[-3.45]

[5.17]

[2.33]

[-6.43]

[3.42]

t-Stat.

[4.61]

Source: Own creation

If we examine the mean excess return of each strategy, we see that all strategies obtain positive and
statistically significant returns in both sub-samples, ranging from 0.90 to 2.20 percent. However, if
we compare the returns of the zero-cost strategies across sub-samples, we find a notable difference
in performance, with the small sample outperforming the large sample for all strategies. The largest
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difference in return is observed in the short-term strategy where the small sample realises an average
excess return of 2.19 percent and the large sample an average return of 0.97 percent. This difference
is statistically significant at the 1% level (t-stat = 2.70). For the remaining two strategies, the
difference in excess return between the small and large sample in the long-term (0.93%) is significant
at the 5% level (t-stat = 2.02), while the intermediate-term strategy shows no substantial difference
between its small and large sample (t-stat = 0.96).
The difference in returns between small and large is consistent with our findings in the previous
section, where we found that equally weighted methods outperform value weighted methods across
all strategies. Furthermore, we also previously found the largest disparity of returns in the short-term
strategy, giving us a stronger indication that the small firm effect is more concentrated in the shortterm. Similar results are found when considering each strategy’s Sharpe ratio, with notably larger
Sharpe ratios for the small sample.

If we examine the large sample on its own, we observe that the zero-cost portfolios (P10-P1) realise
returns and Sharpe ratios smaller than the corresponding winner portfolio (P10) of each respective
strategy. The momentum strategies realise returns in the range of 0.90 to 1.27 percent, whereas the
winner portfolios realise returns in the range of 1.44 to 1.50 percent. The lower returns of the zerocost portfolios can be explained by the observation that no loser portfolio (P1) in the large sample
realises negative returns. However, once we account for market exposure, each zero-cost portfolio
generates a positive and statistically significant alpha that is higher than the alpha generated for the
winner portfolios. This indicates that albeit comparatively smaller, the momentum effect still exists
in large companies.

If we consider the source of profits for each strategy, we can compare the difference in performance
of the P1 and P10 deciles in the small and large sample respectively. Comparing the P10 deciles we
observe a relatively similar performance across the board, except for the intermediate-term strategy
with a notable difference in mean returns (0.42%). Examining the mean returns of the P1 deciles we
observe a sizeable discrepancy in performance between the small and large samples. The loser
portfolios in the small sample realise returns between -0.88 and -0.31 percent compared to returns
between 0.23 to 0.53 percent in the large sample.
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Moreover, we observe that beta values for every portfolio are close to what we observed in Table 5.3,
with significantly negative betas between -0.34 to -0.51 for the long- and short-term strategies, while
the beta for the intermediate-term strategy is now significantly negative in the small sample (-0.21)
but still market neutral in the large sample (-0.08). We find higher alpha values across the board for
the small sample compared to the large sample. If we observe the source of the alpha, we see that for
the small sample the majority stems from the short side, in contrast to the large sample, where a larger
part of the alpha derives from the long side. These findings suggest that the difference in alpha and
momentum returns observed between small and large firms, are driven by the underperformance of
the loser portfolios in the small sample compared to the large sample.
Table 5.9: Average market capitalizations and medians – Sub-sample
Average market capitalizations and medians for constructed relative-strength portfolios across the entire sample period.
P1 is the decile of stocks with the lowest past returns, and P10 is the decile of stocks with the highest returns in the same
period. Panel A presents the small sub-sample, panel B presents the large sub-sample. Values are presented in DKK
million.
Long-term momentum (12-2)
Avg. market cap
Median
Panel A: small
P1
438
330
P2
495
391
P3
521
422
P4
534
433
P5
570
478
P6
575
488
P7
579
486
P8
606
526
P9
588
507
P10
560
473
Panel B: large
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

19,769
31,748
36,672
40,478
36,599
37,763
37,773
35,691
34,339
21,863

4,973
7,231
8,597
9,735
10,100
10,007
10,225
9,713
8,789
5,711

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
Avg. market cap
Median

Short-term momentum (6-2)
Avg. market cap
Median

450
501
531
551
569
572
585
595
590
546

343
394
420
456
470
479
508
514
509
460

446
497
528
538
555
551
577
572
578
539

342
400
434
438
470
464
495
482
494
452

19,393
32,385
37,653
37,710
38,848
37,527
38,629
36,081
33,667
22,237

4,715
7,643
9,222
9,275
9,855
10,084
10,371
9,139
8,421
6,320

21,487
29,898
36,034
38,697
36,459
38,096
36,584
35,232
32,232
21,307

4,926
7,175
8,751
9,010
9,333
9,659
10,030
8,908
8,234
5,488

Source: Own creation

Table 5.9 presents the average market cap and median for our relative strength portfolios for each of
the two sub-samples. Compared to our total sample, we can see that the small sub-sample is more
size-neutral across the different portfolios. While for the large sub-sample we find a relatively similar
distribution of average market capitalization as we did in our previous analysis (refer to table 5.2). It
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is interesting to note that for the small sample, the smallest companies are no longer concentrated in
both extremes (P1 and P10), but rather in the lower decile portfolios (P1, P2 and P3). Furthermore,
we still observe winners on average being larger than losers in both cases.
Figure 5.6 Average market capitalizations – Sub-sample
Illustrative overview of average market capitalizations for constructed relative-strength portfolios across the entire sample
period. Values are presented in DKK million. The red bar chart represents the 12-2 strategy, the blue represents the 127 and the grey represents the 6-2.
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Source: Own creation

In summation, considering our findings in this section in conjunction with the ones in the previous
section, we can conclude that we find significant and positive momentum profits for small as well as
large companies. However, we find significantly higher momentum returns in our small sample
compared to large sample and can thus conclude that momentum profits are more concentrated in
smaller firms. Furthermore, we find that the disparity in momentum profits between the two samples
is caused by the underperformance of losers in the short side of the small sample.

Factor regressions
The following section will apply the same methodology as section 5.5.1 and examine the small and
large sub-samples in the context of the three- and four-factor models. It should be noted that the
posted findings are for the equally weighted method only, and we refer to appendix 6 for the
corresponding value weighted results.
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Table 5.10: Momentum strategy factor loadings – Sub-sample
Results of regressions on long-, intermediate-, and short-term momentum strategies and the risk factors MKT (market
excess returns), SMB (size), HML (book-to-market value) and MOM (winners-minus-losers). Alpha values are posted in
percent, while t-statistics are in square brackets. The MKT factor is the excess return of the MSCI Nordic index, while
the remaining factors have been obtained from the Kenneth R. French website, computed based on stocks from multiple
European countries9. The sample period covers January 2007 to January 2021. Panel A depicts results from the small subsample, while Panel B depicts the large sub-sample. Refer to appendix 6 for regressions on value weighted results.
Panel A: Small
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1A)
(2A)
(3A)
(4A)
2.20
[4.44]

2.45
[5.11]

2.32
[4.82]

1.71
[3.86]

-0.40
[-3.96]

-0.32
[-2.95]

-0.10
[-0.98]

SMB

-0.37
[-1.49]

HML

-0.42
[-2.20]

MKT

MOM

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5A)
(6A)
(7A)
(8A)
1.33
[3.37]

1.46
[3.73]

1.37
[3.49]

0.97
[2.57]

-0.21
[-2.57]

-0.15
[-1.70]

-0.01
[-0.09]

-0.32
[-1.44]

-0.32
[-1.55]

0.27
[1.35]

-0.31
[-1.95]

0.89
[6.45]

Adj. R2

0.086

0.120

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9A)
(10A)
(11A)
(12A)
2.19
[4.61]

2.41
[5.17]

2.38
[5.08]

1.86
[4.20]

-0.34
[-3.45]

-0.29
[-2.79]

-0.11
[-1.06]

-0.28
[-1.50]

-0.47
[-1.96]

-0.43
[-1.94]

0.15
[0.85]

-0.20
[-1.07]

0.39
[1.89]

0.58
[4.93]

0.298

0.038

0.070

0.75
[5.42]

0.190

0.067

0.092

0.230

Panel B: Large
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1B)
(2B)
(3B)
(4B)
1.27
[2.74]

1.57
[3.61]

1.22
[2.97]

0.47
[1.44]

-0.48
[-5.25]

-0.33
[-3.60]

-0.06
[-0.84]

SMB

-0.06
[-0.27]

HML

-0.84
[-5.10]

MKT

MOM

Adj. R2

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5B)
(6B)
(7B)
(8B)
0.90
[2.39]

0.96
[2.50]

0.68
[1.85]

0.10
[0.32]

-0.08
[-1.01]

0.05
[0.61]

0.25
[3.51]

0.00
[0.01]

-0.13
[-0.70]

0.02
[0.12]

-0.70
[-4.81]

1.10
[10.87]
0.141

0.259

0.569

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9B)
(10B)
(11B)
(12B)
0.97
[2.33]

1.29
[3.42]

1.09
[2.93]

0.50
[1.58]

-0.51
[-6.43]

-0.42
[-5.08]

-0.21
[-2.91]

-0.09
[-0.56]

-0.11
[-0.58]

-0.06
[-0.40]

-0.05
[-0.34]

-0.50
[-3.36]

0.17
[1.19]

0.83
[8.56]
0.006

0.129

0.398

0.86
[8.70]
0.199

0.250

0.487

Source: Own creation

Consistent with previously posted regressions, Table 5.10 presents all regressions for sub-sample
zero-costs portfolios. The first column in each strategy presents the mean average returns, the second
column presents the alpha and market betas for CAPM regressions, and the third and fourth columns
present the three- and four-factor regression results.

9

See appendix 2 for a complete list of countries
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If we observe column three we see that all strategies, except the 12-7 strategy for the large sample
(specification 7B), produce positive alphas all significant at the 1% significance level, in the range of
1.09 to 2.38 percent. As of such we conclude that even after risk-adjusting for size and value we get
a significant alpha and a momentum effect in both the small and large sample. In line with our
regression on the full sample, we still observe decreasing alpha values and increasing adjusted R2 as
we add more factors to the model, indicating that the three-factor and four-factor models are able to
explain a larger part of the abnormal momentum profits than the CAPM.

Focusing on the specific risk factors we do not see a significant loading on the SMB factor, for any
of the strategies except the short-term strategy (specification 11A) in the small sample (t-stat = 1.96).
This is to be somewhat expected, due to the fact that our samples should be more size-neutral after
splitting our full sample by the median. This brings us back to the question of whether or not
momentum is driven by small firms outcompeting even smaller firms. Since we do not observe a
significant negative SMB factor loading, i.e that loser portfolios are more tilted towards containing
smaller firms compared to the winner portfolios, we are more inclined to reject the previously stated
hypothesis.

For the short-term (specification 11A and 11B) and long-term strategies (specification 3A and 3B)
the beta coefficient of the market is significant and negative, ranging from -0.29 to -0.42. While the
intermediate-term strategy (7A and 7B) retains a completely insignificant exposure to the market,
with a beta of -0.15 and -0.05. For the HML factors we see large negative coefficients which are
statistically significant at the 5% level across all strategies, except the small sample short-term
strategy (11A) which holds an HML-coefficient of -0.20 (t-stat = -1.07). These results are almost
identical to our previous regressions in table 5.5. Once we control for momentum in column four, we
find significant alphas in our small sample, but small and insignificant alphas in the large sample.
Much like in our previous regressions we deduce that the cause of significant alpha values in the fourfactor model are caused by our more extreme momentum strategy, compared to the Fama and French
type strategy used to compute the MOM factor.

To summarize, we conclude that despite our initial hypothesis, we found significant momentum
profits in both our small and large sample, even after accounting for common risk factors.
Furthermore, we found that the small sample significantly outperformed the large sample in all cases.
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We thus conclude that the momentum effect exists in both small and large firms but are significantly
more concentrated in smaller firms. Finally, we conclude that the difference between the source of
profits for strategies in the large vs. the small sample could be found in the short side for the small
sample. Further indicating that the stronger momentum effect found in the small firms are driven by
the underperformance of losers compared to the overperformance of winners.

5.3 January Effect
While the characteristics of the January Effect have been described in detail in section 3.4, we provide
a short description to facilitate the discussion of this upcoming section. The January Effect is a
seasonal anomaly observed in the month of January, where equities on average see a larger increase
in stock prices compared to other months. The effect has predominantly been found in small-cap
stocks. The main theory behind the cause of the January Effect is tax-loss selling, stating that investors
will sell losing stocks in December to realise a capital loss, and then proceed to buy them back in
January. As of such, in theory we should see a reversal of momentum in January, caused by the
upwards buying pressure on losers, which consequently lead to a negative return for our momentum
strategies.
5.3.1 January returns
To determine the impact of the January Effect on monthly returns we distinguish between nonJanuary and January returns. Non-January reflects the returns from investing in all months other than
January. And naturally, January returns reflect returns realised only from January investing. The
decomposition of profits will allow us to analyse the performance of each individual strategy in- and
out-side of January, while simultaneously comparing each strategy’s performance in January to each
other.
Table 5.11: Stock returns in January
Panel A depicts average monthly excess returns (in percent), standard deviation of excess returns (in percent) and
annualized Sharpe ratios of an equal weighted portfolio of all stocks in our data sample across our sample period from
January 2007 to January 2021. Panel B presents the same measures for the value weighted MSCI Nordic index across our
sample period. Overall cover returns for the entire calendar year. January cover returns only in January. Non-January
cover returns in any month other than January.
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Panel A: Own sample

Equal weight
Mean
SD
SR

Overall

January

Non-January

0.72
5.29
0.47

3.03
5.08
2.06

0.50
5.27
0.33

Overall

January

Non-January

0.62
4.68
0.46

0.59
5.24
0.39

0.62
4.64
0.46

Panel B: MSCI

MSCI: Value weight
Mean
SD
SR
Source: Own creation

The first row and column in Panel A of table 5.11 represents, for our intents and purposes, the average
monthly excess returns if one were to invest an equal amount in every stock available on the Nordic
market for the past 14 years, using monthly rebalancing.10 When we observe the mean return values
for January, we see a much higher value compared to that of non-January investing, with January
investing realising average monthly excess returns of 3.03 percent (t-stat = 2.31) while investing
outside of January only realises 0.50 percent monthly return. To examine whether this result is a cause
of significant outliers in our January observations, we apply a two-sample t-test to test against the
null hypothesis that the mean excess returns of January investing and non-January investing in Panel
A of table 5.11 are identical (t-Stat. = 1.78). Due to the low number of observations in January (n =
15), we get a relatively low t-stat compared to the magnitude of difference between non-January and
January returns. However, we can still conclude with a significance level of 10%, that investing in
January using equal weights yields significantly higher returns than investing outside of January. This
implies the presence of a January Effect in the Nordic Markets.

Panel B of table 5.11 applies the same methodology as Panel A but for the value weighted MSCI
Nordic index. In Panel B we see no statistically significant difference in mean returns between
January and non-January investing. While the MSCI Nordic index covers 85% of the total market
value of the Stock exchanges in the Nordics, a large part of the total market capitalization is made up

10

This is disregarding transaction costs, stocks below our minimum market cap requirement and missing data from our
data sample.
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of a few large companies. This indicates that the January Effect may only be present in small-cap
stocks. This is supported by a number of academics, who argue that the January Effect exists primarily
in small companies (e.g. Roll 1983).
5.3.2 Marginal strategies
To further examine the degree to which the January Effect is present in the Nordic stock markets we
employ the marginal strategy method, adopted from Novy-Marx (2012) and Yao (2012). This method
lets us examine the autocorrelation of returns for our zero-cost portfolios, as well as help us gain a
better understanding of the apparent success of our strategies. The marginal strategies, much like our
previously applied momentum strategies, long past winners and short past losers. However, they
differ from momentum strategies in the way stocks are ranked based on previous performance. In
every formation month t, each marginal strategy longs winners and shorts losers based on past
performance in a single month, this month being 1 to 12 months “lagged” behind month t. These
stocks are then held throughout formation month t, like in our previous strategies. For example, for
6-month lagged returns, portfolios are formed in the beginning of month t, based on winners and
losers in month t-6. In total, we end up with 12 distinct marginal strategies. In line with how we
defined our previous momentum strategies as 12-2, 12-7 and 6-2 based on their lookback periods, we
can define our marginal strategies in a similar fashion as 12-12, 11-11, 10-10 etc.

The upper panel of figure 5.7 presents the average monthly returns of our 12 winner-minus-loser
marginal strategies. These strategies essentially represent the autocorrelation of returns, for month t.
To understand this, we take an example: If we look at the t-1 marginal strategy in January 2007, we
long the winners and short the losers of December 2006, likewise the t-2 marginal strategy will create
a portfolio based on November 2006 winners and losers. A month passes, we are now in February
2007, the t-1 strategy will now buy the winners and sell the losers of January 2007, while the t-2
strategy will buy the same winners and the same losers of December 2006 as the t-1 strategy did the
month prior. As of such we can see that throughout the investment periods, the t-2 strategy will long
and short the same companies as the t-1 strategy, just lagging one month behind. The same holds true
for the remaining strategies and their respective lag periods, i.e. t-3 to t-12. To summarize, we invest
in the same companies for all strategies, but at different points in time, as of such the marginal
strategies serve as an indicator of the autocorrelation of returns for month t.
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Figure 5.7: Marginal strategies
Average monthly excess returns of P10-P1 portfolios for marginal strategies. The upper panel presents overall returns
where the investment period covers any calendar month, the middle panel only includes investments in January while the
bottom panel includes investments from any month other than January. Blue bars present the returns for equally weighted
portfolios and grey bars present results for adjusted value weighted portfolios.

Source: Own creation
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Looking at the upper panel of figure 5.7 we find that the P10-P1 marginal strategies predominantly
generate positive returns. This indicates a positive autocorrelation associated with past winners
continuing to outperform past losers. This observation is also consistent with findings obtained
previously in this chapter, where we found significantly positive returns for all our momentum
strategies, regardless of their different lookback periods. Moreover, when looking at the upper panel,
we see that the prior 6-to-2 months demonstrate a slightly higher return autocorrelation compared to
month 12-to-7. The highest autocorrelation is observed in the second and third lagged month returns.
These findings suggest that short-term past performance contributes slightly more to momentum
return than intermediate-term past performance. This is consistent with the findings of section 5.1,
where we observe higher excess and abnormal returns for our short-term strategy compared to the
intermediate-term strategy. These observations contradict those of Yao (2012) and Novy-Marx
(2012), who found that intermediate-term past performance contributes more to momentum returns
than short-term.

Furthermore, we see that the only month showing negative autocorrelation for the overall result is t1 for the value-weighted strategy. This is in line with the one-month reversal observed by e.g.
Jegadeesh (1990), who states that strong winners from the prior month are more likely to have close
prices at the ask-price rather than the bid-price, and as of such tend to underperform losers from the
previous month, who are more likely to have close prices at the bid. This is also the reason why we
skip the latest month in each of our momentum strategies. It should be noted however, that by
examining the t-statistics in Table 5.12 for the 1-month lag returns of the overall returns, we can see
that neither the returns of the equally weighted nor the value weighted strategy are significantly
different from zero. As of such we cannot conclude with a relevant significance level that we observe
the 1-month reversal in our overall results.
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Table 5.12: Marginal strategies
Average monthly excess returns (in percent) of P10-P1 portfolios for marginal strategies. The t-stat tests whether excess
returns of buying past winners and selling past losers, are significantly different from zero. The portfolios in Panel A are
formed based on the equal-weighted scheme, whereas portfolios in Panel B are based on an adjusted value-weighted
scheme. The values of this table corresponds with the values presented in figure 5.7.
Panel A: Equal weight
Lag
-1
Overall
0.47
[1.76]

-2
1.41
[4.62]

-3
1.34
[5.29]

-4
0.47
[1.68]

-5
1.04
[4.29]

-6
0.60
[2.29]

-7
0.47
[1.70]

-8
0.57
[2.11]

-9
0.79
[3.35]

-10
0.23
[0.86]

-11
0.56
[2.56]

-12
0.97
[4.36]

-3.29
[-3.01]

-0.79
[-0.59]

-0.39
[-0.32]

-1.32
[-1.39]

1.74
[1.27]

0.62
[0.67]

-1.12
[-0.95]

-0.18
[-0.16]

-0.55
[-1.11]

-0.12
[-0.15]

-1.26
[-1.50]

1.42
[1.48]

0.81
[3.13]

1.62
[5.28]

1.52
[6.02]

0.63
[2.14]

0.97
[4.11]

0.59
[2.15]

0.62
[2.19]

0.64
[2.31]

0.94
[3.71]

0.26
[0.93]

0.71
[3.19]

0.90
[3.95]

Panel B: Adj. value weight
Lag
-1
Overall
-0.02
[-0.06]

-2
0.83
[2.39]

-3
1.36
[4.59]

-4
0.25
[0.75]

-5
1.11
[3.85]

-6
0.19
[0.60]

-7
0.50
[1.76]

-8
0.21
[0.65]

-9
0.73
[2.32]

-10
0.33
[1.15]

-11
0.82
[3.37]

-12
0.46
[1.62]

-3.36
[-2.45]

-2.62
[-1.87]

-1.39
[-1.26]

-1.47
[-1.00]

0.70
[0.52]

-1.05
[-0.97]

-1.10
[-1.43]

-0.20
[-0.14]

-1.44
[-1.29]

-0.37
[-0.38]

-0.31
[-0.33]

-0.50
[-0.58]

0.29
[0.91]

1.16
[3.33]

1.63
[5.38]

0.39
[1.17]

1.12
[3.84]

0.30
[0.90]

0.67
[2.22]

0.25
[0.77]

0.96
[2.96]

0.40
[1.34]

0.90
[3.58]

0.53
[1.76]

January
Non January

January
Non January

Source: Own creation

The mid and bottom panels of figure 5.7 present the returns of marginal strategies for January and
non-January respectively. Non-January is identical to the Overall results after excluding returns from
January. Naturally, January results consist of returns obtained only from investing in January. When
looking at the January results we observe a clear pattern of negative autocorrelation returns. This
pattern is not observed in any of the other 11 months.11 Specifically, we observe negative
autocorrelations between all returns obtained in January and their own lagged performance except for
portfolios formed based on returns in month t-5, t-6 and t-12 respectively. Comparatively, Yao (2012)
observed negative autocorrelations for all lag periods except for t-12. Thus, our results are to some
degree in line with the findings of Yao (2012). The positive returns in month t-12 may be explained
by seasonality, as the strategy buys the past winners and shorts past losers of the preceding January,
and as of such it would seem reasonable to believe that some stocks consistently achieve positive
returns in January due to a seasonal aspect, which may cause the positive returns for the t-12 strategy.
Regarding the returns from the January t-5 (EW &VW) and t-6 (EW) marginal strategy, we observe
that longing winners and shorting losers of the preceding July and August respectively, results in
positive returns in January. Since the return autocorrelations for January are based on observations
11

Refer to appendix 7 for marginal strategy returns in months other than January.
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from January 2007 to January 2021, the sample includes relatively few observations, why our results
are highly sensitive to outliers. Consequently, we see that the majority of the marginal strategy returns
of January are not statistically significant. However, we still observe a clear pattern in the January
observations compared to other months, which gives further support and justification of our
hypothesis that the January Effect is present in the Nordic stock markets and implies that momentum
strategies experience negative returns in January. Furthermore, we see in the bottom panel of figure
5.7 that marginal strategies for non-January generally realises higher returns as the impact of negative
January returns have been eliminated. These hypotheses will be further examined in the following
section.
5.3.3 January Effect and momentum strategies
The results obtained in the preceding sections implied that the January Effect is present in the Nordic
stock markets and that momentum strategies on average experience negative returns in January. This
section will further examine these hypotheses and the impact of the January Effect on the three
momentum investment strategies examined in this thesis.
Table 5.13: January returns
Average monthly excess returns (in percent) of relative-strength portfolios created based on the historical performance of
stocks in the Nordic markets. Overall cover returns for the entire calendar year. January cover returns only in January.
Non-January cover returns in any month other than January. The t-stats are two-sided and tests whether excess returns of
buying past winners and selling past losers is significantly different from zero. The sample period spans from January
2007 to January 2021. The portfolios in Panel A are formed based on the equal weighted scheme, whereas portfolios in
Panel B are based on an adjusted value weight scheme.
Long-term momentum (12-2)
Overall
Panel A: equal weight
P1
-0.39
P2
0.07
P3
0.35
P4
0.62
P5
0.71
P6
0.99
P7
0.99
P8
1.18
P9
1.15
P10
1.55
P10 - P1
1.94
t-Stat.
[4.62]
Panel B: Adj. value weight
P1
-0.25
P2
0.37
P3
0.51
P4
0.55
P5
0.70
P6
1.10
P7
0.79
P8
0.99
P9
1.12
P10
1.40
P10 - P1
1.65
t-Stat.
[3.31]

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)

Short-term momentum (6-2)

January

Non-january

Overall

January

Non-january

Overall

January

Non-january

4.50
4.24
2.28
2.50
2.79
2.58
2.78
2.10
2.31
4.19
-0.30
[-0.21]

-0.87
-0.34
0.16
0.43
0.51
0.83
0.82
1.09
1.03
1.29
2.16
[4.91]

-0.17
0.09
0.63
0.73
0.80
0.73
1.01
0.98
1.17
1.26
1.43
[4.43]

4.57
3.03
2.90
2.54
2.77
2.15
2.61
2.27
2.64
4.37
-0.19
[-0.19]

-0.64
-0.21
0.41
0.56
0.62
0.58
0.85
0.86
1.02
0.95
1.59
[4.66]

-0.51
0.32
0.58
0.60
0.75
0.80
1.06
1.11
1.06
1.50
2.00
[5.25]

3.58
3.43
3.39
2.82
2.34
2.64
2.86
2.00
2.01
4.84
1.26
[0.72]

-0.91
0.03
0.31
0.37
0.58
0.62
0.88
1.02
0.97
1.17
2.08
[5.33]

3.83
2.36
1.92
1.64
1.79
1.62
1.33
0.30
1.22
1.94
-1.89
[-1.08]

-0.62
0.16
0.38
0.43
0.58
1.03
0.72
1.04
1.10
1.33
1.95
[3.78]

0.03
0.06
0.65
0.73
0.81
0.72
0.91
0.92
1.14
1.38
1.35
[3.48]

2.80
1.60
1.95
1.19
1.40
1.92
1.32
1.62
1.57
2.83
0.04
[0.04]

-0.24
-0.09
0.52
0.69
0.75
0.60
0.87
0.85
1.10
1.24
1.48
[3.55]

-0.23
0.48
0.74
0.82
0.73
0.79
0.89
0.91
1.03
1.22
1.45
[3.38]

3.33
2.26
2.23
1.80
1.91
2.13
1.75
0.30
0.56
1.62
-1.71
[-0.86]

-0.55
0.31
0.59
0.72
0.61
0.65
0.79
0.95
1.07
1.16
1.71
[4.01]
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Table 5.13 presents the average monthly excess returns of our momentum strategies and constructed
relative strength portfolios. The first column of each strategy is a repost of previous results from table
5.1, while the second column presents the average excess returns of January investing, and the final
column presents the excess returns associated with non-January investing.

For all zero-cost strategies we observe a large discrepancy in returns when comparing January and
non-January investing, with non-January outperforming January in every case. Every January
momentum strategy, except for the equally weighted short-term strategy, realises returns that are
negative or close to zero. The value weighted 12-2 strategy performs the worst in January, with
average monthly excess returns of -1.89 percent, while the 6-2 strategy performs the best with returns
of 1.26 percent. Comparatively non-January strategies realise average monthly returns ranging from
1.48 to 2.16 percent. These results are in line with our hypothesis of a proposed January Effect in the
Nordic market and consequently poor performance of momentum strategies in January. These results
are also consistent with the results of multiple previous studies (e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993;
Grundy and Martin, 2001) who all found momentum strategies to realise significant losses in January.
It should be noted however, that while we do observe that momentum strategies underperform in
January compared to other months, we do not obtain statistically significant results for
underperformance in all strategies. t-statistics for every zero-cost strategy, testing against the null that
January returns and Non-January returns for momentum strategies are identical, are posted below in
table 5.14.
Table 5.14: Two-sample t-tests
Results from two-sample t-tests testing against the null that January returns and Non-January returns of long-,
intermediate- and short-term momentum strategies are identical. t-statistics are presented in square brackets.

t-Stat. (Jan vs. Non-Jan)

Long-term (12-2)

Intermediate-term (12-7)

Short-term (6-2)

Equal weight

[1.68]

[1.52]

[0.59]

Adj. value weight

[2.14]

[1.06]

[2.23]

Source: Own creation

We can reject the null hypothesis that momentum returns in January are identical to momentum
returns outside of January at a 5% significance level for the long- and short-term value weighted
strategies. We can also reject the null at a 10% significance level for the equally weighted long-term
strategy. However, we do not find statistical significance for the remaining three strategies.
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If we bring our attention to the equally weighted relative-strength portfolios in table 5.13 (Panel A:
P1 to P10) we see that January portfolios outperform non-January portfolios across all strategies, with
January portfolios realising average monthly returns ranging from 2.00 to 4.84 percent while nonJanuary obtain returns ranging from -0.91 to 2.16 percent. Comparatively the value weighted
portfolios in January also generally outperform their non-January counterpart across all strategies,
with returns ranging from 0.30 to 3.83 percent in January compared to a range of -0.62 to 1.33 percent
in Non-January. We also see that the equally weighted portfolios in most cases generate higher returns
than value weighted in January. This is consistent with our finding of section 5.3.1 that small stocks
on average experience a larger increase in stock prices in January compared to large stocks.

If we compare the equally weighted to the value weighted method in table 5.13, it is interesting to
note that we observe the largest negative return to our zero-cost portfolios in the value weighted
scheme. This is despite the fact, that we previously observed the January Effect to primarily exist in
small-cap stocks. If we look at the distribution of returns for relative strength portfolios across
strategy in the equally weighted method, we see that for January, returns are more concentrated in
both extremes (i.e. P1 and P10), as opposed to non-January where we see a more linear relation
between decile portfolios and monthly returns. This is in contrast to the theory of tax-loss selling,
which states that due to a reinvestment of funds from investors, past losers will experience upwards
buying pressure and consequently an increase in price. As of such, we would expect to see a larger
part of January returns being concentrated in P1 for the equally weighted strategy.

A plausible explanation for why we observe the largest negative return to our zero-cost portfolios in
the value weighted scheme may be that the driving forces of the January Effect are two-fold. First,
we see that in January small companies experience a larger increase in share price compared to larger
companies, we observe this in table 5.11, and in table 5.13, this implies that the first major driver of
the January effect is the small-firm effect, as suggested by e.g. Roll (1983). Second, we see that
increasing the weights of larger companies in our portfolio, as per Panel B of table 5.13, realises more
negative momentum returns, caused by a larger decrease in P10 as compared to P1 going from equal
weight to value weight. This implies that the second driving force of the January Effect is one that
favours past losers. In summation, we see that small companies benefit from the January Effect in
January, however once we reduce the influence of small companies, we find the January Effect being
profound in losers.
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Table 5.15 and figure 5.8: Market cap January and Non-January
Average market capitalizations and medians for constructed relative-strength portfolios across the entire sample period,
split by January and non-January. Values are presented in DKK million. The red bar chart represents the 12-2 strategy,
the blue represents the 12-7 and the grey represents the 6-2.
Long-term momentum (12-2)
January
Non-January
Avg. MC Median
Avg. MC Median
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

4,646
8,313
13,905
18,137
23,918
25,377
21,517
20,521
20,931
12,892

478
980
1,323
2,058
2,148
2,508
2,817
3,377
3,202
1,144

5,155
10,130
16,644
21,162
19,923
22,908
23,249
21,708
18,865
9,014

547
1,038
1,552
1,838
2,101
2,641
2,936
2,752
2,334
1,162

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
January
Non-January
Avg. MC Median
Avg. MC Median
5,174
11,911
24,553
19,216
20,391
23,246
22,000
22,700
15,745
6,371

664
1,178
1,368
1,749
2,258
2,283
2,953
2,325
1,781
1,081

January

5,348
10,856
16,789
19,043
21,391
21,950
22,431
22,563
19,490
9,705

588
1,089
1,464
1,746
2,197
2,581
2,616
2,806
2,596
1,162

Short-term momentum (6-2)
January
Non-January
Avg. MC Median
Avg. MC Median
5,954
11,778
13,334
17,518
20,680
21,670
21,700
20,100
21,317
12,126

615
1,096
1,409
1,518
1,958
2,528
2,473
3,168
3,079
1,144

5,992
12,115
16,757
19,037
19,638
22,215
22,146
21,368
17,558
8,630

640
1,135
1,428
1,682
1,987
2,441
2,652
2,520
2,280
1,095

Non-January

Source: Own creation

To gain a further understanding of our results, table 5.15 presents the average market cap for
companies in each strategy split into January and Non-January investing. We see that the distribution
of market cap slightly differs across January and non-January investing, however, once we consider
the median, we see a relatively similar size distribution across all strategies and months. This indicates
like our previous results, that the smallest companies are still located in P1, and that the companies
in the extreme deciles are smaller than the average company in the sample. It is important to note,
after considering this finding, that the two prementioned forces of the January effect are selfenforcing as the loser portfolio on average is considered to contain the smallest firms of the sample.

To summarize, we conclude that the January Effect has an observed negative impact on excess returns
for each of the proposed momentum strategies of this study. Moreover, we propose in accordance
with previous studies that the January effect is more profound in smaller companies and in past losers.
The next section will apply our size sub-samples to further examine this hypothesis.
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5.3.4 January Effect and size sub-samples
In the following section we look further into the hypothesis that smaller companies obtain higher
returns in the month of January compared to non-January months, as well as our proposed driving
forces of the January Effect.
Table 5.16: Sub-sample returns in January
Panel A depicts average monthly excess returns (in percent), standard deviation of excess returns (in percent) and
annualized Sharpe ratios of an equal weighted portfolio of all stocks in our small sub-sample from January 2007 to January
2021. Panel B presents the same measures for the large sub-sample. Overall cover returns for the entire calendar year.
January cover returns only in January. Non-January cover returns in any month other than January.

Panel A: Small sub-sample

Small: equal weight
Mean
SD
SR

Overall

January

Non-January

0.54
5.28
0.36

4.41
5.10
3.00

0.17
5.16
0.11

Panel B: Large sub-sample

Large: equal weight
Mean
SD
SR

Overall

January

Non-January

0.90
5.53
0.56

1.63
5.36
1.06

0.83
5.56
0.52

Source: Own creation

Table 5.16 presents the average monthly excess returns, the standard deviation of excess returns and
annualized Sharpe ratios of two equal-weighted portfolios containing all stocks of our small and large
sub-sample respectively. As is evident from the table, we observe a notable difference in January
excess returns when comparing the small and large sub-sample, with the small sample obtaining
returns of 4.41 percent whereas the large sample realises returns of 1.63 percent. Testing against the
null that the difference in January returns (2.78%) is equal to zero we obtain a significant result at the
1% significance level (t-stat = 4.37). Looking at Panel A we see that returns for our small sample are
driven heavily by the returns obtained in January. Testing the difference in January and non-January
returns in the small sample we get a very significant result at the 1% level (t-stat = 3.04). When
looking at the large sub-sample in Panel B we also observe a sizeable difference between January and
non-January returns. However, we do not find the difference in returns (0.80%) to be statistically
significant from zero. These results coupled with the fact that we do not find a significant difference
in January and non-January returns for the large sample, provides further evidence of the small-firm
effect as a main driver of the January Effect.
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Table 5.17: January momentum returns size sub-sample
Average monthly excess returns (in percent) of relative-strength portfolios created based on the historical performance of
stocks in the Nordic markets. Overall cover returns for the entire calendar year. January cover returns only in January.
Non-January cover returns in any month other than January. The t-stats are two-sided and tests whether excess returns of
buying past winners and selling past losers is significantly different from zero. The sample period spans from January
2007 to January 2021. Panel A presents the small sub-sample, panel B presents the large sub-sample. Refer to appendix
8 for average market capitalizations and medians for the small and large sub-sample, split by January and non-January.
Long-term momentum (12-2)

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)

Short-term momentum (6-2)

Overall

January

Non-january

Overall

January

Non-january

Overall

January

Non-january

Panel A: small
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P10 - P1
t-Stat.

-0.56
-0.48
-0.06
0.23
0.77
0.46
1.06
1.21
1.17
1.65
2.20
[4.44]

5.48
5.44
4.29
3.20
3.40
3.79
3.50
3.73
4.78
6.48
1.00
[0.51]

-1.15
-1.06
-0.48
-0.06
0.51
0.14
0.82
0.96
0.82
1.17
2.32
[4.50]

-0.31
-0.30
-0.03
0.78
0.56
0.72
0.74
1.00
1.26
1.02
1.33
[3.37]

5.95
4.72
4.17
3.61
4.47
3.12
3.03
4.43
4.34
6.22
0.27
[0.21]

-0.92
-0.79
-0.44
0.50
0.18
0.48
0.52
0.66
0.96
0.52
1.43
[3.43]

-0.88
-0.24
0.22
0.21
0.64
0.77
1.00
1.31
1.26
1.31
2.19
[4.61]

4.46
4.81
3.63
3.48
4.50
3.73
3.36
4.60
4.42
7.07
2.61
[1.02]

-1.40
-0.73
-0.10
-0.13
0.26
0.48
0.78
1.00
0.95
0.76
2.16
[4.59]

Panel B: large
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P10 - P1
t-Stat.

0.23
0.58
0.74
0.84
1.00
1.11
0.78
1.10
1.13
1.50
1.27
[2.74]

1.63
2.57
1.78
2.06
2.23
1.25
1.35
0.78
0.83
1.19
-0.44
[-0.26]

0.10
0.38
0.64
0.71
0.88
1.07
0.71
1.11
1.16
1.51
1.41
[2.92]

0.53
0.55
0.71
0.71
0.91
0.99
1.02
1.10
1.01
1.44
0.90
[2.39]

3.08
0.79
1.40
1.12
1.56
1.93
1.55
0.85
1.53
1.53
-1.55
[-1.09]

0.29
0.53
0.63
0.67
0.85
0.88
0.96
1.11
0.96
1.42
1.13
[2.89]

0.47
0.74
0.74
0.75
0.93
0.92
0.96
1.03
0.94
1.44
0.97
[2.33]

2.17
2.21
2.30
1.63
1.03
2.14
1.40
0.44
0.90
1.47
-0.70
[-0.45]

0.33
0.60
0.59
0.65
0.90
0.79
0.90
1.08
0.92
1.43
1.10
[2.54]

Source: Own creation

Table 5.17 presents monthly average excess returns of our sub-sample momentum strategies, split on
January and non-January returns. In line with the small-firm effect, and the findings of table 5.16, we
find that the small sample relative-strength portfolios perform better than the large sample portfolios,
evident across all strategies. Small sized portfolios realise monthly returns ranging from 3.03 to 7.07
percent while large portfolios realise monthly returns ranging from 0.44 to 3.08 percent. If we turn
our attention to the momentum strategies and their January returns, we see that non-January continues
to outperform January in all strategies except for the small sample short-term strategy, which
surprisingly yields average returns of 2.61 percent, however when we examine the standard deviation
of returns for this strategy (9.55%) we can deduce that this is caused by significant outliers. It should
be noted again that the January momentum results are not statistically significant from zero, as they
all realise t-statistics below the critical values.
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We find similar results to table 5.13 once we examine the momentum effect across the small and
large samples. We observe the large sample strategies realise negative returns in January, which
indicates that the January Effect is not limited to just small firms. This is a sentiment to our second
proposed driver for the January Effect, i.e. that past losers realise higher returns in January regardless
of size.

To summarize, we find that small firms on average tend to realise higher returns in January, and that
this effect is especially profound in small losers and small winners. Furthermore, we find an observed
January Effect in losers which consequently results in lower momentum returns for the zero-cost
strategies analysed in this study. However, due to non-relevant levels of significance we cannot reject
the null hypothesis and cannot conclude that the January Effect causes significant negative returns
for our momentum strategies. Finally, based on these results we draw the conclusion that the driving
forces of the observed January Effect are two-fold. The first force is predominant in small companies,
while the second force is found in past losers regardless of size. Chapter 7 will further discuss the
findings of this chapter and relate these to applicable explanations and theories.

6. Implementation issues
In the preceding chapter we presented and analysed the results obtained. Here we found that both the
short-, intermediate- and long-term momentum investment strategies obtained positive and
statistically significant monthly returns. Thus, on paper these momentum strategies appear to be
profitable. However, in practice we may find that these strategies are not as profitable as depicted
above. Two important factors were neglected in the analysis, namely the impact of transaction costs
on profitability and potential constraints on short-selling in practice. Hence, the following chapter
will discuss the impact of beforementioned factors on the profitability of our momentum strategies.

6.1 Transaction costs
In the literature review, we found that not all previous studies consider the impact of transaction costs.
However, we believe that in order to reflect returns obtainable in practice we should estimate the
impact of transaction costs on our strategies. We may find that the individual momentum strategies
are significantly profitable on paper, i.e. without transaction costs, however when transactions costs
are included these strategies may not “survive” (remain profitable). Thus, we increase the credibility
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of our backtests by providing a more realistic view, and will consequently cater this study more
towards both practitioners and academics.

To adjust a backtest, we must first have an estimate of expected transaction costs. To create an
estimate for these it is important to first understand the various components. First, part of the costs
can be attributed to commissions and other types of direct costs to the broker for executing the
transaction. Second, the costs of short-selling are typically higher than simply buying a share due to
the costs of borrowing the securities to be sold. Third, the bid-ask spread, i.e. the difference between
the bid and ask price. The bid-ask spread represents a transaction cost, since if you buy a stock and
immediately sell it again you lose money equivalent to the spread. For illiquid stocks the bid-ask
spread will be higher and represent a larger cost to the investor. Fourth, an indirect cost of trading is
market impact costs. If an investor invests a substantial amount of money in a company it will push
share prices up, whereas selling shares will push prices down. This is referred to as market impact
costs and are often neglected by private investors in particular.

Adjusting a backtest for transaction costs is especially important when the investment strategy is
based on frequent transactions. Hence, to get a better understanding of the impact of transaction costs
we conduct a sensitivity analysis in which we apply different rates for transaction costs. For the
purpose of this study, we have applied the following rates; 0.10%, 0.50%, 1.00% and 2.00%. Given
these rates we adjust our returns as follows. Whenever a trade occurs, we calculate expected
transaction costs and subtract these from returns. Thus, at the end of each holding period as we
rebalance our portfolio we first calculate the return on the portfolio. Next, depending on the stocks to
be included in the new portfolio and the change in value of each stock during the holding period we
compute the required rebalancing such that the new portfolio is equally weighted. Based on the
changes of positions in each individual stock we calculate transaction costs and subtract these from
the portfolio return. Table 6.1 below presents the impact of adjusting our analysis for
beforementioned rates.
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Table 6.1: Sensitivity analysis of transaction costs
This table presents average monthly excess returns of the equal-weighted short-, intermediate- and long-term momentum
investment strategies after transaction costs. t-statistics are two-sided and presented in square brackets. The t-stat is twosided and tests whether excess returns of buying past winners and selling past losers after transaction costs, is significantly
different from zero.

Transaction costs
0.50%
1.00%

0.00%

0.10%

Long-term strategy (12-2)

1.94
[4.62]

1.83
[4.34]

1.37
[3.26]

0.80
[1.91]

-0.33
[-0.79]

Intermediate-term strategy (12-7)

1.43
[4.43]

1.29
[3.99]

0.71
[2.19]

-0.02
[-0.07]

-1.48
[-4.60]

Short-term strategy (6-2)

2.00
[5.25]

1.84
[4.83]

1.21
[3.17]

0.41
[1.09]

-1.17
[-3.09]

2.00%

Source: Own creation

If we examine the table above, we find that all strategies remain profitable and statistically significant
at the 1% significance level after accounting for transaction costs of 0.10%. When transaction costs
are raised to 0.50% the intermediate-term strategy is significant at the 5% level whereas the other
strategies are significant at the 1% level. When transaction costs are raised to 1.00% only the longterm and short-term strategy remains profitable, however only the long-term strategy is significant at
the 10% level. With this being said, we find that transaction costs of 1.00% or more is rather
conservative considering that Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) assumed transaction costs of 0.50% in
their study, which at the time was considered conservative, and since then transaction costs have
declined. The purpose of testing our results with transaction costs of 1.00% and 2.00% is to test the
robustness of the strategies.

The average monthly excess market return was 0.62 percent during the time period analysed in this
study. Thus, each of the three momentum strategies examined obtained higher returns than the market
index when applying transaction costs of 0.50%. This finding further illustrates the robustness and
profitability of our momentum investment strategies. Moreover, the observation that the momentum
strategies are profitable even after adjusting for transaction costs further contradicts the efficient
market hypothesis.

Another interesting finding in table 6.1 is that the short-term and intermediate-term strategy appears
to be more sensitive to transaction costs than the long-term strategy. This is evident from the relative
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drop in returns, where the returns of the 6-2 and 12-7 strategies decrease more in comparison to the
long-term strategy. Thus, when adjusting for transaction costs the long-term strategy provides a
higher return than the short-term strategy, whereas previously the short-term strategy provided a
slightly higher return than the other strategies. This observation suggests that there is less rebalancing
in the long-term strategy. We can rationalise this from the following example. First, consider a stock
that in a single month experiences extreme returns, say +500%, but relatively normal returns in every
other month. This stock is likely to be included in every strategy for every month where the lookback period covers the extreme returns. As of such, for strategies with longer look-back periods (i.e.
the 12-2 strategy) this particular stock will be a part of the winner portfolio for more months in a row
than for strategies with shorter look-back periods (i.e. the 6-2 and 12-7 strategy). This means that less
rebalancing will be required in the 12-2 strategy compared to the other strategies.

To summarize, we find that even after adjusting for reasonable transaction costs of 0.5%, our
momentum investment strategies still remain profitable.

6.2 Short-selling implications
In practice the investor may experience implementation issues and other difficulties affecting the
profitability of the strategies examined in this thesis. As mentioned previously, in a short sale the
investor borrows stocks, typically from a broker who has borrowed the shares from a stock lender,
and then subsequently sells the shares at the current market price. Later the investor must buy back
the shares and return them to the broker to close the short position. Thus, to open a short position, the
investor must initially find a broker who is willing to lend the investor the stocks. On the Nordic stock
markets this may prove to be difficult as there is only a limited number of stocks which can be reliably
shorted. If we use Nordnet, one of the largest brokers in the Nordics as an example, we can see that
only the larger and more liquid companies can be shorted. Thus, if we were to implement our
strategies in practice this would have a great impact on the feasibility of our proposed zero-cost
strategies. In other words, in practice we may not be able to take a short position in the past losers.
Consequently, this will have a substantial impact on the profitability of our investment strategies, as
we found in section 5.1 that the market cap of the past losers on average were significantly lower than
the rest of the sample. Moreover, we found that a large part of the momentum profits was generated
from our short positions in these smaller companies.
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Another implication neglected in the analysis is that to open a short position the investor must have
a margin account. Brokers typically have a minimum margin value requirement, i.e. maintenance
margin or security margin, which the investor must fulfil at all times when the position is open. Thus,
if the stock price increases the investor must deposit more cash into the margin account to avoid the
position being closed by the broker. At Nordnet the maintenance margin varies from 15-100% of the
equity value (Nordnet, 2021). When the investor opens a short position he/she must also pay a lending
fee and interest on the margin loan.

Other important risk factors an investor should keep in mind when opening a short position are the
risks of a short squeeze, risk that the security is recalled and the potential unlimited downside. A short
squeeze arises when investors are forced to close their short position by buying back the shares as a
result of a jump in the stock price. Thus, if many investors do this simultaneously it will push up the
stock price. This may create an upward going spiral as the buying back of shares results in higher
prices forcing more investors to close their short position to avoid margin calls (Pedersen, 2015).
Second, investors may risk that the shares are recalled by the stock lender. If that is the case the
investor must buy the shares at the current share price and potentially incur high loses. Finally,
investors must be aware of the skewed potential payoff associated with short positions. In theory
there are no limits as to how much the stock price can increase, whereas the stock price can only drop
by 100%. In other words, there is an unlimited downside of potential losses whereas potential profit
is limited to 100%.

To summarize, we outline multiple difficulties associated with shorting that in practice may lead to
the unprofitability of our momentum strategies. However, a thorough analysis of the practical
implications for the investment strategies examined remains beyond the scope of this thesis.

7. Discussion
In chapter 5 and 6 we present the findings from our empirical analysis of long-, intermediate- and
short-term momentum strategies and the extent to which the January Effect is present in the Nordic
stock Markets. In this chapter we discuss the findings of the previous chapters and relate these to
applicable explanations and theories.
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7.1 Data snooping
As stated previously, in efficient markets assets reflect all information available, why investors should
not be able to earn abnormal risk-adjusted returns using momentum investment strategies. Thus, some
scholars have argued that observed abnormal momentum returns are a cause of data snooping bias.
Generally, data snooping is an important element to consider when conducting financial studies such
as an analysis of investment strategies which are based on large samples of data (Parmler & Gonzalez,
2007). Data snooping is a form of statistical bias occurring when the researcher adjusts his/her data
sample after looking at the data for the purpose of achieving a specific result or fit the results to a
particular theory. Data snooping can also refer to neglecting or leaving out data on purpose to obtain
a desired result. For the purpose of this study we included delisted companies in the analysis namely
to avoid data snooping and the survivorship bias. During our sample period 414 companies were
delisted for various reasons. Due to a lack of data availability 162 of these companies were not
included in our final data sample. Hence, some may argue that the results obtained in our analysis are
biased. While we do acknowledge that our data sample is incomplete, due to its scale and the total
number of companies included in the sample (1254), we argue than an inclusion of 162 delisted
companies would not change the conclusions drawn in this paper. Moreover, since our results are in
line with many of the previous studies, we consider our results to be robust.

7.2 Momentum explained based on behavioural finance
Our empirical analysis in chapter 5 showed that the common risk factors of market exposure, size
and value were not able to fully explain the significant momentum returns obtained in the three
strategies examined. In an attempt to rationalise our findings, this section will draw upon the
explanations and theories of behavioural finance.

Previous literature has argued that momentum returns can be explained by the notion of under- and
overreaction caused by irrational behaviour of investors. The under- and overreaction trend cycle can
be explained as follows. A positive company announcement such as improved earnings, a successful
acquisition, etc. may cause the fundamental value of the company to increase, however the market
initially underreacts to this positive change in fundamental value. As a result of the initial
underreaction the stock price continues to rise for a period of time until the stock price reflects the
company’s true fundamental value (Hurst, Ooi, & Pedersen, 2013). A trend-following investor, i.e.
an investor using momentum strategies, will invest due to the initial price increase and thereafter
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profit from the continued increase until prices reach equilibrium. Other factors may result in a price
drift and result in the stock price moving past the fundamental value, leading to an overreaction. In
the following sections we will discuss various drivers of under- and overreaction.

7.2.1 Underreaction
Underreaction to company announcements
An argument for underreaction is the behavioural propensity of anchoring and insufficiently adjusting
one’s views. As outlined in section 2.2.2 people anchor their views to past information and
additionally make insufficient adjustments to new information. This behavioural tendency may cause
investors to underreact to positive company announcements such as improved earnings.
In the analysis of momentum returns adjusted for firm size (section 5.2), we found that momentum
returns were considerably higher among smaller firms compared to larger firms. As of such one could
argue that underreaction is more profound in smaller firms. An argument for why we may see this, is
that news supposedly travels slower for smaller firms, as they typically receive less analyst coverage
than bigger firms. This argument is also in line with the findings of Hong and Stein (1999) who found
a considerably longer price drift for companies with small amounts of analyst coverage. Thus, it can
be argued that companies may underreact due to low paced distribution of information.

The observation of underreaction to company news and earnings announcements leading to
momentum returns is also researched by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) who examined the pattern
between earnings announcements and momentum returns. They found that for the first 6 months
surrounding the earnings announcement days, returns for past winners outperform past losers by more
than 0.7% on average. This implies that momentum profits seem to be, at least partially, driven by
underreactions to firm-specific company announcements. This finding may explain why we observe
momentum returns in our analysis.

The impact of the disposition effect
Another factor which may lead to an initial underreaction to news and consequently positive
momentum returns is the disposition effect. As explained in section 2.2.3, Shefrin and Statman (1985)
found a general disposition among investors to realize gains too soon and hold on to losers too long.
Thus, according to the disposition effect when positive company announcements are released
investors tend to sell winners too soon, whereas when news affect the stock price negatively investors
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tend to hold on too long. These behavioural patterns may create downward pressure on stock prices
in case of good news and inflated stock prices when bad news are published. Thus, the stock price
underreacts to news and as a result does not reflect the fundamental value of the company. As
suggested by Frazzini (2006) this underreaction caused by the disposition effect results in price
predictability and post-announcement drift. This initial underreaction and subsequent postannouncement drift is illustrated in figure 7.1 below. As evident from the figure below, investors
using the zero-cost momentum investment strategy can take advantage of the unrealized capital gains
and losses due to the slow and insufficient adjustments to company announcements.

Figure 7.1: Underreaction to news
Figure A illustrates how a stock may underreact to positive news and the subsequent positive price drift. Figure B
demonstrates how a stock may underreact to negative news and the following negative price drift. News are announced
at time 0.

Source: Own creation

In chapter 5 we found that a larger part of the abnormal profits to our momentum strategies stem from
the short-side and the underperformance of small losers. This indicates that for small firms the
underreaction to negative news is greater than the corresponding underreaction to positive news. This
is also in accordance with loss-aversion theory as suggested by Kahneman and Tversky (1974), which
states that investors value losses and gains differently. As of such, investors are more likely to hold
onto losers for too long than they are realising gains too soon, which causes a larger underreaction to
negative news than positive news.
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7.2.2 Overreaction
As we saw in the previous section a number of behavioural factors may result in an initial
underreaction to announcements causing stock prices to drift for a period of time after the
announcement. In addition to this, there are a number of other factors which may cause stock prices
to increase beyond its intrinsic value, i.e. an overreaction of stock prices.

Overreaction caused by herding behaviour
It can be argued that herding behaviour may lead to trend continuation and consequently result in
stock prices overreacting. As outlined previously, herding behaviour is a phenomenon where
investors tend to imitate the actions of other individuals instead of acting based on their own opinions
and analysis. As momentum investors start to invest during the post-announcement drift to profit
from trend continuation it will push the stock price towards its fundamental value. However, other
investors may choose to ignore their own private signals and follow the trend with no regards to the
intrinsic value. This behaviour push prices above its fundamental value and thereby lead to higher
momentum returns.
The herding behaviour is not only seen among investors, but it has also been documented among
equity research analysts, who provide research coverage of public companies (Welch, 2000). These
analysts may also engage in herding behaviour and follow the crowd, i.e. come up with the same
recommendations about whether to buy, sell or hold. This irrational behaviour by equity analysts may
lead to incorrect research coverage potentially resulting in overreaction.

Representativeness
Another argument why stock prices may overreact can be explained by the heuristic principle of
representativeness. Representativeness is the tendency of estimating and judging decisions based on
stereotypes and the degree to which it resembles past events. In terms of stock price overreaction to
company announcements, the representativeness heuristic implies that investors will look at recent
trends and consider these as representative for the fundamental value. Thus, investors will take a long
position in stocks which have increased in value and vice versa for stocks which have dropped in
value. Consequently, this behaviour causes the post-announcement drift to continue and exceed
beyond the fundamental value resulting in overreaction.
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7.2.3 Critique of behavioural finance explanations
From the perspective of traditional finance, using behavioural finance theories to explain momentum
returns would contradict traditional finance theories such as the efficient market hypothesis, which
argues that all market participants are able to efficiently incorporate new information when it is
published and agree on its impact on the stock price. However, we still find our results more in line
with behavioural finance due to the inability of the CAPM and our applied three-factor model to
explain the abnormal positive returns of our strategies.
With this being said, several researchers have documented a long-term price reversal in the stock
markets (see e.g. De Bondt and Thaler, 1985; Jegadeesh and Titman, 2001). This indicates that
behavioural theories can be used to rationalise short-term stock market behaviour and the momentum
returns obtained, however fall short in explaining long-term behaviour. This also implies that markets
are inefficient in the short-term, whereas in the long-term markets are efficient and market behaviour
in the long term is better explained by the traditional finance theories outlined in chapter 2. Thus, a
natural extension to this study on momentum returns would be to investigate the profitability of longterm momentum strategies based on our data sample.

7.3 Explanations for the January Effect
Reflecting upon the findings obtained in the analysis, we found that the January Effect is present in
the Nordic stock markets and that it is more profound among smaller firms. These finding are
consistent with those documented by Roll (1983), Kleim (1983) and Lakonishok and Smidt (1988).
On the other hand, Patel (2016) and Perez (2018) document that the January Effect has disappeared
suggesting that the markets have become efficient in accordance with the efficient market hypothesis.

The sources of the January Effect have been widely debated, however the two most accepted
explanations are tax-loss selling and window dressing. The tax-loss selling hypothesis argues that
investors sell stocks before year-end, which have realised losses during the previous year to incur
capital losses resulting in lower taxes on capital gains. Subsequently, prices revert in January due to
the reduced selling pressure and potential repurchase from investors. This phenomenon may explain
why we observe notably higher returns for both small and large losers in January compared to nonJanuary months in our sample.
On the other hand, if markets are said to be efficient as argued by Fama (1970), the tax-loss selling
hypothesis cannot explain the argument. Thus, other scholars argue that tax-loss selling cannot
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provide the whole explanation. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to test the tax-loss selling
hypothesis. However, considering the results documented by previous scholars and our findings it
could be interesting to test if we also observe tax-loss selling behaviour and if this could also provide
an explanation for our results.

Another potential explanation why we observe a January Effect in the Nordic stock markets may be
explained by the phenomenon of window dressing. The window dressing hypothesis suggests that
portfolio managers will try to make their portfolio look as profitable as possible before year end where
these are reported to investors. Portfolio managers may therefore sell poorly performing stocks and
companies deemed too risky for some investors to make the portfolio appear attractive. In other
words, portfolio managers want to avoid disclosing that they have invested in losing stocks, thereby
creating the impression that the portfolio managers performed well. One may also argue that the
window dressing behaviour can be explained by the herding behaviour, described in section 2.2.5,
where investors tend to imitate other people. Portfolio managers may sell off poorly performing as
well as small and risky stocks to signal that their investment decisions do not deviate too significantly
from peers. This behaviour creates a downward price pressure in December due to the divestment of
aforementioned stocks, whereas in January these stocks are reacquired pushing up prices. To
summarize, this phenomenon may explain why we observe a small firm effect in January, since small
firms in general are considered more risky than larger firms and explain why we find that losers
perform notably better in January compared to non-January. However, since the tax-loss selling and
window dressing phenomenon depicts similar results it may be difficult to conclude which
phenomenon is a better explanation of our results, as it can prove challenging to control for either
factor when examining the January Effect. To test if window dressing can explain our results we
could test for seasonal anomalies in the other quarters where portfolio managers are evaluated,
however this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

An alternative, and less popular, argument for why we observe a small firm effect in January may be
explained by psychological factors. It can be argued that people tend to become more optimistic in
the month of January due to the new year, new mindset phenomenon (Ciccone, 2011). Investor
optimism is argued to be at its peak during January, thereby potentially explaining why we observe a
small firm effect in January. In other words, investors are less risk averse why they are more prone
to invest in smaller and more risky firms compared to non-January months.
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8. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to test the profitability of long-, intermediate- and short-term
momentum investment strategies as well as determine the degree to which the January Effect exists
in the Nordic stock markets.

By examining a sample period covering January 2007 to January 2021, this study concludes that the
three distinct zero-cost strategies which longs and shorts stocks based on historical performance of
12-to-2 months, 12-to-7 months, and 6-to-2 months prior to portfolio formation respectively,
generated significant excess returns in the Nordic stock market across this period. The study
documents that each strategy realised average monthly excess returns of approximately 1.5 to 2.0
percent. As of such, in line with previous literature, this study provides further evidence of the
profitability of strategies betting on past winners consistently outperforming past losers. Furthermore,
through the application of statistical tests, this study finds no significant difference in performance
between each of the three proposed momentum strategies. However, a notable difference in
performance is observed comparing the long- and short-term strategies to the intermediate-term
strategy.

Furthermore, this study conducts a thorough examination of the size implications associated with
momentum strategies through the application of small and large sub-samples constructed based on
the median of total market capitalization, as well as equally- and adjusted value weighting methods.
The study concludes that the momentum effect is found in both large and small firms, although a
stronger effect is found in smaller firms. This is documented through significantly positive
momentum profits in both the small and large sub-sample, and a significant difference in returns
comparing strategies of the small sample with strategies of the large sample. Furthermore, the study
finds that the disparity in momentum profits between the two samples is caused by the
underperformance of losers in the short side of the small sample. It is also documented that the loser
portfolios of each strategy contain smaller companies than the winner portfolios, and that the winner
and loser portfolios contain smaller than average companies.

Through application of the CAPM and the Fama-French three-factor model, using common risk
factors of: market exposure, size and value, the study concludes that neither of these asset pricing
models succeed in explaining the abnormal profits realised in each of the three momentum strategies.
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These findings are consistent across both size sub-samples as well as the overall sample. As of such,
the documented findings show inconsistency with the market efficiency hypothesis. Additionally, the
study finds, using a four-factor model after controlling for momentum that some strategies still realise
significant abnormal returns. These returns become small and insignificant through the application
of a less extreme momentum strategy more in line with the methodology applied by Fama and French.

To determine the presence of the January Effect in the Nordic stock markets, as well as its impact
and implications for the proposed momentum strategies, a decomposition of overall profits was
conducted to distinguish between January and non-January returns. Based on this analysis, this study
concludes that a perceived and statistically significant January effect has been observed in the Nordic
stock markets for the sample period covering January 2007 to January 2021. Furthermore, it is
concluded that the January Effect has had a negative impact on excess returns for each of the proposed
momentum strategies of this study. However, due to non-relevant levels of significance the study
cannot reject the null hypothesis that the January Effect causes insignificant negative returns for our
momentum strategies. Moreover, it is documented that small firms on average tend to realise higher
returns in January, and that this effect is especially profound in small losers and small winners.
Finally, the study proposes two driving forces for the January Effect, the first force being predominant
in small companies, while the second force is found in past losers regardless of size.

To determine the practical implications and possible issues associated with implementing the
proposed zero-costs strategies in real life, a sensitivity analysis on transaction costs and strategy
returns is conducted. The study concludes that all strategies retain significant positive excess returns
after accounting for transaction costs of 0.5%. Furthermore, it is found that the long-term strategy is
least susceptible to large transaction costs due to a lower number of required trades. Thus, the study
concludes that the best performing strategy in a real-life setting would be the 12-2 strategy. The study
further touches upon real-life implementation in its discussion on short-selling implications and finds
that a true copy of the strategies analysed in this study would be exceedingly difficult to implement
due to shorting issues associated with small and illiquid stocks.

Finally, possible explanation and rationales for the proposed findings are discussed. Considering the
inability of traditional financial theories and models to explain previously mentioned conclusions, the
study turns to behavioural finance theories in search of an answer. The study finds the disposition
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effect and herding effect, and subsequent under- and overreaction to news in stock prices as the most
likely explanation for the perceived momentum effect.

Based on the conclusion that the three momentum investment strategies are profitable in the short
term and that other scholars have documented long-term price reversal, a natural extension of this
study would be to investigate the hypothesis of long-term price reversal based on our sample.
Moreover, this study found evidence of the January Effect, however the analysis conducted was based
on monthly observations. Hence, it would be interesting to investigate how the January returns are
distributed throughout the month, as of such this thesis encourages further study using daily stock
price observations.
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ÅF Pö yry AB (p ub l) (OM :AF B)
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As p iro AB (OM :ASP)
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Cavo tec SA (OM :CCC)
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As p o Oyj (HLSE:ASPO)

Bio M ar Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:BIOM AR)

cBrain A/S (CPSE:CBRAIN)

Ag ellis AB (OM :AGIS)

As p o co mp Gro up Oyj (HLSE:ACG1V)

Bio p haus ia AB (OM :BIOP)

CDON AB (OM :CDON)

AGES Ind us tri AB (p ub l) (OM :AGES B)

ASSA ABLOY AB (p ub l) (OM :ASSA B)

Bio Po rto A/S (CPSE:BIOPOR)

Cell Imp act AB (p ub l) (OM :CI B)

AGF A/S (CPSE:AGF B)

As tralis Gro up A/S (CPSE:ASTGRP)

Bio s ervo Techno lo g ies AB (p ub l) (OM :BIOS)

Cell Netwo rk AB (OM :M AND)

Ag illic A/S (CPSE:AGILC)

As traZeneca PLC (OM :AZN)

Bio tag e AB (OM :BIOT)

CellaVis io n AB (p ub l) (OM :CEVI)

Ag ro kultura AB (OM :AGRA)

Atari SA (OM :ATA SDB)

Bio Tie Therap ies Oy (HLSE:BTT1V)

Cellink AB (p ub l) (OM :CLNK B)

Ahls ell AB (p ub l) (OM :AHSL)

Athena inves tments (CPSE:ATHENA)

Bio vica Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :BIOVIC B)

Cemat A/S (CPSE:CEM AT)
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Chro mo Genics AB (OM :CHRO)
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Eniro AB (p ub l) (OM :ENRO)

Fo rs tæd ernes Bank A/S (CPSE:FORST)

Cis io n AB (OM :CSN)

DFDS A/S (CPSE:DFDS)

Enlab s AB (p ub l) (OM :NLAB)

Fo rtino va Fas tig heter AB (Pub l) (OM :FNOVA B)

Cityco n Oyj (HLSE:CTY1S)

DGC One AB (OM :DGC)

Eno rama Pharma AB (p ub l) (OM :ERM A)

Fo rtum Oyj (HLSE:FORTUM )

Clas Ohls o n AB (p ub l) (OM :CLAS B)

Diad ro m Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :DIAH)

EnQues t PLC (OM :ENQ)

Fram Skand inavien AB (OM :FRAM B)

Clavis ter Ho ld ing AB (p ub l.) (OM :CLAV)

Diamyd M ed ical AB (p ub l) (OM :DM YD B)

Enzymatica AB (OM :ENZY)

Freja eID Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :FREJ A)

Clean M o tio n AB (p ub l) (OM :CLEM O)

DiBa A / S (CPSE:DIBA)

Eo lus Vind AB (p ub l) (OM :EOLU B)

Frill Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :FRILL B)

Cleantech Build ing M aterials Plc (CPSE:CBM )

DIBS Payment Services AB (p ub l.) (OM :DIBS)

EOS Rus s ia (OM :EOS)

FRISQ Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :FRISQ)

Clemo nd o Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :CLEM )

Dicentia DK A/S (CPSE:DICENT)

Ep iro c AB (p ub l) (OM :EPI A)

FS Finans III A/S (CPSE:AM AG)

Climeo n AB (p ub l) (OM :CLIM E B)

Dig ia Oyj (HLSE:DIGIA)

Ep is urf M ed ical AB (p ub l) (OM :EPIS B)

F-Secure Oyj (HLSE:FSC1V)

Clinical Las erthermia Sys tems AB (p ub l) (OM :CLS B)
Dig italis t Gro up Plc (HLSE:DIGIGR)

eQ Oyj (HLSE:EQV1V)

Fyns ke Bank A/S (CPSE:FYNBK)

Clo etta AB (p ub l) (OM :CLA B)

Dig nitana AB (p ub l.) (OM :DIGN)

EQT AB (p ub l) (OM :EQT)

G4 S p lc (CPSE:G4 S)

Co d an A/S (CPSE:CODAN)

Diö s Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OM :DIOS)

Erria A/S (CPSE:ERRIA)

G5 Entertainment AB (p ub l) (OM :G5EN)

Co llecto r AB (p ub l) (OM :COLL)

Dis tIT AB (p ub l) (OM :DIST)

Es s ity AB (p ub l) (OM :ESSITY B)

Gab ather AB (p ub l) (OM :GABA)

Co lo p las t A/S (CPSE:COLO B)

Divio Techno lo g ies AB (p ub l) (OM :DIVIO B)

Etrio n Co rp o ratio n (OM :ETX)

Gab riel Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:GABR)

Co lumb us A/S (CPSE:COLUM )

Djurs land s Bank A/S (CPSE:DJ UR)

Ettep lan Oyj (HLSE:ETTE)

Gaming Co rp s AB (p ub l) (OM :GCOR)

Co m Hem Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :COM H)

DK Co mp any A/S (CPSE:DKC)

Euro p ean Wind Inves tment A/S (CPSE:EWII)

Gaming Inno vatio n Gro up Inc. (OM :GIGSEK)

Co mb iGene AB (p ub l) (OM :COM BI)

Do me Energ y AB (p ub l) (OM :DOM E)

Evli Pankki Oyj (HLSE:EVLI)

Gant Co mp any AB (OM :GANT)

Co mp o nenta Co rp o ratio n (HLSE:CTH1V)

Do metic Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :DOM )

Evo lutio n Gaming Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :EVO)

Gap waves AB (p ub l) (OM :GAPW B)

Co mp tel Oyj (HLSE:CTL1V)

Do ro AB (p ub l) (OM :DORO)

Evo x Rifa Gro up Oyj (HLSE:ERG1V)

Garo Aktieb o lag (p ub l) (OM :GARO)

Co ncejo AB (p ub l) (OM :CNCJ O B)

Do vre Gro up Plc (HLSE:DOV1V)

Ewo rk Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :EWRK)

Gas p o ro x AB (p ub l) (OM :GPX)

Co ncentric AB (p ub l) (OM :COIC)

Do xa AB (p ub l) (OM :DOXA)

EWPG Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :ECOWVE)

Generic Swed en AB (OM :GENI)

Co nco rd ia M aritime AB (p ub l) (OM :CCOR B)

Drillco n AB (p ub l) (OM :DRIL)

Exel Co mp o s ites Oyj (HLSE:EXL1V)

Genmab A/S (CPSE:GM AB)

Co nferize A/S (CPSE:CONFRZ)

DSV Panalp ina A/S (CPSE:DSV)

EXINI Diag no s tics AB (p ub l) (OM :EXINI)

Geno va Pro p erty Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :GPG)

Co nfid ence Internatio nal AB (p ub l.) (OM :CONF)

Duni AB (p ub l) (OM :DUNI)

Exiq o n A/S (CPSE:EXQ)

Geno vis AB (p ub l.) (OM :GENO)

Co nnecta AB (OM :CNTA)

DuPo nt Nutritio n Bio s cience Ap s (CPSE:DCO)

Exp reS2 io n Bio tech Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :EXPRS2
Geo
) Sentric Oyj (HLSE:GEO1V)

Co ns ti Oyj (HLSE:CONSTI)

Duro c AB (p ub l) (OM :DURC B)

Den J ys ke Sp arekas s e (CPSE:DJ S)

Exs itec Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :EXS)

German Hig h Street Pro p erties A/S (CPSE:GERHSP)

Co o r Service M anag ement Ho ld ing AB (OM :COOR)Dus tin Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :DUST)

F.E. Bo ard ing (CPSE:BORD B)

Geting e AB (OM :GETI B)

Co p enhag en Cap ital A/S (CPSE:CPHCAP ST)

EAB Gro up Oyj (HLSE:EAB)

Fab eg e AB (p ub l) (OM :FABG)

GHP Sp ecialty Care AB (p ub l) (OM :GHP)

Co p p ers to ne Res o urces AB (OM :COPP B)

EAC Inves t A/S (CPSE:EAC)

Faro n Pharmaceuticals Oy (HLSE:FARON)

Glas to n Oyj Ab p (HLSE:GLA1V)

Co rem Pro p erty Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :CORE B)

Eas tnine AB (p ub l) (OM :EAST)

Fas ad g rup p en Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :FG)

Glitnir Ho ld Co ehf. (ICSE:GLB)

Co rline Bio med ical AB (OM :CLBIO)

Eco clime Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :ECC B)

Fas t Ejend o m Danmark A/S (CPSE:FED)

Glunz & J ens en Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:GJ )

Co rtus Energ y AB (p ub l) (OM :CE)

Ed g eware AB (OM :EDGE)

Fas tig hets AB Bald er (p ub l) (OM :BALD B)

GN Sto re No rd A/S (CPSE:GN)

CPSE:SPENN (CPSE:NPINV)

Eezy Oyj (HLSE:EEZY)

Fas tig hets AB Triano n (p ub l) (OM :TRIAN B)

Go fo re Oyj (HLSE:GOFORE)

C-Rad AB (p ub l) (OM :CRAD B)

Efecte Oy (HLSE:EFECTE)

Fas tilium Pro p erty Gro up AB (OM :CTEC)

Go mSp ace Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :GOM X)

Cramo Oyj

Effnetp lattfo rmen AB (p ub l) (OM :EFFP)

Fas tPartner AB (p ub l) (OM :FPAR A)

Gö tenehus Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :GHUS B)

Cread es AB (OM :CRED A)

EG A/S (CPSE:EDB)

Fas tPas s Co rp A/S (CPSE:FASTPC)

GPX M ed ical AB (p ub l) (OM :GPXM ED)

Crunchfis h AB (p ub l) (OM :CFISH)

Eg e Carp ets A/S (CPSE:EGE B)

Fazer Services AB (OM :FKS B)

Gräng es AB (p ub l) (OM :GRNG)

Cryp tzo ne Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :CZON B)

Eg etis Therap eutics AB (p ub l) (OM :EGTX)

Feelg o o d Svens ka AB (p ub l) (OM :FEEL)

Greater Than AB (OM :GREAT)

CTT Sys tems AB (OM :CTT)

Eg ns INVEST Ejend o mme Tys kland A/S (CPSE:EGNETY)
Fello w Finance Oyj (HLSE:FELLOW)

Green Land s cap ing Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :GREEN)

Curalo g ic A/S (CPSE:CUR)

Eik fas teig nafélag hf. (ICSE:EIK)

Fenix Outd o o r Internatio nal AG (OM :FOI B)

Green M o b ility A/S (CPSE:GREENM )

Curand o No rd ic AB (p ub l) (OM :CUR)

Eims kip afélag Ís land s hf. (ICSE:EIM )

Ferro amp Elektro nik AB (p ub l) (OM :FERRO)

Green Wind Energ y (CPSE:GW)

Cyb Aero AB

Eland ers AB (p ub l) (OM :ELAN B)

Ferro no rd ic AB (p ub l) (OM :FNM )

Grø nland s BANKEN A/S (CPSE:GRLA)

Cyb er Security 1 AB (p ub l) (OM :CYB1)

Elco teq SE (HLSE:ELQAV)

Fes ti hf. (ICSE:FESTI)

GTECH Swed en Interactive AB (OM :BOSS)

Cyb erco m Gro up AB (OM :CYBE)

Elecs ter Oyj (HLSE:ELEAV)

Filo M ining Co rp . (OM :FIL)

Guard Therap eutics Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :GUARD)

Cyxo ne AB (p ub l) (OM :CYXO)

Electra Grup p en AB (p ub l) (OM :ELEC)

Fing erp rint Card s AB (p ub l) (OM :FING B)

Guid eline Geo AB (p ub l) (OM :GGEO)

Dag o n AB (p ub l) (OM :DAG)

Electro lux Pro fes s io nal AB (p ub l) (OM :EPRO B)

Finnair Oyj (HLSE:FIA1S)

Gunneb o Ind us tries AB (OM :GIAB)

Damp s kib s s els kab et No rd en A/S (CPSE:DNORD) Elekta AB (p ub l) (OM :EKTA B)

Fio nia Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:FIONIA)

Gyld end al A/S (CPSE:GYLD A)

Dan-Ejend o mme Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:DEH)

Elektro nikGrup p en BK AB (OM :ELGR B)

Firefly AB (p ub l) (OM :FIRE)

H & M Hennes & M auritz AB (p ub l) (OM :HM B)

Danis h Aero s p ace Co mp any A/S (CPSE:DAC)

Elis a Oyj (HLSE:ELISA)

Firs tFarms A/S (CPSE:FFARM S)

H. Lund b eck A/S (CPSE:LUN)

Dannemo ra M ineral AB (OM :DM AB B)

Ellen AB (p ub l) (OM :ELN)

Fis kars Oyj Ab p (HLSE:FSKRS)

H+H Internatio nal A/S (CPSE:HH)

Dans k Ind us tri Inves t A/S (CPSE:DII)

Ellwee AB (p ub l) (OM :ELLWEE)

FIT Bio tech Oy (HLSE:FITBIO)

Hag ar hf (ICSE:HAGA)

Dans ke And els kas s ers Bank A/S (CPSE:DAB)

Elo s M ed tech AB (p ub l) (OM :ELOS B)

Flexio n M o b ile Plc (OM :FLEXM )

Hald ex AB (p ub l) (OM :HLDX)

Dans ke Bank A/S (CPSE:DANSKE)

Eltel AB (p ub l) (OM :ELTEL)

FlexQub e AB (p ub l) (OM :FLEXQ)

Hamp id jan Hf. (ICSE:HAM P)

Dantax A/S (CPSE:DANT)

Emb racer Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :EM BRAC B)

FLSmid th & Co . A/S (CPSE:FLS)

Hand icare Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :HANDI)

Datap ro ces Gro up A/S (CPSE:DATA)

Emp ir Gro up AB (OM :EM PIR B)

Flüg g er g ro up A/S (CPSE:FLUG B)

Hans a Bio p harma AB (p ub l) (OM :HNSA)

DDM Ho ld ing AG (OM :DDM )

Enad Glo b al 7 AB (p ub l) (OM :EG7)

Fluicell AB (p ub l) (OM :FLUI)

Hanza Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :HANZA)

Decid eAct A/S (CPSE:ACT)

Enalyzer A/S (CPSE:ENALYZ)

FM M atts s o n M o ra Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :FM M B)Hap p y Help er A/S (CPSE:HAPPY)

Ded icare AB (p ub l) (OM :DEDI)

End o mines AB (p ub l) (OM :ENDO)

FM E Euro p e AB (OM :FM E B)

Harb o es Bryg g eri A/S (CPSE:HARB B)

Deltaq A/S (CPSE:DELTAQ)

Enea AB (p ub l) (OM :ENEA)

Fo d elia Oyj (HLSE:FODELIA)

Harvia Oyj (HLSE:HARVIA)

Deltek Danmark A/S (CPSE:M ACO)

Ened o Oyj (HLSE:ENEDO)

FOM Techno lo g ies A/S (CPSE:FOM )

Havs frun Inves tment AB (p ub l) (OM :HAV B)
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HEBA Fas tig hets AB (p ub l) (OM :HEBA B)

Integ rum AB (p ub l) (OM :INTEG B)

Klap p ir Grænar Laus nir hf. (ICSE:KLAPP B)

M ang o ld Fo nd ko mmis s io n AB (OM :M ANG)

Hed eg aard A/S (CPSE:HEDE)

Interavanti Oyj (HLSE:INA1S)

Klaria Pharma Ho ld ing AB (p ub l.) (OM :KLAR)

M antex AB (p ub l) (OM :M ANTEX)

Hed era Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :HEGR)

InterM ail A/S (CPSE:IM AIL)

Klö vern AB (p ub l) (OM :KLOV B)

M arel hf. (ICSE:M AREL)

Heero s Oyj (HLSE:HEEROS)

Internatio nal Petro leum Co rp o ratio n (OM :IPCO)

KM T Gro up AB (OM :KM T)

M arimekko Oyj (HLSE:M EKKO)

Helio s p ectra AB (p ub l) (OM :HELIO)

Intervacc AB (p ub l) (OM :IVACC)

Kno wit AB (p ub l) (OM :KNOW)

M artela Oyj (HLSE:M ARAS)

Hemb la AB (p ub l) (OM :HEM B)

Intrum AB (p ub l) (OM :INTRUM )

Kø b enhavns Lufthavne A/S (CPSE:KBHL)

M atas A/S (CPSE:M ATAS)

Hemcheck Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :HEM C)

Invajo Techno lo g ies AB (p ub l) (OM :INVAJ O)

Ko jamo Oyj (HLSE:KOJ AM O)

M ats e Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :M AT)

Hemfo s a Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OM :HEM F)

Inves tering s s els kab et Luxo r A/S (CPSE:LUXOR B) Ko llect o n Demand Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :KOLL) M avs hack AB (p ub l) (OM :M AV)

Hemtex AB (p ub l) (OM :HEM X)

Inves tment AB Lato ur (p ub l) (OM :LATO B)

KONE Oyj (HLSE:KNEBV)

M ax Bank (CPSE:M AX)

Herantis Pharma Oyj (HLSE:HRTIS)

Inves tment AB Öres und (p ub l) (OM :ORES)

Ko necranes Plc (HLSE:KCR)

M axFas tig heter i Sverig e AB (p ub l) (OM :M AXF)

Hexag o n AB (p ub l) (OM :HEXA B)

Inves to r AB (p ub l) (OM :INVE B)

Ko ns o lid ato r A/S (CPSE:KONSOL)

M d und o .co m A/S (CPSE:M DUNDO)

Hexatro nic Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :HTRO)

Inves to rs Ho us e Oyj (HLSE:INVEST)

Ko ntig o Care AB (p ub l) (OM :KONT)

M ed Cap AB (p ub l) (OM :M CAP)

HEXPOL AB (p ub l) (OM :HPOL B)

Invis io AB (p ub l) (OM :IVSO)

Ko p y Go ld field s AB (p ub l) (OM :KOPY)

M ed Co re AB (OM :M COR)

Hifab Gro up AB (p ub l.) (OM :HIFA B)

Invuo Techno lo g ies AB (OM :INVUO)

Ko tip izza Gro up Oyj (HLSE:PIZZA)

M ed ia and Games Inves t p lc (OM :M 8 G)

HiQ Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :HIQ)

Inwid o AB (OM :INWI)

Kred itb anken A/S (CPSE:KRE)

M ed ico ver AB (p ub l) (OM :M COV B)

Hitech & Develo p ment Wireles s Swed en Ho ld ing AB Inzile
(p ub l)AB
(OM
(p ub
:HDW
l) (OM
B) :INZILE)

Kung s led en AB (p ub l) (OM :KLED)

M ed ivir AB (p ub l) (OM :M VIR B)

HKScan Oyj (HLSE:HKSAV)

Iris ity AB (p ub l) (OM :IRIS)

Kvika b anki hf. (ICSE:KVIKA)

M eko no men AB (p ub l) (OM :M EKO)

HL Dis p lay Ho ld ing AB (OM :HL B)

IRLAB Therap eutics AB (p ub l) (OM :IRLAB A)

L E Lund b erg fö retag en AB (p ub l) (OM :LUND B)

M elker Schö rling AB (OM :M ELK)

HM S Netwo rks AB (p ub l) (OM :HM S)

IRRAS AB (p ub l) (OM :IRRAS)

Lab eyrie Fine Fo o d s PLC (ICSE:A)

M entice AB (p ub l) (OM :M NTC)

Hö g anäs AB (p ub l) (OM :HOGA B)

Is o fo l M ed ical AB (p ub l) (OM :ISOFOL)

Lag ercrantz Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :LAGR B)

M ermaid A/S (CPSE:M ERM )

Ho is t Finance AB (p ub l) (OM :HOFI)

ISR Immune Sys tem Reg ulatio n Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM
Lammhults
:ISR) Des ig n Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :LAM M B)M ets ä Bo ard Oyj (HLSE:M ETSB)

Ho ivatilat Oyj (HLSE:HOIVA)

ISS A/S (CPSE:ISS)

Lån & Sp ar Bank A/S (CPSE:LASP)

M ets o Fab rics Co rp . (HLSE:TAF1V)

Ho ld ing s els kab et af 8 . maj 2 0 13 A/S (CPSE:LAST B)ITAB Sho p Co ncep t AB (p ub l) (OM :ITAB B)

Land & Leis ure A/S (CPSE:LL B)

M ets o Outo tec Oyj (HLSE:M OCORP)

Ho lmen AB (p ub l) (OM :HOLM B)

I-Tech AB (OM :ITECH)

Lap p land Go ld miners AB (OM :GOLD)

M icro Sys tematio n AB (p ub l) (OM :M SAB B)

Ho me Pro p erties AB (OM :HOPR)

Itiviti Gro up AB (OM :ORC)

Las s ila & Tikano ja Oyj (HLSE:LAT1V)

M id s o na AB (p ub l) (OM :M SON B)

Ho nkarakenne Oyj (HLSE:HONBS)

Ivis ys AB (p ub l) (OM :IVISYS)

Lauritz.co m Gro up A/S (OM :LAUR)

M id s ummer AB (p ub l) (OM :M IDS)

Ho us e o f Friend s AB (p ub l) (OM :HOFF)

iZafe Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :IZAFE B)

LBI hf. (ICSE:LAIS)

M id way Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :M IDW B)

Hö vd ing Sverig e AB (p ub l) (OM :HOVD)

J eeves Info rmatio n Sys tems AB (OM :J EEV)

Lead Des k Oy (HLSE:LEADD)

M illico m Internatio nal Cellular S.A. (OM :TIGO SDB)

Ho ylu AB (p ub l) (OM :HOYLU)

J ens en & M ø ller Inves t A/S (CPSE:J M I)

Lead ing Ed g e M aterials Co rp . (OM :LEM SE)

M ines to AB (p ub l) (OM :M INEST)

HRC Wo rld Plc (CPSE:HRC)

J etp ak To p Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :J ETPAK)

LED iBo nd Internatio nal A/S (CPSE:LEDIBOND)

M IPS AB (p ub l) (OM :M IPS)

hub b r AB (p ub l) (OM :HUBR B)

J eud an A/S (CPSE:J DAN)

Led s tiernan AB (OM :LEDS B)

M is en Energ y AB (p ub l) (OM :M ISE)

Hufvud s tad en AB (p ub l) (OM :HUFV A)

J LT M o b ile Co mp uters AB (p ub l) (OM :J LT)

Lehto Gro up Oyj (HLSE:LEHTO)

M its ub is hi Lo g is next Euro p e Oy (HLSE:ROC1V)

Huhtamäki Oyj (HLSE:HUH1V)

J M AB (p ub l) (OM :J M )

Leo Veg as AB (p ub l) (OM :LEO)

M o b erg Pharma AB (p ub l) (OM :M OB)

Humana AB (p ub l) (OM :HUM )

J o b ind ex A/S (CPSE:J OBNDX)

LIDDS AB (p ub l) (OM :LIDDS)

M o d ern Eko no mi Sverig e Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :M E)

Hus Co mp ag niet A/S (CPSE:HUSCO)

J o hn M atts o n Fas tig hets fö retag en AB (p ub l) (OM :JLifco
OM A)
AB (p ub l) (OM :LIFCO B)

M o d ern Times Gro up M tg AB (OM :M TG B)

Hus q varna AB (p ub l) (OM :HUSQ B)

J o nDeTech Sens o rs AB (p ub l) (OM :J DT)

LifeClean Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :LCLEAN)

M o d ul 1 Data AB (Pub l) (OM :M OD1)

Hvid b jerg Bank A/S (CPSE:HVID)

J o s emaria Res o urces Inc. (OM :J OSE)

Lig htLab Swed en AB (OM :LLSW B)

M o ls linjen A/S (CPSE:M OLS)

Hyp efacto rs A/S (CPSE:HYPE)

J ulius Tallb erg -Kiinteis tö t Oyj (HLSE:J TK1V)

Lime Techno lo g ies AB (p ub l) (OM :LIM E)

M o ment Gro up AB (OM :M OM ENT)

IAR Sys tems Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :IAR B)

J utland er Bank A/S (CPSE:J UTBK)

Lind ab Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :LIAB)

M o mentum Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :M M GR B)

IC Gro up A/S (CPSE:IC)

J ys ke Bank A/S (CPSE:J YSK)

Link Pro p Inves tment AB (p ub l) (OM :LINKAB)

M o nb erg & Tho rs en A/S (CPSE:M T B)

ICA Grup p en AB (p ub l) (OM :ICA)

K2 A Knaus t & And ers s o n Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OMLip
:K2
idA
o rB)
AB (p ub l) (OM :LIPI)

M ø ns Bank A/S (CPSE:M NBA)

Iceland Seafo o d Internatio nal hf. (ICSE:ICESEA)

KABE Gro up AB (p ub l.) (OM :KABE B)

Litium AB (p ub l) (OM :LITI)

M o ns ens o A/S (CPSE:M ONSO)

Iceland air Gro up hf. (ICSE:ICEAIR)

Kakel M ax AB (p ub l) (OM :KAKEL)

Liv iho p AB (p ub l) (OM :LIVI)

M o xieTech Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :M OXI)

Iceland ic Gro up hf. (ICSE:IG)

Kald aló n hf. (ICSE:KALD)

Lo g is tea AB (p ub l) (OM :LOG)

M Q Ho ld ing AB (OM :M Q)

Ico no vo AB (p ub l) (OM :ICO)

Kalleb äck Pro p erty Inves t AB (p ub l) (OM :KAPIAB) Lo hilo Fo o d s Ab (Pub l) (OM :LOHILO)

M r Green & Co AB (p ub l) (OM :M RG)

Id o g en AB (p ub l) (OM :IDOGEN)

Kamb i Gro up p lc (OM :KAM BI)

Lo kalb anken i No rd s jaelland A/S (CPSE:LOKA)

M T Hø jg aard Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:M THH)

Ilkka-Yhtymä Oyj (HLSE:ILK2 S)

Kamux Oyj (HLSE:KAM UX)

Lo lland s Bank A/S (CPSE:LOLB)

M ultiQ Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :M ULQ)

Imag e Sys tems AB (OM :IS)

Kancera AB (p ub l) (OM :KAN)

Lo o mis AB (p ub l) (OM :LOOM IS)

M unters Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :M TRS)

Immunicum AB (p ub l) (OM :IM M U)

Kap p Ahl AB (p ub l) (OM :KAHL)

Lo ud s p ring Oyj (HLSE:LOUD)

M us ti Gro up Oyj (HLSE:M USTI)

Immuno via AB (p ub l) (OM :IM M NOV)

Karno v Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :KAR)

Lucara Diamo nd Co rp . (OM :LUC)

M ycro nic AB (p ub l) (OM :M YCR)

Imp act Co ating s AB (p ub l) (OM :IM PC)

Karo Pharma AB (p ub l) (OM :KARO)

Lund in Energ y AB (p ub l) (OM :LUNE)

myFC Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :M YFC)

Imp lantica AG (OM :IM P A SDB)

Karo lins ka Develo p ment AB (p ub l) (OM :KDEV)

Lund in Go ld Inc. (OM :LUG)

Nanexa AB (p ub l) (OM :NANEXA)

Incap Oyj (HLSE:ICP1V)

Kaup thing ehf (ICSE:KAUP)

Lund in M ining Co rp o ratio n (OM :LUM I)

Nano Co ver A/S (CPSE:NANO)

InCo ax Netwo rks AB (p ub l) (OM :INCOAX)

Keb Ni AB (p ub l) (OM :KEBNI B)

Luxb rig ht AB (p ub l) (OM :LXB)

Nano fo rm Finland Oyj (HLSE:NANOFH)

InDex Pharmaceuticals Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :INDEX)
Kemira Oyj (HLSE:KEM IRA)

Lyko Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :LYKO A)

NAXS AB (p ub l) (OM :NAXS)

Ind us trial and Financial Sys tems , IFS AB (p ub l) (OM Kentima
:IFS B) Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :KENH)

M .O.B.A. Netwo rk AB (p ub l) (OM :M OBA)

NCAB Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NCAB)

Ind utrad e AB (p ub l) (OM :INDT)

M ackmyra Svens k Whis ky AB (p ub l) (OM :M ACK B)NCC AB (p ub l) (OM :NCC B)

Kes kis uo malainen Oyj (HLSE:KSLAV)

Infant Bacterial Therap eutics AB (p ub l) (OM :IBT B) Kes ko Oyj (HLSE:KESKOB)

M AG Interactive AB (p ub l) (OM :M AGI)

Infrea AB (OM :INFREA)

Kes la Oyj (HLSE:KELAS)

M ag le Chemo s wed Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :M AGLE)
Nefab AB (OM :NEF B)

Inis s io n AB (p ub l) (OM :INISS B)

K-Fas t Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :KFAST B)

M ag no lia Bo s tad AB (p ub l) (OM :M AG)

Neles Oyj (HLSE:NELES)

Inno facto r Oyj (HLSE:IFA1V)

Kind red Gro up p lc (OM :KIND SDB)

M aha Energ y AB (p ub l) (OM :M AHA A)

Nelly Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NELLY)

Ins p lo rio n AB (p ub l) (OM :INSP)

Kinnevik AB (OM :KINV B)

M älarvärme Ho ld ing AB (OM :VKG)

Neo net AB (OM :NEO)

Ins talco AB (p ub l) (OM :INSTAL)

Klakki ehf. (ICSE:EXISTA)

M almb erg s Elektris ka AB (p ub l) (OM :M EAB B)

Nep a AB (p ub l) (OM :NEPA)
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Nes te Oyj (HLSE:NESTE)

NTR Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:NTR B)

Pho to cat A/S (OM :PCAT)

Res urs CNC AB (OM :RES B)

Net Ins ig ht AB (p ub l) (OM :NETI B)

Nuevo lutio n AB (p ub l) (OM :NUE)

Piezo M o to r Up p s ala AB (p ub l) (OM :PIEZO)

Res urs Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :RESURS)

NetBo o s ter Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:NBOOST)

NunaM inerals A/S (CPSE:NUNA)

Pihlajalinna Oyj (HLSE:PIHLIS)

Revenio Gro up Oyj (HLSE:REG1V)

Netco mp any Gro up A/S (CPSE:NETC)

Nurminen Lo g is tics Oyj (HLSE:NLG1V)

Piip p o Oyj (HLSE:PIIPPO)

RIAS A/S (CPSE:RIAS B)

NetJ o b s Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NJ OB)

Nyfo s a AB (p ub l) (OM :NYF)

Platzer Fas tig heter Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :PLAZ B)R ing kjø b ing Land b o b ank A/S (CPSE:RILBA)

Netmo re Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NETM B)

Oas mia Pharmaceutical AB (p ub l) (OM :OASM )

Plc Uutechnic Gro up Oyj (HLSE:UUTEC)

Rizzo Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :RIZZO B)

NetOnNet AB

Ob erthur Techno lo g ies AB (OM :XPON)

Po lyg iene AB (p ub l.) (OM :POLYG)

RLS Glo b al AB (p ub l) (OM :RLS)

Neto p So lutio ns A/S (CPSE:NETOP)

Ob o ya Ho rticulture Ind us tries AB (p ub l) (OM :OBOYA
Po lyp
B) lank AB (p ub l) (OM :POLY)

RNB Retail and Brand s AB (p ub l) (OM :RNBS)

Nets A/S (CPSE:NETS)

Od d M o lly Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :ODD)

Po ns s e Oyj (HLSE:PON1V)

Ro b ert Friman Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :FRIM )

New No rd ic Healthb rand s AB (p ub l) (OM :NNH)

Od ico A/S (CPSE:ODICO)

Po o lia AB (p ub l) (OM :POOL B)

Ro b it Oyj (HLSE:ROBIT)

New Wave Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NEWA B)

OEM Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :OEM B)

Po werCell Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :PCELL)

Ro b lo n A/S (CPSE:RBLN B)

Newcap Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:NEWCAP)

Offentlig a Hus i No rd en AB (p ub l) (OM :OFFHUS) Pö yry Oyj (HLSE:POY1V)

ROCKWOOL Internatio nal A/S (CPSE:ROCK B)

Newto n No rd ic AB (OM :NEWTON)

Okmetic Oyj (HLSE:OKM 1V)

Precio Fis hb o ne AB (p ub l) (OM :PRCO B)

Ro lling Op tics Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :RO)

Nexam Chemical Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :NEXAM ) Olico m A/S (CPSE:OLI)

Precis e Bio metrics AB (p ub l) (OM :PREC)

Rö rvik Timb er AB (p ub l) (OM :RTIM B)

NexCo m A/S (CPSE:NEXCOM )

Olvi Oyj (HLSE:OLVAS)

Preco mp So lutio ns AB (p ub l) (OM :PCOM B)

Ro ttnero s AB (p ub l) (OM :RROS)

Nexs tim Plc (HLSE:NXTM H)

OM : ACRI A (OM :ACRI)

Prevas AB (OM :PREV B)

Ro vio Entertainment Oyj (HLSE:ROVIO)

Next Games Oyj (HLSE:NXTGM S)

Oma Sääs tö p ankki Oyj (HLSE:OM ASP)

Pricer AB (p ub l) (OM :PRIC B)

Ro vs ing A/S (CPSE:ROV)

NextCell Pharma AB (OM :NXTCL)

Onco p ep tid es AB (p ub l) (OM :ONCO)

Prime Office A/S (CPSE:PRIM OF)

Ro yal Unib rew A/S (CPSE:RBREW)

NGS Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NGS)

Online Brand s No rd ic AB (p ub l) (OM :OBAB)

Privanet Gro up Oyj (HLSE:PRIVA)

RTX A/S (CPSE:RTX)

NIBE Ind us trier AB (p ub l) (OM :NIBE B)

Onxeo SA (CPSE:ONXEO)

Pro act IT Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :PACT)

Rus Fo res t AB (p ub l) (OM :RUSF)

Nico ccino Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :NICO)

OP Yritys p ankki Oyj (HLSE:POH1S)

Pro b i AB (p ub l) (OM :PROB)

Rus h Facto ry Oyj (HLSE:RUSH)

NIG Sverig e AB (OM :ACAP B)

Op tiFreeze AB (p ub l) (OM :OPTI)

Pro filGrup p en AB (p ub l) (OM :PROF B)

S2 M ed ical AB (p ub l) (OM :S2 M )

Nilfis k Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:NLFSK)

Op to med Oyj (HLSE:OPTOM ED)

Pro jekteng ag emang Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :PENG B)
Saab AB (p ub l) (OM :SAAB B)

Nilö rng rup p en AB (OM :NIL B)

Oral Hammas lääkärit Plc (HLSE:ORA1V)

Pro mo re Pharma AB (p ub l) (OM :PROM O)

Safeture AB (p ub l) (OM :SFTR)

Nils s o n Sp ecial Vehicles AB (p ub l) (OM :NILS)

Orexo AB (p ub l) (OM :ORX)

Pro s taLund AB (p ub l) (OM :PLUN)

Sag a Furs Oyj (HLSE:SAGCV)

Nis cayah Gro up AB (OM :NISC B)

Org ano Click AB (p ub l) (OM :ORGC)

Pro s tatyp e Geno mics AB (p ub l) (OM :PROGEN)

Salco mp Plc (HLSE:SAL1V)

Nitro Games Oyj (OM :NITRO)

Oriflame Swis s Ho ld ing AG (OM :ORI)

Pro tect Data AB (OM :PROT)

SaltX Techno lo g y Ho ld ing AB (OM :SALT B)

Nixu Oyj (HLSE:NIXU)

Orig o hf. (ICSE:ORIGO)

PunaM us ta M ed ia Oyj (HLSE:PUM U)

Salus Ans var AB (OM :SALA B)

NKT A/S (CPSE:NKT)

Orio la Oyj (HLSE:OKDBV)

PV Enterp ris e Swed en AB

Samhälls b yg g nad s b o lag et i No rd en AB (p ub l) (OM :SBB B)

NNIT A/S (CPSE:NNIT)

Orio n Oyj (HLSE:ORNBV)

QleanAir Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :QAIR)

Samp o Oyj (HLSE:SAM PO)

No b ia AB (p ub l) (OM :NOBI)

Orp hazyme A/S (CPSE:ORPHA)

Qlife Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :QLIFE)

Sand vik AB (p ub l) (OM :SAND)

No b ina AB (p ub l) (OM :NOBINA)

Ørs ted A/S (CPSE:ORSTED)

Q-linea AB (p ub l) (OM :QLINEA)

Sanio na AB (p ub l) (OM :SANION)

No Ho Partners Oyj (HLSE:NOHO)

Ortivus AB (p ub l) (OM :ORTI B)

Qliro AB (p ub l) (OM :QLIRO)

Sanis tål A/S (CPSE:SANI)

No kia Co rp o ratio n (HLSE:NOKIA)

Os car Pro p erties Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :OP)

Q-M ed AB (OM :QM ED)

Sano ma Oyj (HLSE:SAA1V)

No kian Renkaat Oyj (HLSE:TYRES)

Os s Ds ig n AB (p ub l) (OM :OSSD)

QPR So ftware Oyj (HLSE:QPR1V)

SAS AB (p ub l) (OM :SAS)

No lato AB (p ub l) (OM :NOLA B)

Ös s ur hf. (CPSE:OSSR)

Qt Gro up Oyj (HLSE:QTCOM )

Satair A/S (CPSE:SAT)

No rd Ins uretech Gro up AB (OM :NORDIG)

Øs tjyd s k Bank A/S (CPSE:OJ BA)

Quartiers Pro p erties AB (p ub l) (OM :QUART)

Savo s o lar Oyj (OM :SAVOS)

No rd ax Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NDX)

Outo kump u Oyj (HLSE:OUT1V)

QuiaPEG Pharmaceuticals Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :QUIA)
SAV-Raho itus Oyj (HLSE:SAV1V)

No rd ea Bank Ab p (OM :NDA SE)

Ovaro Kiinteis tö s ijo itus Oyj (HLSE:OVARO)

Rad is s o n Ho s p itality AB (p ub l) (OM :RADH)

Saxlund Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :SAXG)

No rd fyns Bank A/S (CPSE:NRDF)

Ovzo n AB (p ub l) (OM :OVZON)

Railcare Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :RAIL)

Scand Bo o k Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :SBOK)

No rd ic Aluminium Oyj (HLSE:NOA1V)

OW Bunker A/S (CPSE:OW)

Rais io p lc (HLSE:RAIVV)

Scand i Stand ard AB (p ub l) (OM :SCST)

No rd ic Blue Inves t A/S (CPSE:NOBIN)

OXE M arine AB (p ub l) (OM :OXE)

Raketech Gro up Ho ld ing PLC (OM :RAKE)

Scand ic Ho tels Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :SHOT)

No rd ic Entertainment Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NENT B)
Oyj Aho la Trans p o rt Ab p (HLSE:AHOLA)

Ramirent Oyj (HLSE:RAM I)

Scand iDo s AB (p ub l) (OM :SDOS)

No rd ic Flang es Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NFGAB)

P/F Atlantic Petro leum (CPSE:ATLA DKK)

Rand s tad (OM :PROE B)

Scand inavian Bio g as Fuels Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :BIOGAS)

No rd ic ID Oyj (HLSE:NORDID)

P/F BankNo rd ik (CPSE:BNORDIK CSE)

Ranp lan Gro up AB (OM :RPLAN)

Scand inavian Brake Sys tems A/S (CPSE:SBS)

No rd ic Iro n Ore AB (p ub l) (OM :NIO)

Pallas Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :PALS B)

Rap ala VM C Co rp o ratio n (HLSE:RAP1V)

Scand inavian Chemo Tech AB (p ub l) (OM :CM OTEC B)

No rd ic M ines AB (p ub l) (OM :NOM I)

Pand o ra A/S (CPSE:PNDORA)

Ras ta Gro up AB (OM :RAST)

Scand inavian Enviro Sys tems AB (p ub l) (OM :SES)

No rd ic Pap er Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :NPAPER)

Pand o x AB (p ub l) (OM :PNDX B)

Rato s AB (p ub l) (OM :RATO B)

Scand inavian Inves tment Gro up A/S (CPSE:SIG)

No rd ic Service Partners Ho ld ing AB (OM :NSP B)

Pano s taja Oyj (HLSE:PNA1V)

Rautaruukki Co rp o ratio n (HLSE:RTRKS)

Scand inavian To b acco Gro up A/S (CPSE:STG)

No rd ic Ship ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:NORDIC)

Pap illy AB (p ub l) (OM :PAPI)

Raute Oyj (HLSE:RAUTE)

Scanfil Oyj (HLSE:SCANFL)

No rd ic Waterp ro o fing Ho ld ing AB (OM :NWG)

Parad o x Interactive AB (p ub l) (OM :PDX)

RaySearch Lab o rato ries AB (p ub l) (OM :RAY B)

Scanfil Swed en AB (OM :PART)

No rd jys ke Bank A/S (CPSE:NORDJ B)

Park Street No rd ico m A/S (CPSE:PSNRDC A)

Re:NewCell AB (p ub l) (OM :RENEW)

ScanM ining AB (OM :SCM I)

No rd net AB (p ub l) (OM :SAVE)

PARKEN Sp o rt & Entertainment A/S (CPSE:PARKEN)
Read ly Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :READ)

Scanwo rld TravelPartner AB (OM :TP)

No rth M ed ia A/S (CPSE:NORTHM )

Partnera Oy (HLSE:PARTNE1)

Read So ft AB (OM :RSOF B)

Scap e Techno lo g ies A/S (CPSE:SCAPE)

No rthb aze Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :NBZ)

Paxman AB (p ub l) (OM :PAX)

Realfictio n Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :REALFI)

SciBas e Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :SCIB)

No rves tia Oyj (HLSE:NORVE)

Peab AB (p ub l) (OM :PEAB B)

Recip harm AB (OM :RECI B)

Sco ut Gaming Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :SCOUT)

NOTE AB (p ub l) (OM :NOTE)

Peab Ind us tri AB (OM :PIND B)

Reg inn hf. (ICSE:REGINN)

Sd ip tech AB (p ub l) (OM :SDIP B)

No vaCas t Techno lo g ies AB (p ub l) (OM :NCAS B) Penneo Ap S (CPSE:PENNEO)

Reitir fas teig nafélag hf. (ICSE:REITIR)

Seafire AB (p ub l) (OM :SEAF)

No vo No rd is k A/S (CPSE:NOVO B)

Per Aars leff Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:PAAL B)

Rejlers AB (p ub l) (OM :REJ L B)

Seamles s Dis trib utio n Sys tems AB (p ub l) (OM :SDS)

No vo tek AB (OM :NTEK B)

Perg o (Euro p e) AB (OM :PERG)

Reka Ind us trial Oyj (HLSE:REKA)

Seanet M aritime Co mmunicatio ns AB (p ub l) (OM :SEAN)

No vo zymes A/S (CPSE:NZYM B)

Petro g rand AB (p ub l) (OM :PETRO)

Relais Gro up Oyj (HLSE:RELAIS)

SeaTwirl AB (p ub l) (OM :STW)

NP3 Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OM :NP3 )

Pfizer Inc. (OM :PFE)

Rella Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:RELLA)

SECITS Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :SECI)

NTG No rd ic Trans p o rt Gro up A/S (CPSE:NTG)

Pharmaco lo g i Up p s ala AB (p ub l) (OM :PHLOG B) Remed y Entertainment Oyj (HLSE:REM EDY)
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Secto r Alarm Oy (HLSE:TUT1V)

Sp o rtamo re AB (p ub l) (OM :SPOR)

Terveys talo Healthcare Oyj (HLSE:SUT1V)

VEF Ltd . (OM :VEFL SDB)

Sectra AB (p ub l) (OM :SECT B)

Sp rint Bio s cience AB (p ub l) (OM :SPRINT)

Terveys talo Oyj (HLSE:TTALO)

Veg o f Lund AB (p ub l) (OM :VOLAB)

Securitas AB (OM :SECU B)

SRAB Ship p ing AB (OM :SRAB)

Tethys Oil AB (p ub l) (OM :TETY)

Velo xis Pharmaceuticals A/S (CPSE:VELO)

Sed ana M ed ical AB (p ub l) (OM :SEDANA)

SRV Yhtiö t Oyj (HLSE:SRV1V)

TF Bank AB (p ub l) (OM :TFBANK)

Veo neer, Inc. (OM :VNE SDB)

Selena Oil & Gas Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :SOGH)

SSAB AB (p ub l) (OM :SSAB B)

The Drilling Co mp any o f 19 72 A/S (CPSE:DRLCO) Veris ure M id ho ld ing AB (OM :SDIR B)

Sels kab et af 1. s ep temb er 2 0 0 8 A/S (CPSE:ROSK) SSH Co mmunicatio ns Security Oyj (HLSE:SSH1V)

The Lexing to n Co mp any AB (p ub l) (OM :LEX)

Verkko kaup p a.co m Oyj (HLSE:VERK)

Seluxit A/S (CPSE:SLXIT)

SSM Ho ld ing (OM :SSM )

Thrane & Thrane A/S (CPSE:THRAN)

Vertical ventures (OM :VEVEN)

Semco n AB (p ub l) (OM :SEM C)

Starb reeze AB (p ub l) (OM :STAR B)

Thule Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :THULE)

Vertis eit AB (p ub l) (OM :VERT B)

Sens ec Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :SECS)

Stayb le Therap eutics AB (p ub l) (OM :STABL)

Thund erful Gro up AB (OM :THUNDR)

Ves tas Wind Sys tems A/S (CPSE:VWS)

Sens ys Gats o Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :SENS)

Stend ö rren Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OM :STEF B)

Ticket Travel Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :TICK)

Ves tfyns Bank A/S (CPSE:VEFY)

SenzaGen AB (OM :SENZA)

Stenhus Fas tig heter i No rd en AB (p ub l) (OM :SFAST)
Tieto EVRY Oyj (HLSE:TIETO)

Ves tjys k Bank A/S (CPSE:VJ BA)

Senzime AB (p ub l) (OM :SEZI)

Steno care A/S (CPSE:STENO)

Tiimari Oyj Ab p (HLSE:TII1V)

Viafin Service Oyj (HLSE:VIAFIN)

Serneke Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :SRNKE B)

Stille AB (OM :STIL)

Tikkurila Oyj (HLSE:TIK1V)

Vico re Pharma Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :VICO)

Sers tech AB (OM :SERT)

Stillfro nt Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :SF)

Titanium Oyj (HLSE:TITAN)

Victo r Internatio nal AS (CPSE:VIINT)

ShaM aran Petro leum Co rp . (OM :SNM )

Sto ckmann Oyj Ab p (HLSE:STCBV)

Tivo li A/S (CPSE:TIV)

Victo ria Park AB (OM :VICP A)

Shap e Ro b o tics A/S (CPSE:SHAPE)

Sto ckwik Fö rvaltning AB (p ub l) (OM :STWK)

TM hf. (ICSE:TM )

Victo ria Pro p erties A/S (CPSE:VIPRO)

Sievi Cap ital Oyj (HLSE:SIEVI)

Sto nes o ft Oyj (HLSE:SFT1V)

To b ii AB (p ub l) (OM :TOBII)

Vig med Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :VIG)

Sig natur Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OM :SIGN B)

Sto ra Ens o Oyj (HLSE:STERV)

To kmanni Gro up Oyj (HLSE:TOKM AN)

Viking Line ABP (HLSE:VIK1V)

Siili So lutio ns Oyj (HLSE:SIILI)

Sto rytel AB (p ub l) (OM :STORY B)

To leranzia AB (OM :TOL)

Viking Sup p ly Ship s AB (p ub l) (OM :VSSAB B)

Silkeb o rg IF Inves t A/S (CPSE:SIF)

Strateg ic Inves tments A/S (CPSE:STRINV)

To p d anmark A/S (CPSE:TOP)

Vincit Oyj (HLSE:VINCIT)

Silmäas ema Oyj (HLSE:SILM A)

Strax AB (p ub l) (OM :STRAX)

To p o targ et A/S (CPSE:TOPO)

Viro Gates A/S (CPSE:VIRO)

SimCo rp A/S (CPSE:SIM )

Stud entb o s täd er i Sverig e AB (p ub l) (OM :STUDBO)
TORM p lc (CPSE:TRM D A)

Síminn hf. (ICSE:SIM INN)

Stud s vik AB (p ub l) (OM :SVIK)

To rs land a Pro p erty Inves tment AB (p ub l) (OM :TORSAB)
Vitro life AB (p ub l) (OM :VITR)

Simris Alg AB (p ub l) (OM :SIM RIS B)

Suo minen Oyj (HLSE:SUY1V)

To talb anken A/S (CPSE:TOTA)

VNV Glo b al AB (p ub l) (OM :VNV)

Sinch AB (p ub l) (OM :SINCH)

Surg ical Science Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :SUS)

To urn Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :TOURN)

Vo lati AB (OM :VOLO)

SinterCas t AB (p ub l) (OM :SINT)

Sved b erg s i Dals to rp AB (p ub l) (OM :SVED B)

Trad eDo ub ler AB (p ub l) (OM :TRAD)

Vo s to k Gas Ltd . (OM :VGAS SDB)

Sivers Semico nd ucto rs AB (OM :SIVE)

Svejs emas kinefab rikken M ig atro nic A/S (CPSE:M IGA
Train
B) Alliance Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :TRAIN B)

Sjæls ø Grup p en A/S (CPSE:SJ GR)

Svens ka Aero g el Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :AERO)

Sjó vá-Almennar tryg g ing ar hf. (ICSE:SJ OVA)

Svens ka Cellulo s a Aktieb o lag et SCA (p ub l) (OM :SCA
Trans
B) cend ent Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :TRG)

Wärts ilä Oyj Ab p (HLSE:WRT1V)

SJ R in Scand inavia AB (p ub l) (OM :SJ R B)

Svens ka Hand els b anken AB (p ub l) (OM :SHB A)

Trans mo d e AB (p ub l) (OM :TRM O)

Wäs tb yg g Grup p en AB (p ub l) (OM :WBGR B)

Skæls kø r Bank Akties els kab (CPSE:SKLS)

Svens ka Nytto b o s täd er AB (p ub l) (OM :NYTTO)

Trans tema Gro up AB (OM :TRANS)

Waturu Ho ld ing A/S (CPSE:WATURU)

SKAKO A/S (CPSE:SKAKO)

Svo ld er AB (p ub l) (OM :SVOL B)

Trato n SE (OM :8 TRA)

Ways tream Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :WAYS)

Skand inavis ka Ens kild a Banken AB (p ub l) (OM :SEB Sweco
A)
AB (p ub l) (OM :SWEC B)

Travelmarket A/S (CPSE:TM COM )

WeSC AB (p ub l) (OM :WESC)

Skand itek Ind us trifö rvaltning AB (OM :STEK)

Swed b ank AB (p ub l) (OM :SWED A)

Tre Kro no r Pro p erty Inves tment AB (p ub l) (OM :3 KR)
Wes tp ay AB (OM :WPAY)

Skåne-mö llan AB (p ub l) (OM :SKM O)

Swed encare AB (p ub l) (OM :SECARE)

Trelleb o rg AB (p ub l) (OM :TREL B)

Wihlb o rg s Fas tig heter AB (p ub l) (OM :WIHL)

Skans ka AB (p ub l) (OM :SKA B)

Swed is h M atch AB (p ub l) (OM :SWM A)

Trentio n AB (OM :TRENT)

Wils o n Therap eutics AB (p ub l) (OM :WTX)

Skåns ka Energ i AB (OM :SEAB B)

Swed is h Orp han Bio vitrum AB (p ub l) (OM :SOBI)

Tretti AB (OM :TRTI)

Wind o wM as ter Internatio nal A/S (CPSE:WM A)

Skeljung ur hf. (ICSE:SKEL)

Swed is h Stirling AB (p ub l) (OM :STRLNG)

Trib o na AB (p ub l) (OM :TRI)

WirTek A/S (CPSE:WIRTEK)

SkiStar AB (p ub l) (OM :SKIS B)

Syd b ank A/S (CPSE:SYDB)

Trib o ro n Internatio nal AB (p ub l) (OM :TRIBO B)

Wis e Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :WISE)

Skjern Bank A/S (CPSE:SKJ E)

Sýn hf. (ICSE:SYN)

Trico ro na AB (OM :TRIC)

Wo rld Clas s Seag ull Internatio nal AB (OM :WCSI)

Sláturfélag s Suð urland s s vf. (ICSE:SFS B)

Sys temair AB (p ub l) (OM :SYSR)

Trifo rk A/S (CPSE:TRIFOR)

Wulff-Yhtiö t Oyj (HLSE:WUF1V)

Slitevind AB (OM :SLITE)

Taaleri Oyj (HLSE:TAALA)

Tro ax Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :TROAX)

XANO Ind us tri AB (p ub l) (OM :XANO B)

Small Cap Danmark A/S (CPSE:SCD)

Tag M as ter AB (p ub l) (OM :TAGM B)

Trus tBud d y AB (p ub l) (OM :TBDY)

Xb rane Bio p harma AB (p ub l) (OM :XBRANE)

Smart Eye AB (p ub l) (OM :SEYE)

Tako ma Oyj (HLSE:TAM 1V)

Tryg A/S (CPSE:TRYG)

Xintela AB (p ub l) (OM :XINT)

So ftro nic AB (OM :SOF B)

Taleno m Oyj (HLSE:TNOM )

Tryg g a Hem Skand inavien AB (OM :THEM )

XM Reality AB (p ub l) (OM :XM R)

So lar A/S (CPSE:SOLAR B)

Talentum Oyj (HLSE:TTM 1V)

Tulikivi Co rp o ratio n (HLSE:TULAV)

Xs p ray Pharma AB (p ub l) (OM :XSPRAY)

So lnab erg Pro p erty AB (p ub l) (OM :SOLNA)

TalkPo o l AG (OM :TALK)

Ud vikling s s els kab et af 0 1.0 8 . 19 75 A/S (CPSE:UDV75)
Xvivo Perfus io n AB (p ub l) (OM :XVIVO)

So lTech Energ y Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :SOLT)

Tang iamo To uch Techno lo g y AB (p ub l) (OM :TANGI)
UIE PLC (CPSE:UIE)

YIT Oyj (HLSE:YIT)

So lteq Oyj (HLSE:SOLTEQ)

TC TECH Swed en AB (p ub l) (OM :TCT)

Unib ap AB (p ub l) (OM :UNIBAP)

Zap lo x AB (OM :ZAPLOX)

So netel AB (p ub l) (OM :SONE)

TCM Gro up A/S (CPSE:TCM )

Uniflex AB (p ub l) (OM :UFLX B)

Zealand Pharma A/S (CPSE:ZEAL)

So p rano Oyj (HLSE:SOPRA)

TDC A/S (CPSE:TDC)

United Bankers Oyj (HLSE:UNIAV)

ZetaDis p lay AB (p ub l) (OM :ZETA)

So tkamo Silver AB (HLSE:SOSI1)

Techno p o lis Plc (HLSE:TPS1V)

Unlimited Travel Gro up UTG AB (p ub l) (OM :UTG) Ziccum AB (p ub l) (OM :ZICC)

SP Gro up A/S (CPSE:SPG)

Tecno tree Oyj (HLSE:TEM 1V)

UPM -Kymmene Oyj (HLSE:UPM )

Zig nSec AB (p ub l) (OM :ZIGN)

Sp ar No rd Bank A/S (CPSE:SPNO)

Tekla Oyj (HLSE:TLA1V)

Up o no r Oyj (HLSE:UPONOR)

Zinzino AB (p ub l) (OM :ZZ B)

Sp arb ank A/S (CPSE:SPB)

Tele2 AB (p ub l) (OM :TEL2 B)

Up s ales Techno lo g y AB (p ub l) (OM :UPSALE)

Zo d iak Televis io n AB (OM :ZODI B)

Sp arekas s en Fyn A/S (CPSE:SPFA)

Teleca AB (OM :TELC B)

Urb -it AB (p ub l) (OM :URBIT)

Zutec Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :ZUTEC)

Sp arekas s en Hvetb o A/S (CPSE:HVETBO)

Telefo naktieb o lag et LM Erics s o n (p ub l) (OM :ERIC B)
VA Auto mo tive i Häs s leho lm AB (p ub l) (OM :AUTO)Zwip e AS (OM :ZWIPE)

Sp arekas s en Sjælland -Fyn A/S (CPSE:SPKSJ F)

Telelo g ic AB (OM :TLOG)

Vaco n Oyj (HLSE:VAC1V)

Sp ectraCure AB (p ub l) (OM :SPEC)

Teles te Co rp o ratio n (HLSE:TLT1V)

Vais ala Oyj (HLSE:VAIAS)

Sp ectrumOne AB (p ub l) (OM :SPEONE)

Telia Co mp any AB (p ub l) (OM :TELIA)

Valmet Oyj (HLSE:VALM T)

Sp eq ta AB (p ub l) (OM :SPEQT)

Temp es t Security AB (p ub l) (OM :TSEC)

Valo e Oyj (HLSE:VALOE)

Sp iffb et AB (OM :SPIFF)

Teq nio n AB (p ub l) (OM :TEQ)

Vátryg g ing afélag Ís land s hf. (ICSE:VIS)

Sp o nd a Plc (HLSE:SDA1VN0 10 7)

TerraNet Ho ld ing AB (p ub l) (OM :TERRNT B)

VBG Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :VBG B)

Trainers ’ Ho us e Oyj (HLSE:TRH1V)
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Vitec So ftware Gro up AB (p ub l) (OM :VIT B)

Wallens tam AB (p ub l) (OM :WALL B)
Wannakey A/S (CPSE:WKEY)
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Appendix 2: Fama French Factor Geography
List of countries used to compute the common risk factors are applied in 3- and 4- factor models throughout this study.
The risk factors have been collected from the Kenneth R. French website:

Europe

Country
Austria
Belgium
Switzerland
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
Great Britain
Greece
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Sweden

Source: https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html
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Appendix 3: 24-month trailing sharp ratio for momentum strategies

4.0
3.5

Sharpe ratio (annualized)

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
Jan-09

Long-term (12-2)
Jan-10

Jan-11

Jan-12

Jan-13

Intermediate-term (12-7)
Jan-14

Jan-15
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Jan-16

Jan-17

Short-term (6-2)
Jan-18

Jan-19

Jan-20

Jan-21
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Appendix 4: 3-Factor Regressions: winner and loser portfolios
Results of regressions on winner and loser portfolios. Alpha values are posted in percent, while t-statistics are in square
brackets. The MKT factor is the excess return of the MSCI Nordic index, while the remaining factors have been obtained
from the Kenneth R. French website. The sample period covers January 2007 to January 2021. Panel A depicts equally
weighted winners, Panel B depicts equally weighted losers, Panel C depicts value weighted winners and Panel D depicts
value weighted losers.
Panel A: EW Winners (P10)
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1A)
(2A)
(3A)
(4A)
1.55
[3.68]

1.00
[3.64]

0.87
[3.48]

0.60
[2.53]

0.89
[15.31]

0.88
[15.91]

0.97
[17.94]

SMB

0.85
[6.60]

HML

-0.06
[-0.63]

MKT

MOM

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5A)
(6A)
(7A)
(8A)
1.26
[2.81]

0.64
[2.38]

0.55
[2.28]

0.36
[1.51]

1.00
[17.48]

0.97
[18.02]

1.03
[18.88]

0.87
[7.29]

0.88
[7.06]

0.24
[2.23]

0.05
[0.47]

0.39
[5.28]

Adj. R2

0.584

0.673

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9A)
(10A)
(11A)
(12A)
1.50
[3.45]

0.93
[3.25]

0.85
[3.22]

0.64
[2.47]

0.91
[14.97]

0.88
[14.95]

0.95
[15.84]

0.89
[7.45]

0.85
[6.24]

0.87
[6.59]

0.26
[2.39]

0.06
[0.56]

0.29
[2.43]

0.28
[3.71]

0.721

0.647

0.729

0.30
[3.66]

0.750

0.573

0.655

0.681

Panel B: EW Losers (P1)
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1B)
(2B)
(3B)
(4B)
-0.39
[-0.64]

-1.21
[-3.15]

-1.14
[-3.41]

-0.76
[-2.42]

1.33
[16.29]

1.19
[16.12]

1.06
[14.69]

SMB

1.25
[7.27]

HML

0.56
[4.23]

MKT

MOM

Adj. R2

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5B)
(6B)
(7B)
(8B)
-0.17
[-0.32]

-0.87
[-2.48]

-0.85
[-2.79]

-0.58
[-1.96]

1.14
[15.16]

1.02
[15.13]

0.93
[13.59]

1.22
[7.71]

1.21
[7.69]

0.14
[0.95]

0.42
[3.48]

-0.54
[-5.55]
0.614

0.723

0.767

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9B)
(10B)
(11B)
(12B)
-0.51
[-0.85]

-1.32
[-3.72]

-1.33
[-4.16]

-1.00
[-3.27]

1.33
[17.52]

1.24
[17.36]

1.12
[15.87]

1.19
[7.92]

1.11
[6.71]

1.08
[7.00]

0.12
[0.89]

0.32
[2.51]

-0.05
[-0.37]

-0.38
[-4.13]
0.579
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0.700

0.729

-0.47
[-4.97]
0.648

0.728

0.763
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Appendix 4: (cont.)
Panel C: VW Winners (P10)
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1C)
(2C)
(3C)
(4C)
1.40
[3.29]

0.84
[3.04]

0.67
[2.60]

0.38
[1.57]

0.91
[15.49]

0.92
[16.06]

1.02
[18.28]

SMB

0.68
[5.08]

HML

-0.19
[-1.86]

MKT

MOM

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5C)
(6C)
(7C)
(8C)
1.38
[3.08]

0.75
[2.89]

0.62
[2.55]

0.39
[1.65]

1.02
[18.55]

1.02
[18.82]

1.10
[20.31]

0.70
[5.70]

0.66
[5.21]

0.14
[1.22]

-0.10
[-1.06]

0.42
[5.52]

Adj. R2

0.590

0.655

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9C)
(10C)
(11C)
(12C)
1.22
[2.83]

0.65
[2.34]

0.52
[1.98]

0.30
[1.15]

0.93
[15.80]

0.93
[15.92]

1.01
[17.01]

0.67
[5.66]

0.67
[4.98]

0.69
[5.33]

0.16
[1.47]

-0.10
[-1.00]

0.15
[1.24]

0.34
[4.56]

0.709

0.673

0.723

0.32
[4.00]

0.754

0.599

0.656

0.686

Panel D: VW Losers (P1)
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1D)
(2D)
(3D)
(4D)
-0.25
[-0.41]

-1.07
[-2.66]

-0.90
[-2.42]

-0.33
[-1.03]

1.32
[15.44]

1.17
[14.24]

0.97
[13.20]

SMB

0.89
[4.66]

HML

0.67
[4.57]

MKT

MOM

Adj. R2

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5D)
(6D)
(7D)
(8D)
0.03
[0.06]

-0.69
[-2.13]

-0.61
[-2.07]

-0.26
[-0.96]

1.17
[16.94]

1.06
[16.21]

0.94
[14.83]

0.85
[5.24]

0.88
[5.84]

0.03
[0.23]

0.46
[3.96]

-0.82
[-8.20]
0.588

0.667

0.764

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9D)
(10D)
(11D)
(12D)
-0.23
[-0.39]

-1.05
[-3.17]

-1.04
[-3.25]

-0.64
[-2.18]

1.34
[18.96]

1.27
[17.92]

1.13
[16.68]

0.86
[6.20]

0.73
[4.43]

0.70
[4.70]

0.07
[0.57]

0.26
[2.01]

-0.19
[-1.41]

-0.50
[-5.86]
0.632
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0.712

0.762

-0.57
[-6.21]
0.683

0.720

0.774
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Appendix 5: Adjusted value weighted size sub-sample returns
Average monthly excess returns (in percent), standard deviation of excess returns (in percent), annualized Sharpe ratios,
market betas and CAPM alphas (in percent) of adjusted value weighted winner and loser portfolios created based on the
historical performance of stocks in the Nordic markets. The small sub-sample presents the lower half of our full sample
based on market capitalization, the large sub-sample presents the upper half.
Small

Large

Mean

SD (%)

SR

βMarket

αCAPM

Mean

SD (%)

SR

βMarket

αCAPM

Long-term (12-2)
P1
P10
P10 - P1
t-Stat.

-0.53
1.55
2.08
[3.94]

9.37
6.43
6.86

-0.20
0.83
1.05

1.45
0.95
-0.50
[-4.73]

-1.43
0.96
2.39
[4.77]

0.27
1.41
1.13
[2.41]

7.50
5.69
6.12

0.13
0.86
0.64

1.31
0.94
-0.36
[-3.75]

-0.53
0.82
1.36
[2.97]

Intermediate-term (12-7)
P1
P10
P10 - P1
t-Stat.

-0.23
0.95
1.18
[2.79]

8.52
6.51
5.49

-0.09
0.51
0.74

1.28
0.99
-0.29
[-3.24]

-1.01
0.34
1.36
[3.27]

0.41
1.35
0.94
[2.30]

6.71
5.90
5.33

0.21
0.79
0.61

1.17
1.04
-0.13
[-1.45]

-0.31
0.71
1.02
[2.48]

Short-term (6-2)
P1
P10
P10 - P1
t-Stat.

-1.05
1.26
2.31
[4.40]

9.04
6.59
6.83

-0.40
0.66
1.17

1.37
0.98
-0.39
[-3.62]

-1.90
0.66
2.55
[4.99]

0.41
1.17
0.76
[1.80]

7.45
5.67
5.49

0.19
0.71
0.48

1.37
0.97
-0.40
[-4.73]

-0.44
0.57
1.01
[2.51]
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Appendix 6: Adjusted value weighted size sub-sample regressions
Results of regressions on adjusted value weighted long-, intermediate-, and short-term momentum strategies. Alpha
values are posted in percent, while t-statistics are in square brackets. The sample period covers January 2007 to January
2021. Panel A depicts results from the small sub-sample, while Panel B depicts the large sub-sample.
Panel A: Small
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1A)
(2A)
(3A)
(4A)
2.08
[3.94]

2.39
[4.77]

2.22
[4.43]

1.58
[3.44]

-0.50
[-4.73]

-0.40
[-3.61]

-0.18
[-1.67]

SMB

-0.33
[-1.29]

HML

-0.50
[-2.52]

MKT

MOM

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5A)
(6A)
(7A)
(8A)
1.18
[2.79]

1.36
[3.27]

1.22
[2.99]

0.83
[2.09]

-0.29
[-3.24]

-0.19
[-2.05]

-0.05
[-0.52]

-0.28
[-1.22]

-0.48
[-2.28]

0.22
[1.05]

-0.46
[-2.84]

0.92
[6.45]

Adj. R2

0.118

0.156

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9A)
(10A)
(11A)
(12A)
2.31
[4.40]

2.55
[4.99]

2.50
[4.83]

1.91
[3.92]

-0.39
[-3.62]

-0.34
[-2.93]

-0.13
[-1.14]

-0.45
[-2.26]

-0.39
[-1.47]

-0.35
[-1.41]

-0.02
[-0.08]

-0.24
[-1.19]

0.43
[1.92]

0.57
[4.64]

0.327

0.059

0.123

0.86
[5.67]

0.225

0.073

0.091

0.240

Panel B: Large
Independent
variable
Alpha

y = Long-term momentum (12-2)
(1B)
(2B)
(3B)
(4B)
1.13
[2.41]

1.36
[2.97]

1.02
[2.32]

0.23
[0.65]

-0.36
[-3.75]

-0.23
[-2.30]

0.06
[0.70]

SMB

0.07
[0.29]

HML

-0.78
[-4.42]

MKT

MOM

Adj. R2

y = Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
(5B)
(6B)
(7B)
(8B)
0.94
[2.30]

1.02
[2.48]

0.74
[1.85]

0.10
[0.29]

-0.13
[-1.45]

0.00
[0.01]

0.23
[2.93]

0.13
[0.73]

-0.08
[-0.37]

0.13
[0.78]

-0.69
[-4.35]

1.15
[10.59]
0.078

0.178

0.511

y = Short-term momentum (6-2)
(9B)
(10B)
(11B)
(12B)
0.76
[1.80]

1.01
[2.51]

0.81
[2.02]

0.21
[0.60]

-0.40
[-4.73]

-0.32
[-3.64]

-0.11
[-1.40]

-0.03
[-0.16]

0.07
[0.35]

0.12
[0.67]

0.04
[0.23]

-0.45
[-2.83]

0.23
[1.41]

0.93
[8.83]
0.012
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0.114

0.399

0.87
[7.94]
0.118

0.161

0.394
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Appendix 7: Monthly marginal strategies
Panel A: Equal weight
Lag
-1
Overall
0.47%

-2
1.41%

-3
1.34%

-4
0.47%

-5
1.04%

-6
0.60%

-11
0.56%

-12
0.97%

Average
0.74%

January

-3.29% -0.79% -0.39% -1.32%

1.74%

0.62% -1.12% -0.18% -0.55% -0.12% -1.26%

1.42%

-0.44%

February

-1.05%

1.17%

2.82%

1.05%

1.26%

0.87%

1.11%

0.55%

1.27%

1.05%

0.03%

1.04%

0.93%

March

1.94%

0.65%

0.60%

0.11%

0.87% -0.58%

1.02%

0.06% -0.25%

2.51%

1.47%

2.03%

0.87%

April

0.50%

0.01%

0.15% -1.87% -0.21% -0.21% -1.86%

0.14% -0.91% -1.27%

1.68%

1.68%

-0.18%

May

0.72%

1.76%

1.95% -0.12%

1.48%

1.73%

2.30%

1.65%

0.13% -0.20%

0.92%

1.20%

June

1.09%

2.62%

1.27%

1.87%

1.77%

1.16%

1.26%

0.35% -0.14% -0.82% -0.20%

0.77%

0.92%

July

-0.80%

1.85%

1.73% -0.59%

0.79%

1.08%

0.26%

0.14%

0.82% -0.08%

0.45% -0.69%

0.41%

August

0.15%

0.98%

2.66%

2.45%

0.81%

0.00%

0.45%

0.48%

1.15% -0.37% -0.82% -1.60%

0.53%

September

2.65%

1.93%

1.62%

0.08%

1.35%

0.47% -0.62%

1.38%

1.48%

1.61% -0.50%

0.65%

1.01%

October

0.37%

3.03%

0.61%

1.47% -0.26%

0.66%

1.50%

1.31%

0.86%

0.83%

2.89%

1.47%

1.23%

November

1.91%

2.09%

0.91%

0.39%

1.40% -0.07%

0.78%

0.30%

1.34% -0.46%

1.90%

1.17%

0.97%

December

1.46%

1.75%

2.36%

2.07%

1.46%

1.40%

0.63%

0.63%

2.68% -0.27%

1.10%

2.43%

1.47%

Panel B: Adj. value weight
Lag
-1
-2
Overall
-0.02% 0.83%

-3
1.36%

-4
0.25%

-5
1.11%

-6
0.19%

-7
0.50%

-8
0.21%

-9
0.73%

-11
0.82%

-12
0.46%

Average
0.56%
-1.09%

-7
0.47%

-8
0.57%

-9
0.79%

2.02%

-10
0.23%

-10
0.33%

January

-3.36% -2.62% -1.39% -1.47%

0.70% -1.05% -1.10% -0.20% -1.44% -0.37% -0.31% -0.50%

February

-1.71%

0.38%

March

0.99%

1.35% -0.08%

2.60%

0.36%

2.07% -0.73%

0.63%

1.64% -0.05%

1.31%

0.51% -0.71% -0.07% -0.73% -0.34%

1.19% -0.81%

1.19%

0.64%

2.45%

1.42%

2.05%

0.60%

April

-0.12%

0.05% -0.70% -1.97%

0.80%

0.98% -0.90% -0.88%

0.37% -0.09%

1.75%

0.94%

0.02%

May

-0.23%

2.83%

2.96%

1.48%

2.46%

0.76%

1.31%

1.33%

2.12%

1.14%

0.47%

2.10%

1.56%

June

0.06%

2.78%

0.84%

2.01%

1.96%

0.20%

1.59%

1.21%

0.02% -0.10%

0.42%

0.07%

0.92%

July

-0.95%

0.10%

1.43% -0.14%

1.05%

0.29%

0.86%

0.04%

1.73% -0.28%

0.87% -0.56%

0.37%

August

-1.01% -0.24%

2.80%

1.65% -0.82%

0.68% -0.54%

0.08% -0.25%

0.19% -1.18%

0.23%

1.37%

September

1.40%

1.91%

2.36% -0.77%

October

1.41%

2.33%

0.50%

1.65% -0.57%

November

1.30%

0.90%

1.58%

0.20%

1.57% -1.07%

1.40% -0.34%

December

1.71%

1.16%

1.45%

0.84%

1.14%

0.82%

2.54%

1.38%

0.12% -1.06%

0.15%

1.70%

0.57%

0.07% -0.87%

0.58%

1.58%

1.60%

0.55%

0.91%

2.64%

0.57%

1.19%

0.50% -1.27%

1.64%

0.17%

0.55%

1.21%

1.37%

1.23%

1.39%
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1.00%
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Appendix 8: Market cap January sub-sample
Average market capitalizations and medians for small and large sub-sample relative-strength portfolios across the entire
sample period, split by January and non-January. Values are presented in DKK million. The red bar chart represents the
12-2 strategy, the blue represents the 12-7 and the grey represents the 6-2.
Long-term momentum (12-2)
January
Non-January
Avg. MC Median
Avg. MC Median
Panel A: Small
P1
437
P2
481
P3
528
P4
528
P5
571
P6
576
P7
592
P8
608
P9
600
P10
556
Panel B: Large
P1
18,833
P2
33,884
P3
25,674
P4
44,346
P5
39,976
P6
37,030
P7
38,134
P8
33,726
P9
34,587
P10
29,353

Intermediate-term momentum (12-7)
January
Non-January
Avg. MC Median
Avg. MC Median

Short-term momentum (6-2)
January
Non-January
Avg. MC Median
Avg. MC Median

315
380
448
407
482
492
513
550
497
471

438
496
520
534
569
575
578
606
587
560

331
392
419
435
478
488
483
523
507
473

458
502
550
563
551
574
614
582
603
525

349
393
442
474
447
482
567
482
530
408

449
501
529
549
571
572
582
596
588
548

342
394
418
454
473
479
502
517
507
465

465
483
516
544
551
593
592
599
561
502

372
368
424
454
436
512
509
523
465
412

444
499
529
538
555
547
575
569
580
543

339
403
435
437
473
459
494
478
497
456

4,970
6,449
7,420
10,425
12,519
8,831
9,277
11,730
8,983
6,347

19,860
31,540
37,743
40,102
36,270
37,835
37,738
35,882
34,315
21,133

4,973
7,308
8,712
9,667
9,865
10,122
10,317
9,516
8,770
5,649

18,787
36,546
47,243
34,067
42,161
31,719
44,548
34,847
30,959
16,930

5,120
7,292
10,532
9,118
10,370
10,643
11,385
8,977
6,033
5,343

19,452
31,980
36,719
38,065
38,526
38,093
38,053
36,201
33,931
22,754

4,675
7,678
9,094
9,290
9,805
10,030
10,272
9,155
8,654
6,416

24,931
24,609
30,020
47,708
32,340
35,513
33,173
33,819
37,312
27,592

6,015
6,440
7,396
9,364
8,736
9,131
8,859
9,948
10,001
6,638

21,152
30,413
36,620
37,819
36,860
38,347
36,917
35,370
31,737
20,695

4,820
7,247
8,883
8,975
9,391
9,711
10,144
8,807
8,062
5,376

January Small

January Large
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